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Introduction
The dictionary defines alliteration as the occurrence in a phrase or line of speech or writing of 2 or more words having the same initial sound.
(Riverside Webster's II Dictionary - 1996): Commencement of two or more words in close connection with the same letter or sound (The Little
Oxford Dictionary - Fourth Edition - 1969). One of the many things about Elder Maxwell's writing that has given me joy as I read it and try to
picture and understand his intricate and multi-faceted thoughts and images, is his generous galaxy of gorgeous groupings. I guess it is the accountant
in me that likes patterns and repetition. Even the fact that I am tone deaf, which likely means I have overlooked a lot of examples that carry the same
sound rather than the same letter, has not diminished my enjoyment of alliterations. Nor has the fact that I am a Canadian and therefore would have
to relate to Neal "EH" Maxwell, been a hindrance to this exercise.
Readers should also consider going to the source of the extractions included here, because the full context will undoubtedly add to the majesty of the
meaning. In addition, I have not always included lead words and that may change the first impression one gets from the entry. Take for example
"excessive ego will enhance our empathy." Does it or does it not? The "before" words in the source are "absence of" which of course defines where
Elder Maxwell is coming from. I invite each person to pick a personal pathway of pondering, while reading this collection.
Many might think the time taken to search out the alliterations in Elder Maxwell's prodigious and proliferous body of work was not a good use of
ones time. But I would only counter by saying it was not done at the sacrifice of reading the scriptures and that, next to those, a person could not find
a more testifying author of the divinity of the Saviour and a more eloquent purveyor of the true meaning of gospel doctrines and principles. We may
find others amongst the apostles of equal veracity but not with quite the same style and gift to challenge us to "step to the edge of the light" and in so
doing come to see more and more and come to know how to recognize the Saviour because "we will become like Him".
I am not a bit backward about indicating that Elder Maxwell sometimes loses me and I fall off of or can not keep up with his rapid but always
thrilling tour through the tremendously tantalizing table of teachings he puts before us. But I always end up with at least one or more delicious
morsels from that table. Although I may have my hunger temporarily satisfied, I am also left with my taste for more at a later sitting.
So it was as I went through Neal A Maxwell's works, mostly for at least a second time to extract the, at least to me, alluring alliterations. Even if no
one else ever benefits from this activity I have found it uplifting and enlightening. Since the general handbook indicates that publications of only
quotes from the general authorities will not be sanctioned, I doubt that the result of this search will ever be published but I will show it to my family,
in keeping with his fourth book "That My Family Should Partake", and may even get brave enough to send a copy to Elder Maxwell for his use. In
so doing I my even find out he has such a listing already. Even that will not diminish my joy in working on this endeavour.
Take for instance this quote from what, at one time in the spring of 1997 I thought, may be his last book, "If Thou Endure It Well", published in
1996, but not read by me until 1997, when I was part way through the alliteration extraction process and had already chosen a title - " From "A" to
"Z" - for the document. As stated earlier, some may be bored with this listing of the literary logos of Elder Maxwell, but I say that if they take the
time to read and to carefully consider what they read, they will come to know "True enduring, therefore, represents not merely the passage of time
but also the passage of the soul - not merely going from A to B, but the "mighty change" - all the way from A to Z".Or this, found in a July 1976
Ensign article (page 72): "In getting from mark A to mark Z, we must walk carefully and watch our footing along the path and help those who
struggle less successfully."

Source Listing
1. A More Excellent Way, (Deseret Book Company, SLC, Utah.1967)
2. For the Power is in Them, (Deseret Book Company, SLC, Utah.1970)
3. A Time to Choose, (Deseret Book Company, SLC, Utah. 1972/75)
4. The Smallest Part, (Deseret Book Company, SLC, Utah. 1973)
5. That My Family Should Partake, (Deseret Book Company, SLC, Utah. 1974)
6. Look Back At Sodom, (Deseret Book Company, SLC, Utah. 1975)
7. Of One Heart, (Deseret Book Company, SLC, Utah. 1975)
8. Deposition of a Disciple, (Deseret Book Company, SLC, Utah. 1976)
9. Wherefore Ye Must Press Forward, (Deseret Book Company, SLC, Utah. 1977)
10. Things as They Really Are, (Deseret Book Company, SLC, Utah. 1978)
11. All These Things Shall Give Thee Experience, (Deseret Book Company, SLC, Utah. 1979)
12. Notwithstanding My Weakness, (Deseret Book Company, SLC, Utah. 1981)
13. We Will Prove Them Herewith, (Deseret Book Company, SLC, Utah. 1982)
14. Even As I Am, (Deseret Book Company, SLC, Utah. 1982)
15. Plain and Precious Things, (Deseret Book Company, SLC, Utah. 1983)
16. We Talk of Christ We Rejoice in Christ, (Deseret Book Company, SLC, Utah. 1984)
17. Sermons Not Spoken, (Bookcraft Inc, SLC, Utah, 1985)
18. But for a Small Moment, (Bookcraft Inc, SLC, Utah. 1986)
19. Meek and Lowly, (Deseret Book Company, SLC, Utah. 1987)

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

Not My Will, But Thine, (Bookcraft Inc, SLC, Utah. 1988)
A Wonderful Flood of Light, (Bookcraft Inc, SLC, Utah. 1990)
Men and Women of Christ, (Bookcraft Inc, SLC, Utah. 1991)
That Ye May Believe, (Bookcraft Inc, SLC, Uta h. 1992)
Lord Increase Our Faith, (Bookcraft Inc, SLC, Utah. 1994)
If Thou Endure It Well, (Bookcraft Inc, SLC, Utah. 1996)
One More Strain of Praise, (Bookcraft Inc, SLC, Utah. 1999
The Promise of Discipleship, (Deseret Book Company, SLC, Utah. 2001)
Whom the Lord Loveth, (Deseret Book Company, SLC, Utah. 2003

Elder Maxwell's talks in General Conference will be indicated by spring (S) for April conference and the last two numbers of the year i.e. - 66 for
1966 and fall (F). They are from the Ensign magazine and the page reference is to that publication. The first one is as Church Commissioner of
Education in the fall of 1970; then as Assistant to the Council of The Twelve in the fall of 1974, the spring of 1975 & 1976; then as Of the Council of
the Seventy in the fall of 1976; then Of the Presidency of the First Quorum of the Seventy in the spring of 1978 and fall of 1980; finally as a member
Of the Quorum of the Twelve Apostles in the spring of 1982 and onward. Note: F 74 is also NE April 75; S 76 is also NE Dec. 76; EN Feb. 86 is
also NE Feb. 87. (See the Addendum for conference talks from F97 to S01.)
There are also articles in other issues of the Church magazines. These will be coded IE for Improvement Era, with Nov. 69 to indicate month and
year; Ins. for Instructor and the same abbreviations for year and month; NE for New Era; EN for the Ensign; FR for the Friend; these articles are:
IE Nov. 69; Ins. Jul. 70, Aug. 70, Sep. 70, Oct. 70, Nov. 70
NE 71 Jan., May, Aug.; 72 Jul.; 73 Oct.; 75 Feb., Apr.; 76 Dec.; 78 Apr.; 79 Jun.; 81 May; 82 Aug.; 85 Jan.- Feb.; 87 Feb.
EN 72 Feb.; 74 Oct.; 75 Jul., Oct.; 76 Jul., Aug.; 77 Mar.; 78 Aug., Oct., Dec.; 79 Feb.; 80 Oct.; 81 Apr., Aug.; 82 Jul.; 83 Mar.; 84 Jun.; 85 Apr.; 86
Feb., Aug., Dec.; 87 Jun.; 92 Jan.; 93 Apr., Sep.; 94 Jun.; 95 Mar.; 96 Jun.; 97 Jan., Apr.; 98 Mar., Sept.; 01 Oct.; 02 Jul.; 03 Apr.; 04 Oct.
FR 75 May or June;
When I got a copy of his son Cory Maxwell's book of quotes, I was reminded that there were many talks given at BYU devotionals that I did not
have. I guess I could get these when next I go to BYU and add them to this collection and may do that in the future. In the mean time, some of them
are included in the church magazine items. I have also gone through the Quote book and will enter those alliterations that are new from these
additional sources. These are:
BYU Devotional Speeches of the Year- 1974 - But for a Small Moment - pp443-57
- 1976 - Insights from My Life - pp187-201; Taking Up the Cross - pp249-63
- 1977 - All Hell is Moved - pp176-81
- 1978 - Meeting the Challenges of Today - pp149-56
- 1979 - Patience - pp215-20
- 1980 - True Believers in Christ - pp134-40
- 1981-82 - Grounded, Rooted, Established, and Settled - pp14-19
- 1985-86 - A Choice Seer - pp113-21
- 1986-87 - Meek and Lowly - pp 52-63
- 1989-90 - The Children of Christ -pp 79-91
- 1991-92 - The Inexhaustible Gospel - pp139-48
- 1995-96 - Brim with Joy - pp141-50
BY Magazine - Feb. 1994 - p30-33, 48
- Dictated Dec. 96
Other Talks - 26 Nov. 1980 talk
- 25 Nov. 1981 - Thanksgiving speech
- 24 Nov. 1982 - Thanksgiving for the Holy Scriptures
- 2 Dec. 1984 talk
-4 July 1991 - Fourth of July Celebration, Midway, Utah
- 27 Nov. 1991 - Jesus Lord of Loving Kindness and of the Far-flung Vineyard
- Oct. 9, 1992 - Integrity ... The Evidence Within
- 24 Nov. 1993 - Thanksgiving speech
- Nov. 23, 1994 - Fullness in the Fullness of Times
- 13 Jan. 95 talk
- 21 June 1996 - seminar for new mission presidents "The Book of Mormon: A Marvelous Work and a
Wonder"
-Build Up My Church - Nov. 24, 1996
Pamphlet - The Christmas Scene - 1994
There is also an article in the book "On Becoming a Disciple-Scholar", edited by Henry B. Eyring and published by Bookcraft. It is entitled "The
Disciple-Scholar" and will be designated by - DS.

"A"
Abandon all absolutes - EN Oct. 78
abandoning the adults' authoritative -2-p53
Able to account for, or to analyze -2-p9
Able to assimilate and appreciate -15-p4
Abound in the atonement -9-p35 about anything at all - EN Oct. 78
Abraham and those about him apparently did not have an athletic program -12-p19
not Abroad in the land of America until Joseph Smith's articulations -F85-p15
Absence of accepting evidence -23-p172
Absence of adequacy -8-p31
Absence of adequate information -2-p5
Absence of adversity -25-p124
Absence of affection -5-p105
Absence of appreciation -S76-p27
Absence of artificiality -1-p94 Absence of authority -1-p10
Absent absolute values -5-p36 absent the absolute values - EN Oct. 74
Absolute assertions -11-p7
Absolute doctrinal anchors - EN Oct. 74
declare Absolutely the absence of absolutes -S83-p10 Absolute to anchor -5-p37
Absorb adversity -16-p160
Absorb afflictions -25-p118
Abstain altogether -25-p100
Abstain from acts adverse -7-p41
Abstain from alcohol -5-p113
Abstain from actions -4-p23
Abstract affection -4-p60
Abstract attributes -14-p32
Absurdity is achieving - NE June 79
Abundance, and the attributes -27-p2
Abundance of available -27-p2 Abundant answers -F88-p31
Abundant assurances about God -F87-p33 abundant assurance about the Shepherd - EN Oct. 74
Abuse authority -8-p37; -12-p72; EN Apr. 81
Abuse our agency -16-p24
Academic and other achievement -8-p89
Academic apostasy from advisement - EN Oct. 75
Accelerated alcoholism -8-p66 Acceleration would abuse agency -12-p61
Access and apply His atoning blood -26-p42 Accessing antiquity -20-p31
Accessing the Atonement -27-p90
Accompanying an ever increasing addiction to pornography
are loud alarms against censorship -S96-p68
Accompanying these affirming "Yes, Yeses" -S86-p36 Accomplished the astonishing atonement -S95-p68
Accomplish the Atonement -23-p210
According to our ability -11-p38
Accountability to anybody -9-p9 Accumulated admiration -27-p120
Accumulate it in the abstract -8-p45
Accumulation and accretion -16-p9
Accumulations of affection -7-p52
Accuracy in action -4-p32
accurate abstractions -20-p98
Accurate analogies -14-p57
accurate anticipation -20-p56
Accused another -11-p33
Achieved by arbitrarily imposing -2-p9
Achievement already -8-p88
Achieving affectional security -1-p13
Achieving awareness -1-p73
achieving the Atonement -14-p70
from Acknowledgement to appreciation on to
admiration and from admiration to adoration -26-p54
Acknowledge the Architect -21-p85
Acquiescent rather than anxious -9-p81
Acting according to -9-p8
of Action, brief aloneness in adversity -19-p119
Action to assist -7-p37
Activity and attendance -16-p139
the Act of the Atonement -16-p45
"finished " Act of the Atonement achieved in that axis of atoning agony - Gethsemane and on Calvary across an additional time frame Jesus' continuing advocacy -26-p42
Acts of assertion -15-p54; EN Mar. 83
Acts of the Apostles -14-p6
Actually achieved -S86-p34
Actually, adversarial attention -12-p84
Actually assured -11-p121
Actually attainable -9-p71
Add abundant witness -15-p43
Added accountability -27-p64
Added and affirming -16-p45
Added aphorisms -15-p3
Added to their affliction -7-p16 Additional affirming scripture -16-p36
Additional agony -23-p1; EN June 96
Additional assurance -9-p96
Additions or amendments -9-p11 in Addition to avoidance -5-p85
Add my small voice to the anthem of apostolic
adequate allowances -23-p27
appreciation by acknowledging and
adoring Jesus -14-p121
Adequate arrangements -16-p124 Administered affection -3-13
Administered in an authoritative way -8-p60 Administering the adrenalin of affection -11-p67
Administrative acronyms - EN Apr. 85
Administrative affection and attention -1-p35
Administrative anxieties - EN Apr. 85
Admittedly authoritarian -1-p99
Adopt an attitude -16-p53
Admittedly authoritarian -1-p99
Adoration and awe -11-p128
Adrenalin of adversity -16-p129
Adrenalin of affliction -14-p109 Adult acquisitiveness is less amusing -12-p51
Adult authority -3-p7 Advance account -11-p98
Advanced allegiance -3-p29
Advance account -11-p98
Advantage associated with -DS-p2
Advantage of allowing -11-p75
Adventure of affording affection -7-p47
Adversary is anxious -15-p67
the Adversary never uses any of his annual leave -8-p20 the Adversary's approach -14-p87
Adverse affects of agency -20-p91
Adversely affected -9-p96; -23-p161

Adversely upon agency - EN Feb. 79
Adversity (ies) and afflictions -14-p107; -25-p1
Advocate healthy abstention -23-p76
Advocates argue -9-p11
Aerobics in apathy -25-p117
affable acknowledgment -14-p112
Affirmative actions -12-p109
Affirmative associational patterns -9-p72
Affirmative associations -9-p73 Affirmatively affect -23-p85
Afflicted ancient Israel -S94-p90 Afflicted with ambivalence -25-p84
Afflicted with anguish -S83-p10 After the Atonement and its related agonies -25-p127
Agency and accountability -16-p128
when Agency goes awry, agony awaits -23-p85
"Agenda" of action -2-p11
Age of alienation - NE June 79
Aggravated by admonition -F91-p32
Agnostic about the law of aerodynamics - EN Oct. 75
Agonies (y) of the Atonement -20-p51;
Agony an adulterous father experiences -11-p33
S90-p35; EN Apr. 93; -26-p36
Agreeing in advance - EN Feb. 79
agreeing in advance to anesthetic
- the anesthetic of forgetfulness -F85-p17
Ah, the arrogant arm of flesh -S97-p12
Aiding our acquisition of needed attributes - EN July 82, 13-p9
Alacrity of the aging -9-p100
Alcoholic anesthetics -S92-p37
Algebra of affliction -12-p68
Algebra of agnosticism -21-p48
Alien angles - EN Oct. 74; BYUD-74-p35 Align the ambivalent -3-p11
Alive again -25-p117 Allocation to America -8-p46
Allegedly or actually -3-p6
all else is ancillary -13-p5
All of us are acrophobes -9-p87 all our anxiety amounts to - EN Mar. 83
Allow for the agency -8-p29
Allow for the agency of others (including our children)
before we assess our adequacy. -F76-14
Almost adventures -8-p33
"Almost Agendum" -8-p32
Almost Agrippas - BYU 77 -p179
almost always achieved -1-p73
Almost always aided -9-p92
Alone assure - EN Aug. 86
Aloneness of the atonement -2-p27
Already available -10-p83
can Also affect, adversely or affirmatively - EN Apr. 85 also an affirmative act -5-p24
what we place on the Altar is not an animal Alter attitudes -15-p33
but the animal within us -20-p136
Alternative to anarchy -8-p49
Alternatives are arrayed -9-p2
Alternatives were made audio-visually -11-p118
Alter of appetite -6-p16, p36; -S75-p101
Always allow -3-p83 always an aberration -25-p2
Always answered -16-p108
always applauded the accomplishments -23-p187
Ambiguity will replace absolutes - EN Oct. 78
Ambivalence about authority -20-p2
Ambivalent adherents -10-pxiii ambivalent administrators -1-p30
Amid adversity -22-p3; BYUD-90-91-p106 Amid His agony - EN Apr. 93
Amid our anguish -12-p56
amid the anguish -23-p57
Amid the array - EN Nov. 97
Amid the atonement -23-p83
among an apparently pleasant people -7 p11
Among the astounding accompanying -23- p210
ample acreage -16-p62
Amplified attesting -15-p30
Amply attest -15-p51
Amusing but absurd -13-p75
an absentee audience -16-p138
An academic adhesive - EN Oct. 75
an accumulative array -15-p26
Anachronistic, belonging to another age -8-p11
an activism that affirms -13-p117
An advancing army -14-p103
an agonizing appraisal -8-p76
Analogies appropriate -5-p14
Analogy is appropriate -5-p40
Anatomical allegiance -S95-p67 An alphabet of affinity -8-p77
An amusing anecdote -16-p86 An angel appeared - EN Dec. 86
An angel in authority -8-p11
placing An animal on the alter -S95-p68
An anthem of assurance -14-p9 An approaching army -25-p126
An appropriate and approved change -12-p4 An apt analogy -16-p82
An aristocracy among truths - NE Oct. 73 An array of appreciation -23-p30
An artificial anxiety -5-p98
An assemblage of aphorisms - 20 - p29; EN Dec. 86
An astral amphitheatre -10-p6 An attribute achieved - EN Mar. 83
An authority and authenticity -20-p98
An automatic-pilot approach -27-p73
An avalanche of apocalyptic advice -3-p2
An avalanche of appetite - EN July 76
An awful avalanche -S95-p67
Ancestors for acts -7-p15
Anchored in ample observations -17-p12
Ancient alliance -16-p98; EN Apr. 85
Ancient and anxious -18-p106;
Ancient Athenians -1-p58; -S87-p70; -F88-p32
And accept the affirmative answers -20-p23
And after the astonishing atonement -22-p127
And also in avoiding the abuse of authority -14-p21
And amplified analogy -15-p22 Angelic affidavit -8-p23
Anguish and agonies of the Atonement –S02-p38
too Anguished to appreciate - S76
Anguishing in advance -9-p91
Anguish of an atonement -16-p66Animalism and absurdity -5-p20
Anomie and alienation -12-p44 Another assumption -8-p78
Another example of revelation by amplification -10-p52Anthem of affirmation -15-p27
Anticipated afflictions -11-p128 Anticipatory arrangements -S78-p11
Antidote to animalism -5-p12
Another age -10-p46

Another age and another advocate -12-p90; NE June 79 Another helpful analogy -10-p28
Antennae atrophy - Ins. Aug. 70 Antennae of affection -11-p65
Anthem of appreciation -S76-p27Anticipatory arrangements - S78p11
Anxieties and activities -17-p5 Anxieties that attend the exercise of our agency -25-p69
Anxiety about adequacy -5-p4 Anxiety appears -5-p4
Anxiety over his ascendency -9-p94
Anxious about - EN Oct. 78
Anxious and even astonished -12-p1
Anxious to administer -7-p28
Anxious to avoid - IE Nov.69
Any abstraction of our affection lessens our active
esteem of others and reduces our sense of
accountability -4-p34
Any aspirants to such adventure -11-p127 Anymore than average was adequate in the days
Sodom and Gomorrah - EN Feb.86
Anything about aloneness -8-p31 Apogee of affluence -2-p51
Apogee of His agony -14-p117; -F81-p9; EN Apr. 97; Apogee of Jesus' agony -14-p71
-26-p60
Apostolic affirmation -14-p1
Apostolic aphorisms -15-p80
Apostolic assurance -22-p123
Apostolic authority -15-p100; -23-p125
Appear to be admirable - NE June 79
Appearing as an angel -8-p89
Appease their appetites -3-p16 Appetites and attitudes -27-p70
Appetites are appropriate -9-p11
Appetites are arrayed against appetites -11-p59
Applauded our ancestors for their spiritual
achievements -12-p18
Applaud the atonement -9-p132; BYU 77 -p181
Application of agency -1-p122
Apply the Atonement -27-p87
Appointed and agonizing -24-p25
Appointed to this age -9-p32
Appreciate and accept -9-p6
Appreciated by the audience -27-p92
Appreciate the Atonement - EN June 84
Appreciate the authority -9-p36 Appreciation to arithmetic -5-p38
Appreciative acknowledgment -23-p29
Appreciative affirmation -10-pxii
Appreciative of agency -26-p87
Approach assumes -9-p4
Approach in an age -7-p15
Appropriate analogy -3-p49
Appropriate anticipation -5-p118
Appropriate apprenticeship -3-p9 Appropriate authenticity -5-p66
Appropriately applied -12-p4
Apt to achieve -12-p112
Arc across the ages -S86-p36
Archives above -10-p27
Are almost always -25-p35
Are already available -4-p5
Are assailed, after -F85-p15
Are audacious assertions -10-p10
Are you also accountable -8-p100
Aristocracy of achievement -5-p96
An aristocracy of appetite(s) -11-p58; -20-p65
Arithmetic of anguish -11-p37
Arithmetic of appetite -12-p99; EN Oct. 78; Arithmetic of appreciation -23-p55
NE June 79; EN Feb. 86
Arms are acquisitive -F8-p52
Arrangement of appetites -10-p7
Array of attitudes -27-p63
Arrogance of atheism -8-p18
Arrogance of the abuse of agency -10-p25
Arrogance, or the abuse of agency - EN Feb. 79
Arrogate authority -14-p45
Arthritis in acrobats -8-p78
Articulate advocacy -12-p90; NE June 79
Articulate assertion - EN Oct. 78 Articulate awareness - EN June 96
Articulating absurdity -13-p84 Articulation are not adequate -2-p60
Artificial affection -9-p97
As abstaining from alcohol -F74-p12
As addictive as alcohol
As an absurd anachronism -8-p14
As an appreciative audience -23-p132
As an atheist -25-p101
Ascendancy of any appetites or actions - EN June 96 Ask(ed) amiss –13-p8 -16-p108
Asked for my assessment -7- 12 not begin by Asking us about our ability,
but only about our availability - EN July 75
Assail adults -2-p15 Assemblage of affliction -14-p92
Assembled agonies -S88-p8
Assembly of appetites -5- p34
Ascending and even agonizing -9-p125
Assertion and advocacy -8-p21
Assertion of adequacy -5-p102 Assertion of his appetites -12-p99
Assertive ascendancy -23-p100 Assertiveness is not automatically bad -15-p54
Asserts authoritatively -14-p69 Assessing almost any theology -8-p64
Assessing the actual -1-p57
Assess our adequacy - F76p14
Assisted in an achievement - EN July 75
Associated attention -23-p191
Associational advantages -9-p105
Associational adventures -9-p91
Assume authority -1-p9
Assumes utter aloneness -11-p34
Assurance as well as anticipation -14-p65
these Assurances have ready appplicatiohn to all – EN Oct 04 –p26
As the adversary afflicted -14-p24
Astonishing atonement -25-p55, p131; BYUD-91-92-p148
Astrophysical awe -F88-p33
Atonement accomplished -25-p76
Atonement actually accomplished -15-p30
the Atonement - awful and agonizing -23-p1 Atonement affected every age -F88-p33

Atonement with its awful arithmetic -2-p27 Atoning agonies -26-p43
heart Attacks in our sleep at an advanced age -20-p125
Attempt at analogy -16-p57
Attempts at articulation -16-p101
Attendant accountability -15-p24 Attention of anxious loved ones -9-p6
Attest, amid aging -25-p114
At the apogee of his agony - EN June 84
Attitudes amid the adversities -25-p40
Attitudes accrued -S85-p70
Attitude should not apply alone -14-p59
unhealthy attitudes towards any authority -S94-p89
Attitudinal alignments -20-p124 Attitudinal anchor -12-p44
Attitudinal antidote -11-p86
Attribute atrophy -9-p7
Attributes and actions -21-p110 Assume automatically -9-p88
the Auger that anger can become -25-p115 Author anxiety -15-p5
Author assumes -7-p8 Authoritarian appeals -1-p60
Automatically assume -9-p32
Avalanche of apocalyptic advice -3-p2
Avalanche of appetites -5-p34 Avoid alienation -5-p19
Avoid artificiality -11-p89
Avoid the abuse of authority -15-p54; EN Mar. 83
Awareness and appreciation can thus create Awareness of the agony -27-p87
A self-reinforcing attitude -19-p99
Awe and appreciation -16-p43
Awe melts into adoration -11-p3 Awe of the atomic order -9-p108
Awesome Atonement -S85-p72 Awful aloneness -23-p209
Awful arithmetic of alcoholism -2-p3, p55 "Awful arithmetic" of an atonement He
could have avoided -2-piii
Awful arithmetic of the Atonement -S85-p73;
Awful Atonement -14-p119; -23-p209; EN June 84
EN June 84; EN Dec. 86; EN Apr. 97
Awful but, for Him, avoidable
Atonement -14-p115; -S76-p26
"B"
a Baby is a blessing - not a burden -S78-p10 our Back is already bent with burdens of
bad behaviour -8-p75
Back to belief -16-p12
nor had Bad breaks made him bad -11-p40
Badgered and bullied -12-p45
Ballot box - EN Oct. 78
Balm of brotherhood -7-p29
Band-aid beliefs are bad -8-p81
Band of believers -7-p43
Bands of believers at Bethany and
Bountiful -F84-p10
Banged about a bit - EN Feb. 72 Bankruptcy of beliefs -21-p28
Banqueting over our blessings -9-p125
Basically behavioral -8-p83
Basic beliefs -7-p38; -F85-p15(2); EN Oct. 78
Basic blessings -14-p92; -23-p109
Bathed that Babe -F82-p67
Bazaar of behavior -12-p74
Because the blessings of brotherhood -1-p41 Beckons us to betterness -S76-p26; EN June 84
Become bitter because -8-p67
the partnership of the Bedroom or in the Boardrooms
of the business world -5-p40
Been buried in Belgium
Beginning believer -12-p31
Be beginning to believe -7-p22, p43
Behave because they believe - EN Apr. 85
Behave better -10-p58 Behavioral Babylons -12-p83; -F80-p14
Behavioral balance -17-p4
Behavioral Barabbas -12-p97
Behavioral barbarians - EN July 76
Behavioral benchmarks - EN Aug. 78
Behavioral bondage -9-p54
Behavioral bonus -5-p41
Behaviorial bridge that we need to build -11-p4
Behavioral bungee cords -F92-p65
Behavior that was prohibited becomes
Being bought -25-p31
permitted -13-p87
Being buffeted -8-p93 Beleaguered battalion -22-p7
Belief in the basics - EN Apr.. 93 Beliefs and behavior -4-p75; -27-p1
Believe "backwards" -2-p38
Believing and being baptized -7-p54
Believe the Bible -25-p80
Bemoan or belittle -7-p42
Beneficially blended -10-p119 Beneficiaries are often blind to their
blessings - EN July 76
Benefiting billions upon billions -F88-p33 Benighted beliefs -10-p80
Bereft of a basic understinding -27-p64
Bereft of boldness - EN Mar. 83 Best blown away by the breeze of
brotherhood -7-p23
Be the beginning of belonging -74-p12
Better barometer - 5-p13
Better bear -25-p52 Better bear the burdens - EN Mar. 83
Better behavior -5-p78; -9-p91 to Better behavior, behavior befitting Church
members -F85-p16
Betterment in the basics - EN Aug. 81
Between beliefs and behaviour -8-p79
Between busyness - EN June 94 Beware of those biceps -11-p22
Beyond the boarder of my behavior and for helping me Beyond their bounds -9-p60
to advance that boarder, bit by bit -S76-p26

Bigger block -11-p80 Biggest blocks -11-p81
Biological brotherhood -2-p3; -4-p24; -8-p36; -9-p89; Biological brothers -9-p127; EN Oct. 78
- F70-p94; - NE May 71; - NE Feb. 75
Birth of the Babe -5-p86
Bizarre behavior -23-p75
Black box -9-p49
Bland behavioral point -12-p104
Blandishments of Babylon - EN Aug. 81
Bleached bones -5-p116
Bless billions and billions -25-p128
Blessed bands of believers in obscure Bethany
and, later, in Bountiful -17-p96
Blessed benificiaries -27-p48
Blessed Bible's especial companion -15-p8 Blessed blend -26-pxi
Blessed Book -F83-p55
Blessings and beauties -16-p151 Blitz your beliefs - NE Jan.-Feb. 85
Bloated belly -23-p83 Bloated bureaucracy - EN Oct. 74
Bold and breathtaking -9-p84
Bolster believers -15-p31; -S83-p9
Bonfires that blazed briefly -14-p120; -F81-p10
Border between -11-p11
cross the Border into belief -12-p83
Border of belief -8-p51
Borders of beliefs -9-p10
Both beliefs and behavior -16-p139
Both bemoaned -F93-p18
Both bird and brother -7-p39
Bouncing back -11-p8 Bounteous blessings -7-p26; EN Apr. 97
Bounteously blessed -19-82
Bracing breeze -S75-p101
Bravado in our behavior, for bravado and boredom have
Brave but battered -11-p64
brought ... sadness -5-p116
Breath to blaspheme -8-p96
Bridge building -23-p127
Brief bows -12-p84; -F80-p14 Brief brotherhood -11-p69
Bright but bad - EN Apr. 93
Brightly in a business -8-p99
intellectually Brilliant but Bohemian in behavior
Bringing a blossoming -12-p18
- EN Apr. 93; BYU 91-92 -p141
Brotherhood for the bedridden -11-p69
Brotherhood is born -3-p82
Brought to bear by sincere secularists - EN Oct.74
Bruised but believing -12-p83; -27-p11
Buchenwald for babies - abortion -12-p93; NE June 79 more Bud than blossom -S85-p71
Buffeted daily in Babylon beyond what we Build bridges -10-p16
who are older -24-p36
Build the beach of brotherhood -11-p63
Burdens of belief -8-p53
Bureaucratic benevolence -10-p78
Bureaucratize all brotherhood -12-p32
Buried in Belgium -11-p17
Bushel of blessings -8-p29, p36; -12-p9; -F76-p14
busy being busy -11-p73
But being bolstered by -27-p34
Butterfly-like blessings -9-p18
By believing and being baptized -7-p27
"C"
Cacophony of Carthage -18-p118 a Cacophony of the "chop-sticks" of a few
recurring keys, not Chopin- for only
occasionally do we expedience a cord
the cuts across the keyboard - NE July 72
Cacophony of the crowd -7-p14 demanding Cadence called for by the cares of the
world -F86-p54
Cadence of a cause -2-p22Cadillac coffin -10-p34
Calculus of the cosmos - EN June 84
Calendar of contrasts -9-p26
Calisthenic of conduct -14-p112 Calisthenics essential to continuing Christian
commitment -3-p29
Callisthenics of concern -5-p78 Called "checkbook Christians" -3-p64; - Ins. Nov. 70
Call for calibrations - EN June 94Callings converge -9-p103
Calls the cadence for the church -25-p60
Call the cadence - NE June 79; EN Mar. 83; F95 -p22; -27-p81
Call their cadence -25-p49; -F95-p22
Calm commitment -12-p57
Calming counsel -27-p10
Calmness conserves -25-p115
Callow contradiction -9-p16
Came at the crucial crossroads -10-p70
Came concerning the Council -18-p75
Came constant -27-p123
Camelot in a crowded car -5-p100
Came off conqueror -10-p33
Came that courageous and classic reply -14-p65
Camouflages much critical data -17-p62
Can be confirmed -25-p126
Can be conflicting conclusions concerning
things -17-p52
Can be conscientious but confused - EM Aug. 81
Can be counselled and corrected -10-p19
Can be our constant companion and will confirm our Can caress our carnal appetites -16-p110
new course -9-p4
Can cause a crippling -9-p59
Can circle a concept -8-p61
only the Lord (Jesus) Can compare crosses - Can come the carriers of the celestial culture
F76-p14; EN Aug. 86; BYU 76 -p254,255
who are capable -5-p118
-27-p35

Can come to crave - EN Mar. 95 Can compound the cares -16-p120
Can constitute cultural counterpoint to the swelling
Can confidently cast our cares upon the Lord -F87-p32
chorus -5-p110
Can contain the clinical -27-p71
Can contemplate -F76-p14
maximizing what medicine Can contribute when combined with kind care -26-pix
I Can cope with the consequences -9-p30
Can cradle us, conceptually, amid any concern
Can cross a crowded foyer -12-p83
-13-p5; -16-p79; -S83-p22
Can cross the chasm -S75-p101 Can cruelly combine to blunt perspective and create,
... problems -19-p110
Candlepower of candor can -4-p70
Candles of commitment -F74-p12
Candid comment -1-p68
Candid communication -11-p76
Candid conversations in times of calm -1-p124
Candidly counselled -12-p85; -23-p5
Candor, commitment, and concern -1-p135 Candor may create challenges -13-p105
Candor often depends on commitment to courage -4-p72
Cannibalizes all other concerns -F76-p13
Cannot be a compartmentalized ... thing -13-p91
Cannot change -25-p124
Cannot choose to create -23-p65 Cannot compare -21-p54
Cannot completely rout -21-p59 Cannot comprehend -10-p30; -11-p14. p37; -14-p59
Cannot comprehend it all, of course -21-p25 Cannot compute -11-p20
Cannot condone -9-p54
Cannot condone carnality because it seems
clever -12-p91
Cannot converse -25-p92
Cannot cover, except cosmetically -11-p61
Cannot keep such conditions from coming -S87-p71
(Cannot) the childless who crave children (can)
count on His empathy -14-p117; -F81-p9;
EN June 84
Can safely cast our cares upon a completely empathic Can't change circumstances - EN July 75
Savior -20-p42
Can, under certain circumstances, create a climate -1-p64
Capacity for cognition - EN Apr. 93
Capacity for comprehending -25-p47
Capacity for convincing - EN Jan. 97
Capacity to care -9-p36
Capacity to choose -16-p63; -27-p101
Capacity to comprehend -23-p1; EN Dec. 78 Capacity to confront our particular configuration -27-p78/79
Capacity to consecrate -7-p45
Capacity to control -10-p88
Capacity to cope -10-p97
Capacity to cope with the challenges - NE July 72
Capacity to cope and to carry on-11-p67
in Captivity called for customized counsel -10-p76
Karate chop of changed circumstances -20-p122
Cardinal characteristics -15-p52; EN Mar. 83
Careful about causality -22-p6
Careful about confusing -9-p68 Careful and concerned -15-p3
Careful consideration -15-p40 Careful correlation -15-p30, p87
Careful cultivator -13-p27
Carefully construct -S76-p27(2)
Carefully constructed continuum -8-p80; -11-p47
Carefully created -25-5
Carefully cultivate -2-p51
Careless conclusions - BYU 77 -p179
Cares and chores can come -27-p82
Cares can also create -17-p16
Cares comprise particularly profound challenges -17-p12
Cares of the world will call the cadence -16-p47
Care to compare -S75-p101
Caring can be convoluted into condescension -9-p37 Caring candor -13-p70
Caring community -F91-p31
Caring with the capacity to customize challenges -20-p108
Carnal cul-de-sacs -12-p91
Carnality is especially choking because it causes a
profound contraction of the soul -12-p92
Carnally convenient -8-p90; -12-p90; NE June 79
Caroms from current cause to current cause to
current cause will end up being a social
cipher -3-p68
Carrier of cleverness -3-p31
Carries its own real challenges -11-p30
Carrying of their crosses -13-p122
Carry our cross(es) -14-p66; -16-p143
Carry-over commitment -9-p83 Carryover concerns -9-p91
Carry the colors -9-p37
Carry the cross -8-p75; -10-pxii
Carry the cross of Christ -10-p30 Carve cavities -19-p11
the Case of Coriantumr - EN Aug. 78
Cashier ar a grocery checkout counter -21-p103
a Casino for critics or a clubhouse for cloakholders
Cast our cares -16-p159
-F88-p33
Casual Christian -12-p106
Casual Christian conscience can -9-p73
a Casual Christianity -10-p23; -18-p96; EN Feb. 79
Casual is not the correct connotation for such
committed climbers -25-p122
Casual is the incorrect connotation for such Casualness about Christianity -F74-p12
climbers -9-p40
"back to the Catacombs" for Christians, or that secular Cataclysm came -25-p14
Caesars will soon reopen the Colosseum -S83-p10
Cataclysmic concepts - NE May 71
Cataclysmic content -3-p41; -8-p85; EN Feb. 72
Cataclysm that causes - EN Feb. 72
Catalyst in the chemistry of choice -4-p10
Catalytic center -S85-p71
Catalytic conversion -5-pv
Caterpillar-like challenges -9-p18"Cat's cradle" classrooms -2-p7

Caught up in collecting creature comforts, Causality and consequences are concerned, the
preferring the inconsequential, craving
Christian -4-p37, pt. p75
carnally convenient codes -9-p22
Caused to confess the crime -20-p121
Cause for calumny -11-p66
Cause for cries -16-p59
Causes a cleansing -8-p76
Causes do conclude -8-p78
Causes for cheerfulness -14-p109
Causesm not candidates - EN Feb.79
Cavalierly or comically dismissed -15-p84
Caveats and counsel -15-p3
"Caved in" to concupiscence -9-p11
Cease caring -11-p80 Keen and continuing concerns -21-p118
Keenly conscious -25-p45
Keep the commandments counts -12-p17
Celebrates the capacity -S93-p77 Celebrating thier capacity -26-p66
Celebrating our capacity to feel crowds out our capacity
to think -8-p14
Celestial cadence -3-p44
Celestial cavalry -4-16
Celestial concepts -4-p78
Celestial chords -10-p118
Celestial counsel -5-p113
Celestial countryside -8-p51
Celestial criteria -8-p22
Celestial culture -7-p3; -10-p9; -25-p97; -S83-p11;
- EN July 76
Celestial culture to come -9-p84 Celestial currency -10-p42
Celestial customs -3-p16; -F74-p12
Celestial symptoms -5-p107
Celestial symptoms -5-p107
Cell of our circumstance -12-p61; S90-p33; EN Oct. 80;
BYU 79 -p216
Cells connect -5-p41 Cemetery of sameness -9-p97
Center of men's chief concerns -1-p31
at the Center of the architectonic responsiveness of the
Restoration scriptures is a steady Christian
core -20-p22
Central characters - EN Aug. 78 Central concerns -1-p11; -S87-p70
Centrality of Christ -15-p13
Cerebral calisthenics -4-p9
Certain allotted circumstances cannot be achieved -19-p99
Certain conditions -8-p92; -27-p129
not Certain he could communicate -12-p3 Certain important clues concerning that - EN July 76
Certainly be more challenging to young disciples than simply coping – EN Oct o4 –p26
Certainly Christ's coming -23-p82
suffering Certainly concentrates -23-p114
Certification and confirmation -10-p10
Cessation of conflict among children -5-p21
Kettledrums and crashing cymbals -12-p65 Chaff in our communications -11-p81
Chaff unduly at the carefulness in the Church -11-p106 Chainlike consequences -8-p35
Chain of happy consequences can flow out of the correct
Chain-reacts contagiously -5-p7/8
and consciously chosen way -5-p118
Chains of circumstances -1-p65 Chalkboard in a class -16-p73
Challenge of carrying the cross daily -15-p62
Challenge of change -1-p42
Challenge of convincing -15-p11 Challenges cited -9-p38
Challenges come in clusters -13-p39
Challenges correlated -9-p132
Challenges that are to be confronted -25-p1 Challenging commandments - BYU 80 p135
Challenging culture -DS-p1
Challenging context -25-p11; -26-p20
Chameleon candidates - Dec. 96 letter
Chameleon causes -3-p6
Chameleon codes -9-p105
Chameleon companions -3-p4
best Chance of completing the communications
Chance to consider -25-p77
circuit -11-p76
Changing circumstances -10-1 Changing circumstances can -16-p63
Changing without chafing -9-p38 Change the Church -25-p101
Chart any consistent course -10-p102
Charting a course -1-p1
Chasm in our correspondence -7-p33
Chaste city -7-p39
with Chastisement comes the chance for improvement Chastisements as correctives -24-p107
-13-p118
similarly, stressing Chastity constitutes - NE May 71 "Checkbook-Christians" contributing money -1-p12
Checkered circumstances -24-p107
Check my conduct -7-p50
write Checks with our tongues which our conduct
Cheering constituencies -20-p92
cannot cash - EN Feb. 79
Cheer is contagious -5-p111
Cheerleader for a chorus of clones -10-p43
recheck the Chemical composition -16-p7 the Chemistry of change, and if the center "cannot hold,"
the consequences will be dire - NE July 72
Cherish our conversations 7-p9 Chief cornerstone -16-p37
Childish concerns -11-p24; -23-p117
Children complained -23-p16
Chilling comparisons -11-p125 Chief carrier -10-p99
Choice of circumstances -8-p67 Choices and challenges -16-p128
Choices have consequences -23-p65
Choking cares -20-p73; -S88-p7
Choking consuming cares -20-p100
Choose Christ -11-p32
Choose to cope -10-p91
Choosing consists -27-p84
Chores of community life -7-p28
Chosen the Christian course -3-p44
Christ as the Centerpiece of the Christian
creed -14-p113

Christ calls upon us to be childlike instead of being
Christ confides in His chief anxiety - EN Apr. 97
childish -9-p45
Christian calisthenics -22-p11; -F90-p15
Christian communication -11-p81
Christian communication can -11p85
Christian culture -15-p91; EN Apr. 85
the true Christian is a communicator -11-p73Christianity is contagious -S75-p101
Christianity is counterculture -4-pvii
Christianity is not a confederacy -8-p35
Christianity is so confrontive -5-p25
Christianity is too conspicuous and even
condescending -7-p41
Christians can have the benefit of candor without
Christ in common -7-p45
being cutting -11-p86
Christ is constant -7-p24
Christlike charity -25-p40
Christlike characteristics -11-p20
Christ's customizing challenges -3-p28
Christ's identity and the correct conclusion -16-p163
Chronically contradictory -8-p82 Church chores -8-p38, p68; -F92-p65
the Church collectively -25-p122 the Church is constantly concerned -12-p100
the Church is clearly committed - EN Jan. 71
Churchless Christians -10-p51
Church's courtyard -F74-p13
Circle of certitude -14-p121; -F81-p10
Circle of competency -3-p8; - NE May71 Circle(s) of concern -1-p12, p73, p94; -2-p7; -3-p8;
-4-p27, p49; -9-p92; -23-p135; IE Nov. 69 (2);
- NE May 71 (3)
Circumference of our collective -17-p9
Circumference of our contemplation -14-p108
Circumstances cannot conceal our causes for Circumstances changed -16-p64
genuine cheerfulness -14-p98
Cite concepts - Ins. Sept. 70
Cited confirmation of the Christocentricity of the
universe -15-p40
Citizens cease to care for big cities -22-p12; City of chastity -7-p39
-F90-p15; EN Oct. 78
in this City the citizens are more concerned -7-p41
Civic chore(s) -4-p44; -8-p38, p69; S95-p66
Civic claptrap -8-p68 Civility will be one casualty of these conditions -12-p18
Civilization comparatively closer - F82-p68 Claim to care for the Church -10-p57
Clarification and confirmation concerning -15-p56
Clarifying content -15-p6
Clarion confirmation -15-p10
Clarity and consistency -8-p43
Clarity concerning -15-p61
Clarity of our communications -8- p72
Classic case(s) -8-p89; -19-p111 Classic confrontation with Korihor -10-p7
Cleansing circumstances -21-p94 a Clear case - EN Aug. 78
Clear choice -23-p110 Clear command -F88-p33
Clear concept -1- p3 Clear confirmation -15-p38
Clear consequences -25-p17
Clear contagion -7-p28
Clearly a commandment -11-p92 Clearly a condition -11-p10
Clearly call(s) for compensatory institutions -3-p85; Clearly chosen, cannot hold hostage -27-p69
- NE May 71
Clearly confirms -14-p87
Clearly does contribute - EN Oct. 74
Clearly feels called -7-p20
Clearly Latter- Day Saints need not be concerned about Clearly marked corridor -3-p17
their Christianity being judged by conformity
with the blended creeds -21-p28
Clearly our circumstance -4-p16 Clearly the central relationship -12-p26
to be Clear, so far as our chances for changing are
Clever but carnal - EN Apr. 93
concerned -19-p90
Clever but somewhat cutting comment -11-pxi
Clever comments -23-p148
Clever Korihors -10-p80
Clever counterfeits -20-p10
Climax the centuries –13-p17
Cling to chastity - EN Feb. 86 Cloud covers of our concerns -9-p78
Close correlation -3-p9
Closed conceptually -3-p66
Closely connected -12-p66; EN Oct. 80
Closing scene in a cemetery, conveyed well this confusion
and purposelessness as a character lamented
poignantly -15-p31
Closing counsel - NE June 79
Closure concerning -5-p99
Cloud cover -F91-p32 as Clumsy as a computer - EN Dec.78
Clumsy conviction -9-p37
Clumsy in our commendations -1-p90
Cluster of cares -17-p10
Cluster of commandments -14-p13
Cluster of competency - EN Oct. 75
Cluster of concerns -7-p18
Coalition of consequences -S94-p88; F94-p34
Coarse and crude -9-p15
from Coarseness and crudity, toward civility and
Coarseness and cruelty -27-p17
gentleness; from carnality, toward craving
for spirituality -9-p1
Coddling children -5-p91
Coefficients for coping and contributing - EN Feb. 79; Cognoscente concerned -8-p61
BYU 78 -p155 (2)
Cohesive, correlated, and crucial -10-p99 Collided constitutionally - EN Oct. 78

Cold chill -9-p75; -11-p119
Collective capacity -23-p89
Collective catch-all - EN Oct. 78 College chums -16-p14
Colleagues in Christ from the City of Enoch-F81-p10 Collision course -14-p63
Colludes and conspires -19-p51 Colonial clergyman -12-p25
Column inches of coverages -9-p80
Columns of concepts -10-p92
Columns of consequences -20-p79
lonely Combatant, Coriantumr - EN Aug. 78
Combative Coriantumr - EN Aug. 78
Combines cognition -23-p37; EN Apr. 93
Combines of craftiness -23-p48 Combine with my cranium -S97-p11
Come close -12-p32 Come in clusters -3-p71
Comes calmly to the cross and then carries it Come so confirmingly -8-p53
lightly to his own Calvary -2-p42
Comes of conflict, Calmness conserves -25-p115
Come the convincing -7-p46
Comfortable consumers -27-p127
Comfortable creed -10-p35
Comfort came to Christ -11-p47
Comical circumstance -5-p38
Coming cataclysms -15-p79
Coming cataclysms may create - EN Jan.71 Coming crest -S94-p90
Coming of consecration -10-p39 the Coming of that collective confession -F74-p13
Comma in the continuum -8-p14 Commandment keeping -7-p35
Commandments of Christ can focus so congruently - Commenced a continuing cannon -F93-p19
though continents and centuries apart -3-p57;
- Ins. Oct. 70
Commendable concern -16-p23 Commendable contributions -21-p104
Commendably concerned -23-p157
Commendation ceases -4-p72
Commending communications -11-p79
Comment critically -21-p85
Comments, convictions, and concerns -16-pix
Commerce of Christ -7-p27
Commerce of common concern -7-p31
Committed Christian -4-pviii
Committed to the calisthenics -12-p86
Commitment carries real and constant consequences
-16-p24
Commitment is causal, not casual -8-p32
Commitment is contagious -9-p73
Commitment to chastity -8-p56 Commonality cannot really confer -27-p15
Common cause(s) -7-p22; -9-p70; BYUD-76-p196
Common challenge(s) -2-p7; -13-p14
Common characteristic -F92-p66
Common commitment -10-p55 Common consent is a significant check and balance
-25-p101
Common consequences -5-p14 Commonly, the course corrections -5-p86
Commonness of certain challenges -13-p55 Communicate clearly -5-p2
Communicate with us in a commending way that gave Communication capacity -F83-54
us confirming hope -11-p78
Communications are crucial -5-p59
measure our Communications carefully -11-p74
Communications, involving correction, counsel, or
Communiques from some country club -8-p53
commendation -11-p80
present in these special Communities is corrective but Community chores -2p22
loving commentary -25-p100
Companionship and conversation over calories - EN Oct. 80
Comparative candlepower -10-p100
Comparative constraints -26-p40
Comparatively harmless confidence -13-p72 Compare certain thoughts -17-p18
Compare crosses -8-p30; -9-p76; -26-p6
Compartmentalized and constrained -8-p80
Compassing cloud -21-p123
Compelling circumstance(s) -15-p77; -16-p170
Compensate for jarring cacophony in personal
Complained of a circumstance -10-p92
conduct -21-p98
Complaining children -16-p121 Complaint concerns -F89-p83
Complete Christian - EN Jan. 92 Complete compassion -14-p26
Complete compatibility -3-p62 Complete compatibility of experience us unlikely, but a
flow of trust between the generations can
compensate -Ins. Jul. 70
Complete community -11-p103 Complete conversion -16-p141
Complete consecration -F95-p24 Completely consistent -10-p92
Completely consistent with the conceptual Completeness came only after Calvary -9-p32
core -9-p126
Complete our commitment -11-p47; BYU 76 -p253
Complex and clever -8-p41
Complex and converging world conditions -F93-p20 Complex challenge -17-p33
Complex chemistry that connects - NE July 72
life's Complexities and comes to the crossroads -9-p34
slothful Compliance is cousin to compelled Complicated compliment -1-p93
compliance -24-p118
Complicating the content of Christ's clarion Compiments and conclusions -27-p98
call - NE Aug. 71
Compliments of the chef -27-p74 Comport ourselves consistently - NE July 72
Composer cannot compensate -21-p98
Composite capacities -14-p116
Compounded by cosmic consequences -4-p7 Compounded the crunch -9-p57, 58

Compound of complainers -21-p95
Comprehending Christ -22-p67; -S89-p64
Comprehend the character -11-p18; -19-p71; Comprehensiveness of its coverage -20-p51
talk 24 Nov. 93
Compressed and collective -10-p111
Compressed curriculum -S97-p12; -26-p7
Compromising the concepts contained - EN July 76
too Compromising, too corrosive - EN Feb. 72
Compromised condition -12-p78 Compute the costs of their contributions -9-47
Concede cleverness -8-p23
Concentrate our commitments -13-p117
Concentrating on commandment keeping
Concentric circle -DS-p5
- BYU 81-82 -p17
interesting and insightful Concepts coming -1p86
Concepts and conduct -4-p75
Concepts confers -DS-p2
Concepts do have consequences -8-p78; - EN Oct. 78
Conceptual capacity -8-p45
Conceptual caresses -12-p101; BYUD-71-72-p3
Conceptual cloverleafs -5-p23 Conceptual coalitions - EN Oct. 75
Conceptual collisions -9-p92
Conceptual commotion - EN Oct.74
Conceptual compatibility -3-p55; - Ins. Oct. 70
Conceptual confinement -27-p112
Conceptual congruency -3-p58; - Ins. Oct. 70
Conceptual consistency -10-p96; -15-p62, p63;
Conceptual constraints -16-p38
EN Apr. 81
Conceptual contributions -2-p38 Conceptual corridor -9-p15/16;
Conceptual corridor is so consistent -10-p96 Conceptual cul-de-sac(s) -3-p26; -4-p36; -5-p96;
-25-p96; - EN Oct. 74
Conceptually compromised -10-p46
Conceptually consistent - EN Apr. 81
Conceptual skills may contain some congenital
Concern and candor - EN Apr. 81
limitations -1-p124
Concerned custodian - EN Oct.74
Concerned with correcting the conditions that
create -3-p69
Concerned with credit -23-p55 Concerned with chronologies - EN Aug. 86
Concerned with the consequences for their Concerned with the individual as a cortex in the
children -23-p83
classroom and with curricula -1-p82
Concerning Christ's mortal ministry -20-p27 Concerning his circumstance - EN Aug. 78
Concerning our customized challenges -11-p43
Concerning the contributions -25-p36
Concern over conduct as well as curriculum, concern for
our Concerns do not center more upon the
developing character in students as well as
correctness -11-p12
their competency - EN Oct. 75
Concerns the constant challenge -16-p111 Concerns with confidants -1-p79
Condescending comments -9-p15 Condescending, cosmic contempt -3-p22
Condition clearly does -11-p35 Conditions change from century to century -15-p74
Conditions constitute -26-p66
Conditions crest -F90-p14
Conditions of challenge -11-p47; BYU 76 -p253
Conduct created in us increased capacity -10-p114
Conduct even in seemingly small things can be
contagious -27-p71
Conduct ourselves compassionately -5-p33
Confidence in our children, or our capacity to feel
Confidence in their capacity -14-p49
- Ins. Aug. 70
Confidently concluded -23-p172 Configuration of challenges -23-p23; -24-p34
Configurations in character -5-p96
Confined to the catacombs -13-p96
Confining and constraining contacts -8-p27 Confining circle -8-p19
not only Confirmation but clarification concerning
Confirmation can come -16-p90
ultimate roles -15-p45
Confirmation of our own character -24-p17 Confirmantion there was His conclusive cry on the cross
-26-p42
Confirming and clarifying -F83-p54
Confirming clarity - EN Aug. 78 Confirming commendation -11-p85
(all )Conflict is not catastrophe -8-p91; -F76-p13
lubricate our Conflicts within constitutional
constraints -9-p10
Confluence of conditions - NE Apr. 78
Confluence of conditions and characteristics -7-p5
Conforming cadence caller -10-p7
non-Conforming individuals can contribute to the
common cause -1-p135
Conform to the configuration - EN July 75 Confronted continually by this curtain -7-p30
Confronting circumstances -20-p72
Confused about causality -4-p9, p35; -23-p110; -24-p91;
EN Mar 98Confusion concerning -15-p16, p55
Confusion and contention -9-p116
Conglomerate nature of the challenge -27-p10
Congregations, and Church communities -25-p109
Congruent in character- talk Oct. 9, 92
Congruent with Christ -5-p3
Congruency in concepts conduct and concern -1- p3
Congruency with Christ -2-p45; BYUD-68/69-p2,3
Connect correct concepts -12-p76
Connection to the commandments -12-p107 Conscience and conduct can finally coalesce -3-p60
Conscience and conduct coalesce - Ins. Aug. 70
Conscience calls -8-p29; -12-p9
Conscientious and careful -15-p3 Conscientious Christians -12-p1; -12-p21

Conscientious craftsman -23-p115
Conscientiously careful -21-p105
Conscious of the coming cataclysm -8-p98 Consecration can correct -25-p50; -F95-p23
Consecration of conduct -23-p211
Consecration thus constitutes -F95-p24
Consecration was concerned -9-p69
Consensus about curriculum -8-p24
Consequence of candor -5-p45 Consequence of our concern -7-p15
Consequences count -7-p16
Consequences of candid communications -11-p81
Consequences of candor - EN Oct. 74
Consequences of candor, counsel, and correction -11-p75
Consequences of circumstances that they helped create Consequences of our choices -13-p83 (2)
or which they could not control -3-p44
Conservative counsel -10-p86
Considerable consequence -27-p103
improved Considerably by the cumulative
consequences -5-p71
Considerations of character -19-p25
Considering consecration -DS-p21
Consider my concern -7-p24
Consider the candid anxiousness if the chariot-encircled -27-p73
Consider the challenge of calculus -13-p90
Consider the context -25-p31
Consider the cosmos -F70-p95
Consistent concern -23-p177
consists of coming –13-p13
Consolation and comfort -25-p57
Consolation can come -9-p129 Consolatory consequences -5-p114
how Consoling! how comforting ! how
Conspicuous Christianity - NE May 71
conductive ! -15-p43
Conspicuous consumption -17-p15
Conspiracies and cunning craftiness -22-p15
Constancy and consistency -15-p38
Constancy of character -1-p137
Constant celebration -3-p15
Constant and consistent -3-p25
Constant challenge(s) -5-p3; -5-p46; -12-p89Constant clash of cymbals -3-p71
Constant challenge - EN Feb. 72; -27-p127 Constant characteristic -10-p79
Constant Christians -F76-14
Constant companion(s) -7-p36; -9-p120; -12-p41; -24 p39;
-S86-p36
Constant concern(s) -7-p55; -23-p56
Constant conditioning in the classroom -8-p21
Constant correlation -16-p104 Constant courage -10-p18
Constantine convened a council -F84-p9
Constantly comparing -S90-p34
how Constant that concept -10-p92
how Constant the contest -17-p64
Constellation of characteristics -14-p59
Constellation of concepts -2-p25
Constellation of correct principals -2-pv
Constitute constraints -16-p24
Constitute curricular crucibles -16-p152
Constitute our collective -17-p2
Constitutes eventual consecration -25-p43 Constitutes marked counterpoint -14-p1
Constitute the calisthenics of choice -22-p18 Constitute the character -27-p71
Constitute the customized curricula -27-p89 Constituting a continuing Christmas - Pam -94 -p4
Constitutional constraints - EN Oct. 78 (2) Constitutional crises -8-p62
Constrained by conditions -21- p32
Constraining commandments -9-p10; -23-p151
Constraining Constitution -26-p69
Constraints of custom, convention -1-p82 Constructed a "consensus" Christ -1- p6
Constructive candor -1-p95
a Constructive critic truly cares for that which he criticizes,
including himself, whereas self-pity is the most
condescending form of pity; it soon cannibalizes
all other concerns -F76-p13
Consult a computer -10-p92
Consult our conscience -12-p122; EN Aug. 81
Consults conscience -7-p31
Consumer consequences -17-p14
Consuming cares -17-p10; -S84-p22
Consuming causes -21-p106
Consummate challenge of taking up the cross daily is Contagiousness of commitment -S96-p69
demanding -15-p61
Contain comparative crumbs -22-p43; BYU 89-90 -p83 Contained in counsel -25-p2
Contain our concerns -9-p91
Contaminating conditions -25-p25
Contemporary Christian compassion -S75-p101
Contemporary context - EN Mar.. 95
Contemplate the consequences of the conditioning -11-p57
Contemplate the cross -8-p75
Contemplating such case studies can help -15-p63
in the Quietude of individual Contemplation of
Christ's qualities we will find much
customized counsel -21-p110
Contemporary culture -14-p1; -F93-p19
Content is commendable -23-p42
Content of Christ's clarion call -3-p20
not Contest, given the consequences of our
cumulative choices -27-p69
Context for correcting candor -14-p23
Context were constantly clear -24-p110
Context within which they can be coped -5-p32
Continually challenging -16-p129
Continue as we commenced -12-p6
Continued to communicate -7-p31
Continuing challenge -8-p66
Continuing compliance -1-p108 Continuing confidence -25-p2
Continuing his counsel -25-p107 Continuing to play checkers when they could
play chess -5-p27
Continuous courses -24-p50; EN Sept. 93 Continuum of conflict will culminate -F82-p67

Contraceptives and cash- instead of conscience
a Contrasting case- centuries before -8-p76
and chastity -4-p31
Controlled contact -1-p131
Control without a corresponding loss of collective
freedom -S93-p76
Controversial character -1-p7
convenient cause –13-p17
Conventional Christianity -4-p11
Converge in communities -25-p94
Convergence, even collision -8-p64
Converging challenges -23-p124 Conversational cloakholders -21-p64; -F89-p83
Converse about concepts with no constraints -5-p21
Conversion constituted -16-p153
Conveys care and concern -1-p62 Conviction and competence -7-p53
Convincing chorus of confirmation of Christ
Convincing content -24-p54
-15-p28
a Convoy of other Christian virtues - EN Apr. 93
Convulsive change - NE July 72
Cope with challenges -10-p84
Cope with complex circumstances that can come upon
him - NE July 72
Cope with cuts to the very centre -3-p65
Cope with the challenge -9-p127
Cope with the challenges of continuing -12-2
as to Coping and to comprehending -F82-p67
Coping successfully when confronted with Coping with challenges -2-p54; -8-p91
customized chastening -13-p115
Coping with the conscientiousness -9-p103 Korihor's cynical but articulate conclusion -20-p73
Correct common cause -9-p95 Correct conduct -11-p47; -22-p70; -S90-p34
Correct corridor -9-p16
Correct course -25-p1
Correcting circumstances -11-p89(2)
Correcting counsel -10-p90; -11-p90; -S89-p62
Correcting counsel might come -19-p87
Corrective commentary -11-pxi, p76
Corrective communication -11-p88
Corrective counsel -11-p71, p75; -23-p77; -25-p100;
Corrective counsel can be clustered - EN Apr. 81
Corrective counsel can cause -11-p88
Corrective counsel is very real and constant - EN Apr. 81
Corrective criticism - EN Apr. 81 (2)
Correctness of concept -8-p23 Correlation concepts -F70-p95
Correlation over the centuries -15-p15
Corresponding and conversing -23-px
Corresponding concern - EN Oct.74 (2)
Corridors of the centuries -11-p117; EN Dec. 86
Corroborate one's convictions -8-p51
Corrupting influence of complexity -10-p102
Cosmetic changes - EN Feb. 72; BYUD-70/71-p6
Cosmically competent -Pamp. 94 -p7
Cosmic Kaleidoscope - NE May 71
Cosmic campaign, is in the least like that celestial
chivalry of the Captain who carries -1-p12
Cosmic chemistry -5-p88
Cosmic clues and cues - EN July 76
Cosmic computations - EN Oct. 74
Cosmic computer -14-p30
Cosmic concepts -4-p9
Cosmic concern - EN July 82
Cosmic conservation -11-p42
Cosmic context -25-p75
Cosmic craftsmanship -14-p118; -F81-p9; EN June 84 Cosmic cultural shock -12-p36
Cosmological "case" -2-p43
Cosmos cries out convincingly -8-p18
Costly and counterproductive - EN Oct. 78 Costs or consequences -13-p4
Costs will be catastrophic - EN Oct. 78
Cotton-candy concepts -8-p23
Could be no complaint over the Lord's calendaring
Could call the cadence -11-p117
-25-p95
who Could compress all the commandments -12-p24 Could confer on our children -1- p3
Could crimp and constrain -16-p128
Counsel and correction -11-p86, p87(2), p88, p90
Counsel, correction, and commendation -11-p70, p71, Counseled concerning -27-p39
p72(2), p86
Counselled concerning our capacity to
comprehend -23-p29
Counsel is clearly -12-p1
Counsels the Church -10-p87
Counsel us to confess -12-p54 Counterpart conversations on the campus among
colleagues -16-p75
Count His creations like so many coins -14-p30
Counting is better than commiserating -8-p74
Countless choices -1-p13
Countless considerations -23-p148
Countless cultures -3-p66
Count on contagion , not compulsion -7-p32
Count on your candor as well as your concern -7-p15 the Country club of Sodom -9-p76
Count the coins of commendation -9-p75
Courage and competency - EN July 76
Courage calls the cadence -14-p84
Courage can be contagious -25-p119
Courage of others can be contagious -25-p94Courageous communication -11-p80
Courage to change -1-p66
Courage to commit -3-p42
Course corrections -3-p42; -11-p76, p87; -F95-p23; EN Oct 04 –p29
of Course, current criticisms -2-p14
Courseness and cruelty -S88-p7 "Cousins" in the cosmos -S86-p36
Cousin to certitude -11-p10; EN Oct. 80
Covenanted with Christ as "the children of Christ" whose
hearts have been changed -10-p93
Covenants of citizenship -9-p131 Coverage in column inches -S78-p10
the encroaching Crabgrass cares -20-p123 Cracked the Constitution - NE July 72
Craggy cul-de-sac -10-p34
Crash course -9-p42
Crashing cymbals -11-p61
Crash of cymbals -3-p28
Cratered with concerns -S75-p102
misery may Crave company -9-p9

Craved complexity -10-p33
Crave the Comforter -7-p54
Craving complexity -2-p49
Craving for causality - EN July 75
Craving for clout -S75-p102
Create a circumstance -12-p71
Create a climate -1-p34
Create conviction -5-p28; -15-p31; -S83-p9
Created a convincing montage by your commentary
Creates a chorus -9-p41
-16-p115
Creates a climate -5-p44
empathy Creates a good context for our conscientiousness
-9-p 104
our Creation as spirit children constitutes -15-p52;
Creative Christianity -10-p100
EN Mar. 83
Creativity and causality -9-p7
as the Creator, Christ constructed the universe -S89-p63
Creature comfort -16-p113
Credibility of our commitment - NE May 71
Credo of conduct -15-p68
Credulous consumers -12-p74
Creeds and colors and cultures -S84-p23
Creeds and cultures -27-p18
Creeds do count -8-p78
Crevasses of consequence - EN Oct. 74
Crimped and cramped -23-p17
Crimson that cloak -S87-p72
Crisis or criticism -16-p7
Crisp counsel -12-p3; -F76-p12 Criterion of pleasure cannibalizes all other
criteria -8-p57
Critical catalyst -1- p1 Critics compare -15-26
only He who Carried the great cross can fully compare the Cross could be complete -14-p46
crosses -20-p96
Cross cultures because of the common core Crossed a chasm of commitment -7-p21
commitment -3-p49
Crosses cultures -9-p95
Crosses some carry - EN July 82
Crossing the current cultural grain -1-p8
crowded by the cares –13-p12
Crowded challenges -12-p20
Crowding cares of the world will constrain -21-p96
Crowding concerns -21-p61
Crowd out contemplation -4-p45 Crowds cannot make right -F88-p33
Crowds in my city -7-p11
Crowds of chameleons -11-p62
ego Crowds out all other considerations -11-p110
Crucial causes -9-p71; BYUD-76-p194
Crucial concepts -21-p5; -NE Feb. 75
Crucial correcting -19-p25
Crucifixion of Christ was clearly the greatest injustice Cruel caricaturing - EN Mar. 83
-11-p31
Cruel climate -4-p10 Cruel confluence -4-p25
Cruel, conceptual cul de sacs -8-p77; - EN July
Cruel constraints -12-p29
Cruel cu-de-sacs -10-p17
Cruel culture -9-p25
Cruel cycle -11-p59 Cruel form of commendation -12-p84; -F80-p14
Cruel in correction Cruelly caricatured -12-p84; -F80-p14
Cruelly combined - NE Apr. 78 Cruelty, crime, and corruption -25-p18
Cruelty of the crowd - EN Aug. 78
Crusaders without the cross -9-p11; EN June 84
Crushingly condescending -1-p19
Cuddling compliments -9-p75
Culminating Cumorah -F84-p9 Cultivating a cheering and reinforcing constituency
-20-p93
Cultivating his capacity -3-p26 Cultural candidate -23-p171
Cultural connecting -2-p51
Cultural consquences -27-p7
Cultural costumes - EN July 76
Cumorah countryside - EN Aug. 78
Cumulative commitment -16-p5
Cumulative confirmation -4-p27 Cumulative misery consenting adults caused through
their so-called victimless crimes -21-p98
Cup of consecration -25-p53; -F95-p24
Current causes -14-p5
Current celebration of sex -F90p15
Current challenges -5-p73
Current circumstances -14-p101; -23-p143 Current concern(s) -3-p67; pxiii
Current conditions -14-p100; -S94-p90
Current, cosmetic attempts -8-p82
Currently casting - EN Oct.74 Curricular clusters -16-p47
Curricular curtsy -4-p11
Curriculum carries -13-p47
Curriculum of concupiscence -21-p94
Cirriculum often seems so compressed -27-p83
Curse of being consigned -7-p56
Customized challenge(s) -12-p115; -S75-p102;
Customized chastening -25-p100; -25-p123
S89-p63; -S90-p34; -26-p13; -27-p71
Customized chores -10-p36
Customized combination -27-p122
Customized commandment -20-p101
Customized concern -4-p60
Customized configurations of chalenges, which will
Customized counsel -23-p41; EN Apr. 97 Customized His communications -14-p58
Customizes the counsel -22-p76 Customize the curricula - NE Oct. 73
Customize the curriculum - BYU 74 -p444 Cut corners -5-p65
Cutthroat competition -13-p69; -26-p61
Cutting cleverness -12-p122; BYU 80 p139
Cutting criticism of the Church -20-p63
Cutting of a corner -9-p2
Cynically computing -23-p162

constitute -27-p67

"D"
Dagger of doubt -9-p25
Daily and directly -17-p8
Daily decisions -12-p5
Daily denying -S87-p71
Daily despair -1-p66 Daily disappointment -24-p91
Daily discipleship -23-p124
Daily discipline -20-p62
Daily drumbeat -26-p21
Daily duties -7-p50 Daily duties well done have led to a big difference
in just decades -7-p30
Dallying with discipleship -9-p19 Dangerous delusion -8-p22
Dangerous desires -23-p112
Dangerous diversion -16-p70
Dangerously dependent -4-p60 Dangers of dismissing -9-p20
one of the Dangers we face in discipleship is Dangling dilemma -20-p41
drifting - EN June 96
Dare we depart from declaring -16-p46
Dark deeds -11-p127
Dark desires -20-p90 Dark difficulties -F82-p67
Darkness can be dispelled -7-p54 Darkness deepens -12-p81
Darkness detests light -9-p9
Darkness of devotion to self -11-p54
Darkness of dimmed perceptivity -12-p78-79
Darkness of disappointment -24-p117
Dart of doubt -16-p7 Darts designed -14-p76
Dastardly deed -9-p100
see the Data so differently -8-p18
Data that dissolve -10-p1
Dated derivations -20-p19
Daunting and demanding -27-p7
Davidic decent -F84-p10
David's decision -11-p19
David's devotion -13-p34
David's door -11-p19
Day-by-day determination -12-p49
each Day, drop by daily drop -27-p63
Day of Determination -F74-p13
Day or decade -10-p77
Day-to-day decency -23-p175
each Day we decide the degree of our
Deal definitively -9-p61
discipleship -S92-p39
Deal for disciples -9-p68
Deal with the delights, duties and occasional
pv
a Deal with the devil -11-p110 Death differed -10-p115
Debris differs -25-p53; -F95-p24 Debris of doctrinal deprivation -4-p37
Debris of our deficiencies -16-p82
Decadence and degradation were described -15-p93
Decadent destroyed -12-p101
playing out the Decadent drama to the depths - EN Aug. 78
Decades of deep doubt -BYU 77 -p178
Decades of despair -25-p126
Decades of divine data -23-p184 without the Decalogue there is decadence
-12-p83; -F80-p14
Deceived by defectors -F82-p68 Decibels of decadence -S93-p77
Decibels of discontent -24-p100 Decide daily -27-p71
Decide the degree of divine disclosure
-14-p120; F81-p10
Decision by drifting -4-p52
Decision was deliberate -9-p49
Decisiveness in dealing -4-p51 Declaration of divine intent -13-p35; -15-p44; -27-p39
Declarations difficult -10-p74
Declarative, about divine determination -27-p38/9
Declare doctrine -17-p65
Decor dating from -20-p33
Decry the dangerous -5-p19
Dedicated directive -1-p22
Dedicated disciple - EN Dec. 86
Dedicated disciple's life -9-p129 Dedicated to demonstrating -15-p1
Dedicated to the decent -6-p33 Deeds done by disciples are not performed
to merely Dissolve doubt -9-p77
Deeds, not words - and becoming, not describing - are Deep and discouraging blackness -23-p3
dominant in true discipleship - EN June 96
Deep darkness -12-p80
Deep decay and deterioration -9-p79
Deep decision -7-p19 Deep deep difference -8-p11
Deep, deep devotion -27-p87
Deep demands -12-p30, p38
Deep demands these doctrines make -11-p1
Deep desire -5-p98; -9-p37; EN June 87
Deep despair -1-p64; -8-p31; -12-p11; -F76-p14
Deep difference(s) -2-p42; -11-p107
Deep differences have yet to be dissolved -12-p29
Deep difficulties -21-p67
Deep difficulty -21-p59
Deep disappointment -8-p36; -11-p21; -S91-p88; -S92-p39
Deep disbelief -16-p35, p50
Deep discipleship -11-p34; -26-p68
Deep discover - BYU 78 -p156
Deep dispair -27-p99
Deep distress - EN Dec. 86
Deep Divine determination -13-p11; -22-p68; -S89-p64;
EN July 82
Deep divine disappointment -17-p85;
Deep doctrinal delta -15-p2
Deep doctrine(s) -9-p63; -10-p23; -11-p91; -15-p38;
Deep doubt -23-p101
-18-p69; -21-p33, p50; -22-p2; -27-p24,p117
Deep doubt or even disbelief -F86-p52
Deepened disclosure -16-p103

dilemmas of disciples -3-

Deepened his discipleship -DS-p114
Deepening despondency -1- p6
Deepening discipleship -18-p110 Deepening of doubts -20-p35
Deepening their discipleship -16-px; -19-p111; -F92-p65
Deepen our determination -25-p63
Deepen our own determination -14-p24
Deepens the despair -18-p89
Deeper dimension -10-p117
Deepest darkness -F94-p35
Deepest deprivation - EN Apr. 93Deepest desires -11-p91
Deepest desires determine our degree of "obedience" Deepest development of discipleship -27-p1
Deepest distress - EN Aug. 86
-25-p54; -F95-p24
Deepest duress -24- p25
Deepest possible distress - EN Apr. 97
Deep inside the demanding doctrines -5-p25 Deeply democratic -23-p16
Deeply desire -7-p20; -F95-p24; -S97-p11 Deeply desired outcomes during the deliberate,
divine tutorials -F82-p67
Deeply devoted -9-p62; -17-p91 Deeply disappointed -7-p43; pamp. p11
Deeply discouraged -8-p36; -22-p27; -27-p123
Deeply in debt -11-p117
Deeply in his debt - NE May 81 our Deep needs to discern some design -20-p20
Defecting disciples -9-p118
Defection among the disciples - EN Oct. 74
Defective discipleship -4-p26
Defectors and dissenters -11-p65
Defectors or dissidents --S93-p76 Defectors often cause more difficulty than disinterested
disbelievers - BYU Speeches 77
pp176-81
Defer dividends -12-p65; EN Oct. 80; BYU 79 p216 Deficiencies in our discipleship -9-p71
Deficiency in deeds -14-p97
Defies description - EN Jan. 97
be Defining, depending -27-p71
Definitive declarations -15-p99 Definitive development -8-p7
Deflected disciples -9-p4
Deflects their devotion so that it becomes a damaging and
not a developing thing -11-p111
Deflect the dagger of doubt -9-p32
Deflect the downpour of discouragement which is
drenching others -21-p100
Deftly done -11-pxi the Degree developed -22-p47; -DS-p20
Degree of danger -5-p22
Degree of deceit -11-p101
Degree of deprivation -11-p72 Degree of detail -18-p100; EN Feb. 79
Degree of development -14-p35 a Degree of developmental difficulty -23-p4
Degree of difficulty - Jan. 13, 95 talk
Degree of difficulty in our discipleship -27-p38
Degree of disclosure - EN Aug. 78
Degree of dissent -11-p107
Degree of divine disclosure -4-p12; -22-36
Degree of our discipleship - EN June 96
Degrees of difficulty -15-p11; -F96-p21
Delay deciding -F74-p13
Delectable but disappearing things of the day -16-p51
Delegation dimension - EN June 94
Deliberate death -8-p62
Deliberate discontent and desired -F96-p22 Deliberate disengagement -12-p74
Deliberate disdain -14-p85
Deliberate divine withholding -16-p94
Deliberately decided -F96-p22 Deliberately different - EN Oct. 75
Deliberately developed -27-p35
Deliberately reluctant to describe details - EN Jan. 97 Delightful difference -7-p41
Deluge of data -4-p4 Demanding daily -25-p77
Demanding developmental process -16-p140 Demanding dimension of discipleship -9-p86
Demanding discipleship -20-p2 Demanding doctrines -12-p1; -23-p62
Demanding duties -12-p54
Demands disbelievers make -20-p90
Demands of discipleship -3-p2, p33, p89; -20-p90
Demands of discipleship are too deep -8-p52
Demarcation points of decadence - EN Aug. 78
Demean or diminish -15-p9
Democracy depends -S93-p77 Democracy of dress -12-p84; -20-p135; -F80-p14
Democratic deviousness -15-p69 Democratic disguise -9-p3
Demographically dominant -19-p63
Demographic detail -18-p87
Demographics of dissent -27-p3
Demographics of this dispensation - EN Aug. 86
Demographics too, to drive this doctrine -18-p115
Demonstrating discernible improvement -11-p85
Demonstration of divine power -12-p67; EN Oct. 80
Denial must be dissolved -F91-p30
Denial of the divinity -10-p79
Denotes a determined, zestful stride -25-p11 Denounce or deny -16-p24
Denounces the devised -7-p12 Denunciations of Deity -5-p109
Denying the desires - EN June 96 Deny our own development -12-p33-34
Deny the divinity -14-p4, p5; -BYU Speeches 77 -p177 to Deny, to discredit, to dissuade and to divert -15-p27
a Depravation and a diversion -18-p69
Depths of darkness -9-p94
Depths of disease -F81-p8
Depressed by the doctrine -9-p35
Depressing duo declares -F89-p82
Describe and defend -4-p50
Describe dark deeds -S96-p68 Discribe latter-day defectors -27-p123
Describes the desired -15-p51
Describe the darkness - EN Oct. 75
Describing the difficulties -9-p130
Description of his discipleship -10-p100
Description of their deficiencies -5-p25
Descriptively designated -14-p116; EN June 84
Desensitized and dulled -17-p16
Desensitized David -9-p10
Desensitizing and depriving -26-p84
Desensitized and diverted -27-p1 Desert of despair and disbelief -20-p127

Desert of disbelief -8-p49, p80; - EN July 76 (3)
Desert of despair -25-p28
Desert or defect -8-p90
Designed to deflect -15-p58
Desired direction -24-p104
Desire denotes -F96-p21
Desires also determine -F96-p22 Desires discipleship -4-p27
Desires of the day -11-p99
Desire to be distinguished -7-p45
no Desire to defraud -12-p29
the Designation and the duties that come with
discipleship -9-p24
Designation describes -14-p41 Designed to disintegrate -1-p64
Desires for discipleship - EN June 96 (2)
Despair and disappointment -11-p21
Despair and discouragement -14-p5
Despair and distress -25-p15
full of Despair, decay, and death -9-p6
Despair deepen -9-p60
Despairing drama -S83-p11
Despair like dandelions -F94-p35
Despair over distant wrongs -4-p12
Despair will deepen -13-p38
Desperately desires -8-p14
Despising his deeds -12-p81
Despite diligence -13-p107
Destinational, difference -25-p50; -F95-p23
Destiny designed -8-p43
to Destroy, dissolve, decompose -24-p41
Destruction for disobeying a divine command -6-p7
Detached Deity -5-p110
Detached desk clerk -27-p48
Details of his discipleship -8-p66 Detect and decry at his direction -10-p77
Detente with the devil -8-p17
Determination in the development of discipleship -9-p39
Determinations and decisions -11-p12
Determined detractors -S84-p23
Determined discipleship - EN Feb. 79
Determined dissenters -15-p72
Determined, divine -27-p36
love Determines the degree to which we can develop Determining and defining -27-p68
-23-p153
Deterred his detractors -7-p12
Deterrent to discipleship -9-p71 Detoxify our disappointments -12-p66; BYU 79 -p217
Detriment and destruction -16-p47
Devalued day by day -9-p130
Devastating double duty -25-p114
Devastating to the development -9-p91
Develop discipleship -3-p84; EN June 96 Developed disciple -12-p108
Developed to demand -12-p53 Developing disciple(ship) -16-p113; -26-p26/7
Developing dissidents -24-p92 Developing the divine -14-p5
Developmental destination -14-p66; -25-p126
Developmental difficulty -S85-71
Developmental dimensions -16-p142/3
Developmental dimensions of discipleship -3-p29
Developmental direction(s) - EN Jan. 92; -26-p61
Developmental discipleship -26-p6; -27-p5,p52
Developmental display -12-p7; -F76-p13
Developmental distance-14-p55; -27-p38
Developmental dues of discipleship -20-p6
Development of accountable discipleship -20-p30
Development of deserved self-esteem -F70-p94
Development of discipleship -23-p83
Develops us and it delivers us to new data -8-p18
Deviations into darkness -12-p79 Device for discovering -8-p7
Devil doth desert -6-p31
Devil desireth -6-p31
Devil is a despot -8-p12
Devilish democratic, "Everybody does it!" -20-p76; -F88-p33
Devilish dialectic -8-p89
Devilish juvenile dare that draws -9-p2
Devil's diversions -9-p105
Devious and determined David -11-p19
Devoted disciples -23-p59; -S83-p11
Devotion displayed -23-p99
whose Devotion has been declared in dozens of ways Devotion, not docility -7-p45
deserve -12-p1
jarred in our Devotions by an irreverent deacon -9-p35/36
Devotion to duty -2-p11; -8-p69
Devoured by duty -9-p99
Dialectic of the disbeliever -3-p31
Dictatorships are devastating - EN Oct. 78 Did the doctrine dawn -27-p118
Differences and devoid -1-p57
Differences that emerge as between devotion and
Different and distinguishable -8-p63
dissent -23-p129
Different and diverse doctrinal drums -1-p10Different and Divine Drummer -27-p118
Different developmental needs -24-p120
Different dispensations -10-p85, p97; -23-p181
Different drummer(s) -22-p8; S95-p67
Differential degrees of divine disclosure
Differentiating developmental experiences -23-p128
- EN Dec. 86
Difficult day - EN July 82
Difficult declaration -10-p39
Difficult doctrine(s) -8-p23; -10-p23; -11-pxii;
compliance with the Difficult doctrines that one day
-18-p96; -22-p95; EN Feb. 79
will drench us in eternal joy -14-p108
Difficulties of discipleship -23-p176-77
Difficulties of this degree -9-p114
Difficult to depollute downstream -F-70-p95 Difficult to describe -7-p20
Difficult to discern -1- p2
Difficult to discuss - EN Aug. 81
Different degrees of spiritual development -9-pxi
Different dimensions -25-pix
Different dispensations -10-p88, p97, p100, p101; -15-p87
Differential divine disclosure -19-p74
Diffuse and dilute -16-p3
Diffusion and distortion -F93-p18
Defied full delineation -27-p121 Digest the relevant doctrines -27-p26
Dikes of disbelief -8- p86
Diligence with dignity -12-p6
Diligent in doing -12-p6
Diluted deity does little -14-p3

Dilute divine doctrines -20-p83 Diluting or democrating basic doctrines -10-p48
Dilution of doctrine -9-p16
Dilution of the demands of duty -14-p86
Dilutions and distortions -25-p79 Dimension of a doctrine -23-p50
Dimension(s) of discipleship -8-p94; -25-p50; -27-p80 Dimension of the divine -14-p42
Dining with delight -9-p28
Direction of discipleship - EN June 96
Directions daily -7-p37
Directly upon discipleship -10-p11
Disabling deprivation -12-p26 Disallow for Divinity -8-p79
Disappointed dissenter -25-p102 Disappointedly describe -9-p77
Disappointing, daily destinations and desolate way
stations which marked the discourging zigzag
pattern -27-p36
Disappointments are the debris -1-p18
Disappointments of the day -14-p92; EN Mar. 83
Disavowal and disposability -12-p99
Disbeliever's defense -8-p79
Discern and distinguish -26-p84 Discerned deep down -14-p78
Discerning determinations -1-p13Discerning differentiation -26-p85
Discerning disciples -9-p84; -12-p20
Discerning rather than being disturbed because of the
2-p14
Discerning the difference -S85-p71
Discerns the difference -25-p131
Disciple devoid -3-p16
Disciple does not disdain facts -10-p4
Disciple of the desert -9-p105
Disciples differ -3-p14
Disciples, like diamonds, are developed -9-p125
Disciples of despair disclaim -4-p12
Discipleship becomes a daily duty - EN June 96
Discipleship dares -3-p51
Discipleship deepens -16-p126 Discipleship demands -3-p31
Discipleship does involve difficult decisions -9-p104 Discipleship grounded in discipline -27-p45
Discipleship is designed to deplete -9-p38
Discipleship must deal almost daily -9-p36 Disclosure of divine -27-p4
Disconsolate over the destructiveness -14-p48
Discontent deepened -7-p15
Discounted by disbelievers -15-p16
Discouraging Dracula -S95-p68 Discouraging data -1-p18
Discovery of a difficulty -10-p78 Discovery of our deficiencies -9-p30
Discussions around the dinner table - EN June 96
Discipleship described -27-p90
Disdain and disregard -3-p36
Disdain for death -16-p160
Disdain for His doctrines is disdain for Him -9-p29
Disdainful of death -1-p135
the Disenchanted, the dissenters, the rebels and the
defectors -3-p3
Disengaging from doing -7-p27 Disgorging dissonance, distrubing -27-p10
Disheartening disavowal -14-p99
Disinterest is no part of Divinity -10-p38
Dismayed by the darkness -9-p79
Dismissed or discounted -17-p46 Dismiss his doctrines -7-p14
Dismiss the doctrines -14-p87 Disobedience brings despair, and deviation -9-p42
Disobedient and despairing - EN Apr. 97
Disparity often develops -3-p9
Dispatch devilish entreaties -4-p51
Dispel darkness -7-p40; -16-p79
Dispel despair -S83-p11
Dispelled with dispatch -7-p48
Dispelling doubt -16-p6
Dispensational dimensions - EN July 76
Dispensation of despair -4-p16 Displaces despair -25-p116
Display diligent discipleship -22-p22
Displaying a desire -24-p108
Displays of disregard -10-p9
Dispose of the doctrines -9-p20
Disregard divine data -16-p101 Disregard divine revelation -24-p46
Disregard or denigrate -17-p40 Disregard or dismiss -17-p45
Dissenters and defectors -19-p54 Dissenters over doctrines -11-p107
Dissolve any despair -9-p132
Dissolved in deep disappointment -23-p129
Dissolve our daily disappointments -12-p51; Dissolves the doubts and distortions about His divinity
talk Nov. 26. 1980
14-p6
Dissolving their doubt -1-p62
Dissonance and discord -1-p46
Distance developes; and distance deprives -26-p68
Distant day -23-p153 Distant deity -8-p47
Distant destruction -6-p30
Distant disorder -7-p34
Distillation of data -4-p4
Distinction with a real difference -8-p43
Distinctiveness thus doubles -8-p63
Distinctly different -2-p6
Disoriented despair described -26-p28
Distortion in the diagnosis -4-p33
let us Distinguish more clearly between divine discontent
and the devil's dissonance, between dissatisfaction with
self and disdain for self -8-p29; -12-p9; -F76-p14
Distort our decision -16-p117
Distorts doctrines -9-p27
Distract and deflect -25-p43
too Distracting and too demanding -12-p31
Distress and dissonance -1-p75 Distressed and disappointed -26-p60
Diverted from their duties -25-p89
Diverted or discouraged -17-p4 Divine data -2-p29; -8-p18; -10-p100; -12-p71;
-14-p2; -16-p9; -19-p35; -20-p37; -24-p43
-27-p94

decibel level of dissent -

Divine databank -15-p55; EN Feb. 79; EN Apr. 93
Divine database -22-p106; - NE July 72; - EN Oct. 74
Divine declarations -5-p108; -22-p23
Divine decree -15-p7; -23-p83
Divine deftness -27-p94
Divine delay -19-p89 Divine deliberateness -17-p64
Divine deliberation -14-p49
Divine delight -1-p84; -3-p44; -11-p14
Divine demands -1-p29
Divine demographics -16-p56
Divine demonstration -12-p15; -20-p91
Divine design(s) -8-p77; -11-p28; -13-p83; -15-p2, p27; -16-p63(2), p72, p153; -19-p43, p47; -21-p26, p39; -22-p12, p92; -23-p31, p32; -25-p118; S78-p10; -F84-p10; -F90-p15; S01-p60; F02-p16-DS-p14; - EN Oct.74; - EN July 76; EN Oct. 78; EN Apr. 85; EN Feb. 86; EN Jan. 97; Pamp. 94 p2-3
Divine design denotes -22-p92 Divine design is also enlarged dramatically by the
doctrine -20-p38
Divine determination -13 p45; -14-p83; -16-p106;
Divine determination displayed -27-p37
-20-p94; EN Aug. 86; -27-p13; -27-p39
-27-p41
Divine developmental design -16-p125
Divine developmental process -12-p68
Divine developmental purposes -23-p152
Divine difference - EN Feb. 72 Divine dignity -14-p117; -F81-p9; EN June 84
Divine direction -3-p31; -9-p67; -20-p29, 94; -25-p1; Divine discernment -1-p54, pf88; -2-p14; -5-p35; -14-p79
-S96-p70; EN Dec.78; EN Apr. 97; BYUD-90-91-p105
Divine discipleship - EN Jan. 92
Divine disclosure(s) -4-p7; -14-p82; -16-p95; -19-p75,
p91, p116; -20-p9, p133; -21-p8; -22-p23; -24-p41,
p70; - EN July 76; - NE Apr. 78; EN Apr. 93; EN Mar 98-

Divine disclosure according to what is deserved -19-p91
Divine disclosures are not democratically dispensed
- EN Apr. 93
Divine discontent -5-p1, p43; -8-p72; -9-p119; -12-p17, Divine discontent and the devil's dissonance, between
p61; -20-p115; -23-p183; EN Oct. 80; EN June 96
dissatisfaction with self and disdain for self - F76-p14
-26-P27
Divine discontent will degenerate into
Divine disinterest -14-p108
discouragement -9-p19
Divine dispensing -21-p21
Divine distillation -3-p54
Divine determination on our own scale of discipleship
-27-p45
Divine don't - NE May 71
Divine "do" or "don't" -3-p47
Divine doctrine(s) -1-p12; -2-p37; -8-p86; -25-p32
Divine doctrine is actually discernible -10-p10
-27-p48
Divine Drummer - EN Feb. 72 Divine duty -2-piii; -16-p67
Divinely declared -11-p16
Divinely deliberate -10-p46; -15-p22
Divinely directed -27-p31
Divine demonstrating directions -S76-p27 Divine discontent - EN Sept. 93
Divinely designed -12-p25; -13-p8, p13; EN July 82
Divinely determined -11-p126; -19-p89; -S78-p10
Divinely determined developmental point -14-p38
Divinely directed -24-p56
Divinely dispatched -21-p50
Divinely divulged -3-p53
Divinely sent disciple -10-p57 Divinity of his doctrines -10-p49
Division of duties -S78-p10
a Doctor dying of the disease -16-p132
Doctrinal debris -8-p78; -9-p18; -10-p46; Doctrinal debris from other dispensations - BYU 77 - p178
Doctrinal deja vu -BYU 78 -p156 Doctrinal density -15-p14
Doctrinal deprivation -25-p77(2); -27-p27 Doctrinal details -5-p109
Doctrinal deviance -15-p62
Doctrinal diamond(s) -F96-p21; -27-p23
Doctrinal disclosures -19-p40
Doctrinal distortion -12-p80
Doctrinal ditch -8-p64 Doctrinal divots -5-p33
Doctrinal dominoes -S76-p26
Doctrinally deprived -21-p41
this Doctrine developmental discipleship -18-p95
Doctrines are like diamonds -23-p50
Doctrines can move us to do the deeds -5-p87
Doctrines to be diluted -25-p97
Does declare -S89-p64
Does not desire to duplicate - NE Oct. 73
Doffing a doctrinal hat -9-p87 Dogged determination -9-p44
Dogmas it defends -5-p33
Dogmatism of disbelievers -10-p16
Dogmatism of the doubter -3-p18 Doing is diminished -S97-p12
Doing of our duties -12-p18
Doing our duty to dare not to do it now. -5-p114
Doing things diligently -12-p6 the Dole desensitizes -9-p8
Dominate in the Lord's declarations given in various
Domestic dimensions of American democracy - NE July 72
dispensations -15-p2
Done our duty -10-p63
Don't diminish -16-p160
Don't the different premises of the disciple -8-p89
Doomed to die -11-p23
Door of discipleship -10-p113 Door to delight - BYU 95-96 -p147
Dormant doctrines -3-p66; - Ins. Nov. 70
Dose of divine discontent -25-p53; -F92-p66; -F95-p24

Double desire -7-p20 Double disappointment -5-p64
Doubly deterred from discipleship -10-p91 Doubt and despair -12-p41
Doubt and despair, like dandelions -26-p73
Doubt and disbelief lead to disjunctive action -4-p32 Doubt, and doubt deeply - NE July 72
to Doubt and to discounting -21-p72
Doubt can depress and dampen -16-p110
Doubt, despair, and desensitization -F94-p35; -26-p73 Doubted, discounted, and discarded -14-p76
Doubt or deny -15-p61
Doubt or deny the design -25-p114
Doubts of doubt -F74-p12
Doubt without data -16-p10
Dormant doctrines -3-p66
Doubts about his devotion -2-p32
Dour doctrine -F91-p30
Downcast disciples -26-p74
Downtown Dallas -13-p109
Drained by difficulties -10-p114 Drained by disappointment -S91-p88
Draining off our devotion and diminishing our faith -9-p72
Drama from a distance -17-p14
Dramatic day -10-p112
the Dramatic day described -10-p111
Dramatic demonstration of Christ's divinity -26-p22
Dramatic difference - NE May 71
Dramatic the departure -13-p84
Drawn by the devil -8-p13
Dread and disdain of death -14-3
Dread can dissolve -23-p57
Dread of the disbeliever -10-p3
Drenched in deep -24- p25
Drenched in destiny - EN Mar. 83 (2)
Drenched in detail -27-p3
Drenched in divine design -S86-p36
Drenched in doctrine -27-p4
Drift and disorientation -13-p38
Drift and difficulties -13-p81
Drift, disbelief, and despair -15-p30
Drift in despair -S83-p10
Drifting discipleship -8-p32
Drifting or daydreaming -23-p183
Drifts of difficulties -14-p102
Drive the doctrine and direction -8-p86
Droplets of decision suggest direction -26-p93
Drowned in the disorder of your land to recognize
divine design -7-p54
Drumbeat of disparagement -11-p126
Drumbeat of dissent -19-p105
Drumroll of developments -F93-p20
a Dual drain -25-p114
Dual duties -16-p158 Duality of demands -8-p66
Duality of divinity -9-p36
Dues for discipleship -9-p33; EN Oct. 80
Dues of discipleship -12-p63
Dues of durable discipleship -20-p121
Dull disciples - BYU 77 p180
Dulling, desensitizing influence -25-p14
the Dullness in the world is the dullness of degraded
Dullness is not descriptive of such disciples -25-p 122
people believing in degraded doctrines -7-p48
Duly and divinely noted -9-p39 Dumb and detrimental - EN Feb. 86
Dunes of deprivation -26-p14
to Dunkirks, not to D-Days -8-p35
During all of our protracted developmental process we are very
Dusk of difficulty -23-3
Dust of despair - EN July 76
Dust of this dispensation -F85-p15
Dust to despair -8-p80
Duties and doctrines -7-p41; -9-pxi
Duties designed -27-p6
Duties diminished -14-p86
Duties of discipleship -12-p112; -F92-p66 Duties to devolve -9-p110
Dutiful diciples -27-p91
Duty becomes a delight -2-p46 Duty of developing -23-p122
Duty was delight - EN June 94 Dynamics of their doubts -10-p116

dependent -21-p46

"E"
Eager and an enthusiastic expectation -12-p49
Eager ear -F96-p21
calling an Eagle in embryo an egg - EN Sept. 93
Earlier experience(s) -6- p12; -9-p43; -11-p9
in our Early exclamations there may even be some
Earned encouragement -12-p88
unintended exaggerations -S96-p69
Earned esteem -12-p21
Earnest and eager - EN June 96
Earnest enthusiasm -9-p40; -25-p122
Earnestness and energy -9-p34
Earthly empathy -23-p66
Earthly environment -8-p67
Ease among the elite Egyptians -26-p116
Easily exaggerated -9-p47
Easily entreated -23-p89; -F90-p16
Easy enumeration -16-p6
Easy exhilaration -23-p196
Easy to be entreated -20-p105
Eccentricities of this ecclesiastic, Enoch -7-p11
Ecclesiastical elbow -F74-p13
Ecclesiastical elite -16-p99
Ecclesiastical embroidery -3-p20; - NE Aug. 71
Ecclesiastical enclave -2-p57
Ecclesiastical erosion -S76-p26
Ecclesiastical establishment - EN Dec. 86 Ecclesiastical Everest -8-p49
Ecclesiastical exclusivity - NE May 71
Ecclesiastical exclusivity which (that) seems to embarrass -3May 71
Ecclesiastical expectation - EN Jan. 71
Ecclesiastical experience - Ins. Sept. 70
Echo his excellence -14-p119; -F81-p9
Ecologically entwined -9-p8
Ecology embodies-9-p7
Ecology of effectiveness -F70-p95; - NE May 71; - EN Feb. 72
Ecology of esteem -9-p90; - Ins. Sept. 70
Ecology of eternal things - EN Dec. 78

p23(2); -NE

Ecology of the eternal -15-p52 Ecology of the eternal attributes - EN Mar. 83
Economic emptiness -2-p2
Economies in expression -4-p47
Economy of effort -1-p138
from Eden is evident -20-p33
Eden of ease -8-p31; -F74-p13 Edge of eternity -5-p80
in Education or elsewhere - EN Oct. 78
Effective against their enveloping evil -S75-p101
Effective enthusiasm -8-p95
function fully and Effectively in eternity -25-p7
Effluence of ethical relativism - NE May 71 Efforts are equalizing everything -11-p21
Efforts at enrichment -16-p135 Efforts to entrap -7-p6
Ego exercises -11-p69 Electoral ecology - NE Apr. 78
Electricity of our enthusiasm -12-p114; EN Aug. 81
Elevated and enthroned -7-p17
Eliciting evidence -8-p7
Elixir of experience -22-71; -S90-p34
for the Eloquence and for the exquisiteness and the
Eloquence of example -4-p28
elegance of Christ's everlasting example of enduring, I
express again my public gratitude -S90-p35
Eloquence of His example -16-p67
Eloquence of their examples -25-p55
Eloquent example -5-p111/112; -14-p115; -S76-p26; Eloquent expressions - EN July 76
EN June 84
Eloquently embodied -12-p64 Eloquently expressed -36-p67
Elsewhere encountered -15-p26
Elude even the best intellectual excursions -F87-p31
Emancipating effects -10-2
Emancipating elements -26-p14
Emancipating empathy -9-p90 Emancipation from error -14-p100
Emancipation from evil -8-p64 Embedded in even the smallest episodes -14-p94
Embody and exemplify each -14-p111
Embodying the entirety - EN Sept. 93
Emboldened in their errors -10-p16
Emerging excellence -7-p47
Emerging from excessive debt -8-p93
Emotional electricity -9-p63
Emotional entanglements -3-p63; - Ins. Aug. 70
Emotional equation -5-p38
Emotional escalation -5-p45
Empathic Enoch -14-p48
Empathy and energy - EN June 94
Empathy and exemplification -25-p95
Empathy earned by our patiently enduring will
Empathy enhancing -24-p42
be eternal -25-p118
Empathy expressed -11-p67
Empathy extended - EN Aug. 86
Empathy is earned -S97-12
Empathy is enriched everlastingly - other talks Nov. 94
Empathy was ensured - EN Apr. 97
Emphasis on enduring well to the end -25-p122
Emptiness of evil which envelopes -7-p56 Emptiness of existentialism -10-p3
Emptiness of emotion - NE May 71
Empty exercise -1-p2, p109; -4-p9
Empty of empathy -9-p10
Emulation directly enhances - EN June 96
Encapsulated in an enclave - NE July 72
Encapsulating events -F82-p67
Encapsulating that exquisite mind -S76-p26 Encircling empathy -S87-p72
Enclosed in overmuch erudition -15-p38
Enclosed in the midst of effulgent, everlasting meaning -18-p113
Encompassing and enveloping -26-p69
Encompassing essence -8-p48 Encounter and experience -14-p59
Encountered not only erroneous expectations -17-p44 Encountering and exploring - EN Apr. 93
Encourage emulation -19-p102 Encouraging, and emancipating -9-p34
all-Encompassing environmental excuses -14-p79
Encrustations of ego -15-p54; EN Mar. 83
Encrustations of ego and error -23-p114
Encrustations of evil -10-p79; EN Aug. 78
Encrusted by ego - EN Apr.81 Encrusted in experiential excesses -3-p16
Encrusted in their excesses -3-p16
Encrusted with ego -S85-p71
Encrusted with error - 3-p59; Ins. Aug. 70 Encrusting experiences -11-p9; EN Oct. 80
Endless emptiness -7-p24
Endless enticements -7-p40
Endlessly empty -17-p59
Ends as a empty exercise -13-p104
Endurance and the energy of Ether - EN Aug. 78
Endure evil in our environments -9-p110
Endure to the end -25-p121
Enduring enthusiasm -23-p177
Enduring experiences -16-p80 Enduring extra emphasis -25-p33
Enduring is easier -25-p114
Enduring the exhausting isometrics of individual development
-25-119
Enemies of Enoch -7-p17
Enemy of evil -9-p94
Energetically evil -8-p87
Energized and empowered -25-p117
Energy to expend -7-p42
Energies ebb -5-p114
Inflame envy -23-p135
Engaged in the equivalent -12-p20
Engage in endless and expensive Engulfing and ending episodes -10-p94
experimentation - EN Oct. 78
Engulfing effects -S93-p76
Enhance our esteem -14-p24
Enhance your enjoyment - EN Mar. 83
Enlarged empathy -9-p100; -25-p128
Enlarged expectation -4-p17
Enlarge our empathy -23-p119
Enlarges and enhances -25-p79 Endless existence -21-p58
Energizing evidence -S91-p89 Ennoble, enrich, and enlighten - EN June 84
Enoch became his emissary -7-p17
Enoch's emissaries -7-p54
Enoch's exclamation -DS-p5(2) Enormous emancipation -16-p153
Enormous enlargement - EN Apr. 93
Enormous error -9-p9; -11-p107; -12-p78

Enriching expansiveness -27-p5
Enslavement of evil -9-p2
Enthrones education -9-p41
Enthusiasm of education -F70-p95
Entices men to do evil are soon made empty -6-p31
Entitlement to enter -27-p111
Entrapment, not enlightenment -8-p61
Enveloping empire of Elohim -21-p26
Enveloping, endless death -21-p54-55
Enveloping events -9-p69
Enveloping evil -7-p6 Environmental evil -9-p126
Environmental experiences -20-p62
Envy would be a sure embarrassment -S86-p36
Ephemeral enthusiasm -12-p40 Epochal event - EN Jan. 92
Equalize expectations - NE July 72
Equally eloquent is Enoch's -27-p4
Equally erroneous expectations -23-p171
Equally essential -11-p103; 25-p37
Equate Eros -12-p97
Equivalent of estrangement - EN Oct. 74
Equivocating ecclesiastics -9-p79
Eroded ethics -8-p79; - EN July 76
Erosive effects -S93-p76
Erosive error -F88-p32
Errant evaluation -10-p12
Erratic efforts -16-p86Erecting elaborate scaffolding, whereas eternalism stresses
- EN Oct. 74
Err endlessly -6-p12 Erroneous efforts -9-p28
Erroneous evaluations -16-p38 Erroneous expectations -16-p38
Erroneous explanations -10-p72 Erroneous expressions -11-p25
Error of Esau -10-p6 Errors exposed -9-p30
Ersatz emancipation -9-p60; BYUD-71-72-p3
Ersatz enthusiasm -9-p26
Ersatz exhilaration -4-p6
Escape from an economic Eden -2-p1
Escape the egoist -9-p47
Especially emancipating and ennobling -24-p80
Especially encouraging to emulators -14-p95Especially evident in elaborating -15-p78
Especially evocative -23-p182 Especially upon encountering -16-p13
Especially when parents combine explanation and
Essential equipment -10-p4
exemplification -F96-p22
Essential experiences -9-p51
Esteem in the midst of elbows -5-p112
Esteem not earned -8-p12
Etched everlastingly -25-p4
Eternal entity -21-p44 Eternal essentials -3-p36
Eternally enlightened -22-p51 between Ether and the exceptional Enoch - EN Aug. 78
Ether's emotions - EN Aug. 78 Ether's entreaty - EN Aug. 78
Ether's excellence - EN Aug. 78 Even earlier -16-p120
Even encourages others to equate - EN Jan. 92
Eventual emphasis -24-p44
Eventual expectation(s) -12-p1; -F76-p12 Everest of ecclesiastical truth - EN Aug. 86; BYU 85-86 Everlasting ecology -12-p26
Everlasting experiences -11-p26
Ever to be emphasized -11-p20 Evidence by the eloquence of our examples -12-p86
Evidence equivocation -F92-p66 Evil encrusts -10-p102
Evil entered -7-p40 Evil erodes -7-p18
Evil has its own ecology -10-p7 Evil is not only erotic, it is erratic, since it must entice -7-p25
Evils emerging -6-p7 Evolution of evidence -8-p64
Evolve the ecclesiastical equivalent -12-p110
Exaggerated evaluation - EN July 75
Exaggerated expectations - EN July 75
Exaggerated expectations of self may exacerbate - EN July 75
Exaggerated sense of entitlement -19-p101 Example, encourages -20-p63

np 113-121; -27-p116

Examples, explanations, and exhortations -9-p117
Excellence of environment -8- p46
Excellent example -25-p56
Excepted expressions -10-p55
Exceptional emphasis -10-p1
absence of Excessive ego will enhance our empathy
-25-p41
Excessive expectations -23-p47 Excess of ego -S95-p68; EN Sept. 93
Exchange of epistles - Ins. Sept. 70
Exciting exploration -23-p101; -F92-p66; EN Apr. 93; BYU
1991-92 - pp141-42
Exclamation surpasses explanation -5-p109 Exclaimed over with equal enthusiasm -15-p2
Exclusionary effects -27-p56
Exclusive ecclesiastical -10-p45 Exclusive experience -10-p37
not Excused from exercising -F88-p31
Excuse, endure and expect -4-p34
Executions of ecumenicism -2-p56
Exemplar's eloquence -12-p21
Exemplify and explain -F96-p23 Exhort and edify -8-p53
Exhortation and experience -3-p60; - Ins. Aug. 70
teaching by Exhortation and explanation, which are vital, but
also by the eloquence of example and the
confirmation of experience -F70-p94
Exhortation and explanation without example and
Exhortation, explanation, and example -23-p192
experience -2-p62
Existential emphasis -9-p16
Exist to the end -25-p122
Exit endorsement - EN Jan. 97 Exonerated but remain excluded -23-p8
Expanded Enoch -17-p91
Expanse of eternity - EN Oct. 78; EN Dec. 78
Expanse of the ecclesiastical epaulets - EN July 75
Expansive enterprise -5-p32
not Expect an Ecclesiastical Eden -16-p34 Expected to engage -15-p41
Expect erroneously -23-p122
Epect eventual excusal -27-p77

Speeches

Expend our energies -12-p4
too Expensive emotionally -11-p80
Experience amongst the Enochians -7-p16
Experience at both ends of the electricity of power -8-p94
Experience extraordinary things -S91-p89
Experience in its expenditure -4-p44
Experiences and the expressions -10-p109
Experiences exultant -3-p34
Experience to enlarge empathy -23-p83
Experiencing, and enduring are part of the essence -18-p105
Expiating explanations -14-p79
Expiring in exhaustion -9-p112 Explanation of the evil -8-p12
Exploits experience -9-p43
Expulsion from Eden - EN Aug. 76
Exposure and embarrassment -12-p21
Expression(s) of exclamation -9-p3; F92-p66
Expression of empathy -S82-p38 Expression of enduring -25-p33
Expression of expediency -1-p96 Expression of experience -9-p42
Expressions of ego -9-p92; -23-p132
Exquisite ecstasy -3-p29
Exquisite, existential -3-p48
Extensive elaboration -27-p115
Extensive experience -3-p37; -14-p108
Exterior expansiveness -22-p60 External exhortation - EN June 96
Extra encouragement -11-p89
Extolling and exhorting -8-p21
Extreme example - EN Aug. 78 Exult and exclaim -8-p80
Exults in, the existence - EN Oct. 74
"F"
Fabric of many families -S95-p68
Face our failures - Ins. Jul. 70
Face the facts -11-p88 Facet of faith -24-p10
Facial feedback -9-p111
Facially flawed -S75-p102
Facilitates friendship -5-p91
Fascinated with the filtering -3-p85
Fascinated with the filters - NE May71
Fact-filled, we are feeling fewer and fewer of the facts
-1-p72
Fads and fashion(s) -3-p4; -5-p15 Fads and fashionable facts -3-p36
Fail fatally -14-p113 Failing fathers form -15-p98
Failing to feast -9-p72 Fails his followers -4-p15
Failure of faith -24-p83; -25-p113
Failures and frustrations -5-p1; -9-p66
Failure to be forthright -11-p87 Failure to put first things first -12-p27
Faint foreshadowings -S86-p36 Fair-weather faith -16-p12
Faith falters -24-p91 Faith filled -16-p16
Faith-filled and stress-free -S91-p88
Faith forms and follows -16-p64
Faith from flowering fully -16-p63
Faithful families -25-p93
Faithful father -21-p65
Faithful father Lehi -F89-p84
a Faithful few -F88-p33
Faithful follower -14-p66; -16-p99
Faithful forebears -15-p95
Faithful to fundamentals -9-p25
Faithful to have a few fibrillations -23p76 Faith is a fad -3-p68
Faith is frail - EN June 84
Faith the future -77-p36
Faith to be forgiven -1-p66
Faith to function -16-p37
Faith would be fitful -9-112
Fall-back fortifications -S75-p101
Fallout as to faith -21-p3
False doctrines frozen in place -20-p39
False freedom -10-p76; -16-p90 a False freedom at first -16-p96
False sense of freedom - EN Mar. 95
Familiar form -3-p55
Familiar formation -14-p5
Families faltered -5-p13
Families filled with fornication -6-p20
Family feedback -5-p93
Family focus -23-p187
Family fountainhead -S95-p68
Family framework -10-p106
Family, friends, and flocks - EN Sept. 93
Family furnaces -5-p13
Family of faithful finally -5-p104
Famine foreseen -22-p39
Fan the fires of faith -F74-p12
Far-reaching faith -15-p95
go Farther faster -13-p109
Farther forward -7-p28
Fascinated with filtering -3-p85
Fashionable fountainheads -23-p85
to be Fashionable is to fail one's foremost constituents
- EN Oct. 78
Fashion a future fit -6-p31
old-Fashioned fear and foreboding -11-p124; -13-p79
such Saints Fashion forgiveness -S83-p11 Fashion the future - EN Oct. 78
Fast friendship -7-p18 Fastest friendships -1-p47
we are Fasting rather than feasting; what a difference Fatal flaw -2-p35; -5-p29; -8-p89; -25-p13; -Ins. Sept. 70
an "e" makes -9-p72
Fatal flaw of the faithless - EN Aug. 78
fatal forms of falling –13-p18
Fatally flawed -8-p26, 81; - EN July 76; -27-p41
Father of factions -7-p13
Father's faith -7-p38
Father's family -5-p27 Fatigue and frustrations -14-p45
Fat with facts that soon fade - EN Oct. 74 Faulty furrows -9-p74
Favourite field -27-p51
Feasting fullness - talk - 23 Nov. 94 - np
Feasting on the gospel is greatly facilitated -27-p128-29 Fearful of facts - EN Oct. 75
Feature fasting -5-p110
Feature not friendship within families, but
forms of fratricide -5-p91

Features the feasibility -12-p1 Feedback flows -1-p123
Feedback from family -9-p75
Feedback from our fellowmen and family - EN July 76
Feedback is facilitated -5-p45
Feedback of both feelings and facts -2-p32
Feeding the flock -8-p94
Feed our frustrations -9-p18
Feeds faithlessness -14-p3
Feel forgiven until we first feel responsible -S91-p91
Feel forgotten and forsaken -11-p36
Feel forsaken -14-p71; -19-p38; -23-p59, p209
Feeling for faith -3-p59
Feeling forsaken -11-p34; -14-p117; -23-p22; -S89-p64(2);
EN June 84
Feelings of falling forever short -F76-p12 Feeling of futility -1-p64; - EN July 76
Feelings of futility foster vulnerability - Talk 26 Nov. 1980
Feelings of the follower in fairly formal settings -1-p139
Feet are made to move forward -12-p10
Felicitous fact -21-p50
Fellowship of factions -7-p13
Fellowship of foreordination -9-p43
Felt first in the family -5-p67
Felt forsaken -23-p209
Fertile fellowship -9-p102
Fervent faith -3-p29
Fervent father -16-p61
Fervent feelings -9-p89
Fettered by fables -10-p58
a Few are fatigued -S91-p88
Fewer and fewer families -14-p5 Fewer functioning fathers -25-p24
Few families -5-p94 a Few, foolishly focusing -S91-p88
Fierceness of face -6-p19
Fiery furnace(s) -10-p74; -16-p16 (2); -25-p7; -S97-p11;
NE Jan.-Feb. 85
Figure in folklore -14-p85
Files of faith -22-pp102-3
Filial feelings -4-p24 Filled with foreboding -3-p10
Filled with forlornness -3-p32 Filled with frustrations -5-p32
Film of forgetting -11-p11; EN Oct. 80; BYU 79 -p219 Philosophical footnotes -S86-p35
Final freedoms -10-p2 Final frustration -14-p121; -F81-p10
Final fury -9-p81
Finally and fully -2-p45
Finally fail -10-p103 Finally, the faithful -23-p59
Find rest from this firm of fatigue -14-p57 Fine friend -4-p62
Finesse in the fray -9-p37
Finest of friends - NE Apr. 78; BYU 76 -p199
Finite failures -27-p73
Finite filtering -5-p79 Finite framework -9-p89; -10-p28; EN Feb. 79
Fires of fatalism -10-p23; EN Feb. 79
Firm followers - EN Mar. 95
Firm footprints -20-p13
Firm framework of our faith - EN Aug. 86
Firmly and finally -23-p47
First and fundamental facts -14-p67
First face the fact -3-p27
First family -8-p91
First fltering steps -26-p61
First faltering steps of faith -7-p37
First flutter -10-p6
First friend -9-p61
First froze in fear -7-p27
the First fundamental fact -23-p81
First in the form of forgetfulness -7-p56
First uses the oxygen of freedom to flourish -12-p91
Fitly framed -7-p53; -16-p37; -17-p4
Five wounds at the front of the fray -5-p110 Fix families -S95-p68
Fix our faces -1-p10 Flakes of fire -16-p110
Flame flutters -5-p85 Flame of family -5-p86
Flaming fireplaces waiting to warm us -20-p33
Flash floods -12-7
Flashlight of faith -11-p10; EN Oct. 80; - BYU 79 -p219
Flashlights or floodlights -14-p120; F81-p10
to Flatter nor to frighten
Flatter their followers -7-p16
Flawed families - EN Oct. 78
Flawless Father - S76-p26; - NE Apr. 78; EN June 84;
BYU 76 -p200
cause Fledglings among the faithful to falter -BYU 77 -p179
Fledglings in the faith -11-p89
Fleeing facts -4-p5 Flee the family flee the -27-p103
Fleeting and flawed -12-p93; NE June 79
Fleeting factoids -S97-p12
Fleeting facts -15-p24; -DS-p5
Fleeting feelings -F96-p21
Fleeting frame -10-p81
Fleeting feeling -4-p72
Fleshly failure -24-p90
Flexibility of the faithless -3-p32 small sparks struck by the Flint of frustration -24-p91
Flippant frankness -13-p70
Floating friendships -5-p90
Flood flowing from the frontiers -4-p3
Flood of fact will further increase -24-p103
Flood of faith -6-p15 Flood of feeling(s) -2-p41; -24-p103
Flood of filth -6-p21 Flooded by facts - EN July 76
Flooded with facts -4-p3
Flooded with fleeting facts -10-p4
Flood of feeling and fact -22-p131
Floods of falsehood -9-p128
the Flowering of our fellows -11-p83
Flow from such foreboding -2-p19
Flow of feedback -1-p94
Flow of feeling - NE Apr. 78
Flows from the first -12-p25
Focused faith -9-p4, p77; -16-p12
Focuses first -11-p4 Focuses on the family -9-p31
Focus falls -F95-p23 Focusing on the family, that forgotten institution -8-p49
Focus on facade -2-p7 Focus on facts that fade -10-p1
Focus on faith -27-p88
Focus on fundamentals -14-p91 Focus these feelings -9-p4
Follies and fate -6-p9 Followed by feelings -9-pxi

Followed by forgiving and forgetting -5-p100
Follower's failure -14-p97
Follow freely -8-p96 Following false god's -14- p3
Following the fashions -9-p42 Follow in the footsteps of the faithful -9-p80
Follow the fads - EN Oct. 74
Fondling failures -9-p75
Fondling our failings -F91-p31 Fondling their failings -9-p30
Food of fellowship -11-p55
Fooled by fancyness -21-p102
Foolishly fighting -12-p50
Foolish in front of our fellowmen -10-p41
Foolishness, fear, and fashion have flattened -S76-p26 Foothills of philosophy - EN Aug. 86
Forced to follow -11-p23
Forecasting fulness -F94-p36
Foreknowledge of God, foreordination, and Forerunner feeling -F82-p68
foreassignment -11-p6
Forest of facts -23-p140
Foretelling of the future -15-p68
Forever falling -12-p91; -25-p17 Forever forgo -12-p35
Forever friendship - BYU 77 -p180
For forgoing fashionableness -14-p116; S76p27
For friends not familiar -4-pviii Forget not his fervent petitions -7-p40
mustn't Forget the fundamental focus of
Forgetting facilitates -25-p40
our faith -16-p9
Forgiving friends -7-p24
Forgo false popularity -3-p21
For I fully feel -7-p21 Forlorn doubters, want the full harvest of faith but
without the full work of farming faith -24-p90
Formal fold - EN June 84
Formative first estate -8-p91; -12-p8; -F76-p13
Former friends -11-p109
Forms of fear -14-p83
Forms of freedom -23-p126
Fortress of faith -3-p32
Fortunate forgetting -8-p27
Fortunately, faith -8-p64
at Forty fathoms in the sea of sin -EN Oct. 75
Fossilized faith -10-p46
Fosters false religion -13-p73
Foundations of our faith -17-p9
Found fascination not fault -7-p16
Four fundamentals -S91-p88
a Fourth Form in that fiery furnace -11-p48 a Fraction of the feeling Father has known -9-p125
Fragile faith -F88-p32 Fragmentation of the faithful -8-p66
Fragments of fact are flung -F83-p55
Fragments of faith - BYU 77 - p178
Frail and flickering as our own flames -9-p26
Frail faith -S91-p91
Frail finite framework -5-p4
Frailties of friends -9-p107
Frailty of the flesh in the face of the Divine -9-p35
Frame fully -9-p103
Framework of faith -21-p46; -22-p118; -27-p25
Framework of the flesh instead of the framework of faith
-24-p91
Frantic families -5-p69
Fraternity of fault finding -11-p106
Freedom and family -9-p27
Freedom to form -8-p30
Free from folly -5-p75
Freely flowed -25-p133
Frequent failure - EN Oct. 74
though Frequently fed, are never filled - BYU 95-96 -p144
Frequently our frustrations -9-p66
Fresh faith -16-p5
Fresh familiarity -7-p7
Fresh fix -5-p40
"Friendly" floor -1-p122
Friends falter or "go a fishing" -14-p117
Friendships, as well as families, are forever -11p56
Friendships formed -5-p90
Friends of the future -7-p49
a Friend to free agency - EN Oct. 80
From faulty families -8-p24
From flawed failures -9-p10
From homes fatally flawed -8-p26
suffers From its finiteness -9-p43
From their formative first estate - F76p14 Frontier of fact - EN Oct. 75
Froth and flash -12-p112
Frozen forever -25-p130
neither Frozen nor fried -23-p32 Fruit of felicity -7-p53
Fruits of faith -1-p13 Frustrated fathers - Pam. -p1
Full freedom -27-p76
Full joy follows full service -9-p32
Fullness of fact(s) -15-p37; -24-p38
Fully and fairly -11-p48
Full faith EN Oct 04 –p29
Full faithful -23-p17
Full fellowship - EN June 87
Fully faithful -23-p211
Fully fathom -14-p29; -20-p42; - EN July 76;
Fully fathomed -16-p66
EN Feb. 79; BYU 78 -p153
Fully felt -11-p31
Fully flame -14-p8
Fully flourishes -17-p39
Fully follow -14-p33
Compensate fully for failure in the family -S93-p77
Fully for his folly -21-p98
Fully formed - EN Aug. 86
Fully formed faith has several distinct facets -S91-p90
Fully forsaken -16-p140, p146 Fulness of facts -23-p26
Fulness of faith -25-p78
Fulness was followed by periodic "famine[s]" -F93-p18
Function fully and effectively in eternity -25-p7
Functioning fathers -S94-p89
Function of family -5-p29
Functional fatalist -4-p37
Functionally or fractionally -5-p5 Fundamental fact(s) -23-p205; -25-p101; -F82-p66;
-F89-p83; EN June 96; -26-p22,23
Fundamental family failures -4-p10
Fundamental feelings -27-p44
Fundamentals of faith -16-p36
Furnished with fixed faith -16-p10
Further factor -9-p27
Further familiarization -25-p88 Further formulating -8-p8

Further focus - EN Sept. 93
Futility fosters -12-p48

Further fuel the flames - EN Aug. 78
Future that is fashioned -8-p48

"G"
Gadarene group -23-p180
Galactic governance -14-p27, p118; -F81-p9; EN June 84
Gallantry is Godlike -11-p70
Gasps of gladness - EN July 82d
Gauged by God -23-p70
Gave the gift -27-p114
General goodness - S95-p68
Generalized goodness -14-p14; EN July 82 Generation gap -3-p61
Generic grief-causers -19-p85
Generosity and grace -9-p35
Generosity greet -12-p118
Generosity of God - EN Jan. 92
Generous but genuine -14-p11 Generous God -5-p75; -8-p36; -16-p114; -23-p66, p73;
-S83-p11; -F85-p17; EN Sept. 93
Generously given -23-p123
Genius of God -11-p14
Genius of the gospel -9-p87
Genius without goodness - EN Apr. 93
Gentleness and generosity -S86-p36
Gentleness and graciousness -16-p141
Genuine glamour -11-p62
Genuine goodness -14-p116; -F81-p8; EN June 84
Genuine gospel -13-p32; -20-p10 Genuine gratitude -15-p94
Genuine growth - S76 Genuinely glad -9-p37; -23-p187
Genuinely serious about growing spiritually -11-p91 Geologic gradualism -22-p88
Geometrically, if little gears were to represent our
obedience and large gears God's generous blessings
-26-p111
"Get and gouge" theory - NE Feb.75
Gethsemane and Golgotha -14-p35
Gethsemanes of growth - BYU 76 -p253
Gethsemane to Golgotha and then to an empty grave
-10-p77
Getting and grasping -19-p96
Getting good – EN Oct 04 –p28
Gift gladly -5-p117
a Gift is no gift until one gives it -8-p36
Gigantic, global collapse -19-p53
Give grudgingly -21-p58
Given in good grammar -9-p103
Given the gravity -19-p52
Giver of these gifts -26-p75
Gives his glorious gifts -16-p149
Giving the guided tour -20-p74 Giving us guidance -9-p73
Giving us glimpses -5-p41
Giving graciously our little grain of sand -11-p63
Gladly gathered into his gospel net -F80-p15 Gladly give -12-p9; -F76-p14
Gladly glorify - EN Apr. 97
Gladness of goodness -23-p142
Gladness that goes with the gospel -10-pxiv Glance of God -10-p116
Glimpse of Gethsemane -S76-p26; EN June 84
Glimpse of God's perfect patience -12-p63; EN Oct. 80
Glimpses of Gomorrah -9-p80 Glimpses of the growth - EN Dec. 86
Glint of the gospel -23-p50
Global gloom -26-p28
Global gospel - NE Oct. 73
Glorified in God's goodness -4-pvii
Glorifying of God -26-p30
Glorious but grim -23-p206
Glorious gift -23-p31 Glorious gospel -11-p56; -12-p102; -15-p37; -20-p133
Glorious Guarantor - EN June 84 Glorious greeting -S85-p72
Glory of God -25-p91 warm Glow of the gospel fire -14-p121
Glow of the gospel -9-p30; -10-p64; -12-p112;
Glows with gathering -F86-p59
- EN July 76; F81p10
Glue of the Gospel -3-p55
Gluttony digests its latest glob -25-p77
Go against the grain of the gospel -12-p66; EN Oct. 80 God gives us guidance for the future -23-p184
God gives us the gospel - NE Apr. 78
God governs the galaxies, yet he came to a grove -10-p43
God is more concerned with growth than with
God of the galaxies -10-p3
geography -8-p30
the God of the gospel - NE Feb. 75
God's generosity -14-p86; -25-p79
God's gift(s) -16-p100; -S84-p22 God's goodness -16-p145
God's grace -14-p47; -F95-p22 God's graciousness -14-p51; -19-p74
God's greatest gift -9-p132; -12-p82; EN June 96; -26-p22
God's great gift - EN June 96
Godless geometric space - EN Apr. 93
Goes against the grain of the gospel -16-p39
Gone grumpy -8-p31 Gone into the grove -S92-p37
Goodbyes and greetings -11-p9 Goodness done gladly -10-p62
Goodness of God -7-p52, p60; EN Jan. 92; -27-p49
Gospel for the galaxies -10-p116; -S75-p101
Gospel garden -19-p63; -23-p164 Gospel gems -15-p86; -27-p3
the Gospel gentles us -11-p65; EN Aug. 78 Gospel gives -15-p67
Gospel gives us a center of gravity -10-p106 hear the Gospel, gladly -10-p25
Gospel('s) gladness -14-p98, p99, p100, p101, p109;
Gospel glimpses -23-p200; -F90-p16
-16-p43; -19-p39, p40, p46(2); -25-p126;
-F82-p66(2), p67; NE Aug. 82; EN Dec. 86; -26-p17,
p23
Gospel glow -F82-p67; 13-p17 Gospel goals -10-p9

Gospel goodness -26-p84
Gospel granite - S94-p90
Gospel grove -9-p12
Gospel ground rules -10-p80; -15-p62
Gospel guardrails -16-p79, p136; -S84-p22
Gospel guarantees -9-p116
Gospel gyroscope -9-p43
Gospel is greatly -27-p128
the Gospel is such glorious and good news -F86-p54 Gospel net gathereth -10-p57
a Gospel of grand expectations, but God's grace
Gospel of growth -11-p28
-8-p31; -F76-p14
the Gospel's gangplank -9-p5
Gospel's goodness -8-p65; -9-p21, p49; -23-p105
Gospel to the gentiles -10-p39 a gospel with a galactic view -21-p10
Gossip of the galaxies -S86-p36 Governance of galaxies -14-p30
Governs galaxies -14-p26
Grabbiness and grubbiness -S86-p35
Gracefully not grudgingly -9-p109
Grace of God -11-p48
Grace this globe -1-p4 Gracious and generous God -15-p28
Gradations of grief -15-p73
Gradual glory -7-p7
Gradual growth -12-p7; -F76-p13Grammar of the gospel -25-p98; -S83-p11; EN Aug. 86;
BYU 85-86 p115; -27-p116
Granary of the gospel - EN Aug. 86
Grandfather God -10-p36
Grand, galactic plans -S86-p35 Grand gift -26-p44
Grand goal -S86-p35
His Grasp is galactic -S76-p26 Grasp the proffered gift -S87-p72
Grateful for God's gift -12-p123 Gratitude for the gift -F82-p66
Gratitude to God -10-p115; NE Aug. 82
Gravel in the gears -9-p3
Gravel of grumpiness -19-p57 Great and generous gifts -BYU 77 -p181
Great and glorious -10-p118
Greater global -23-p84
the Greater our gospel gladness -19-p45
Greatest glory -12-p75
Greatest growth -4-p44
Great galactic realities -12-p26
a Great gift from God -10-p12 Great good -27-p72
Great gratitude -27-p57
Greed for good gems -7-p11
Greet them genuinely -12-p83 Grief growing out of Golgotha -10-p40
a Grievance with God -11-p107 no Grievance with God -10-p112
Grievance with God and his gospel -10-p112Grim and glorious -15-p78
Grim Gethsemane and Golgotha -25-p106 Grimness and the grisliness of the crucifixion at Golgotha
-10-p40
Gripe or grumble -21-p67
Gripes and grumpiness -11-p107
Griping simply does not go with gospel gratitude -12-p53
our Grip on gospel gladness -14-p102
Grit and goodness -10-p116
Gross guilt - EN Aug. 78
Grounded in the gospel -9-p72, p112; -20-p63
Groups of galaxies -5-p122
Growing governmental paternalism -10-p78 Grown grumblingly -5-p88
Growth of grumpiness -13-p115 Growth of the glazier from Vermont -9-p102
Grumpy with God –13-p8 - EN July 82
Grunting, galloping Gadarene -F91-p30
Guarantees from God -10-p24; EN Feb. 79 Guides of the gospel -5-p15
Guidance from God -9-p120
Guided by God -1-p48
Guided growth -10-p58
Guiding light of the gospel -9-p28
Guilt growing -8-p29 the Guilty sometimes glorified -S95-p67
"H"
Had happened in human history -F85-p15 Half-hearted hour -9-p111
Hallmarks of human vanity -14-p27
Handful of humans joined him -7-p6
Happiness here -7-p41
Happiness here and hereafter -8-p96
Happy hallmarks -9-p82
Happy hands -11-p63
Happy home -7-p20 Harassed helper -9-p111
Hard human heart -22-p91
Hardness of heart -7-p56
Hard on hope -9-p71 Hardy and homely -7-p36
Harmless hobbies -21-p95
Harpstrings of hesitations -F74-p13
Harpstrings of our humanity -9-p2
Harried homemaker -24-p102
Harsh and heartless -7-p24
Harsh history -9-p115
Harsh on heretics -5-p33
Hassling, hustling experience -4-p46
Hasten history -10-p77
Hasten the hardness -5-p12
Haven of homosexuality -6-p20 Heavenly helpers -7-p6
Having now heard him -7-p12 Headlong and heedless -9-p10
Headwaters of humanity - the home -F70-p95
a Healing handkerchief -F83-p56
Healthy humor -9-p47 Heaped their hostility - EN Aug. 78
Heartened to hear -7-p32
Heart is heavy -7-p53
the Heart is often more helpful than the head -9-p93
Heart of human happiness - EN Oct.74
the Heart usually holds out longer than the head -9-p43 Heavenly home -S84-p21
Heavy hands -16-p54 Heavy heart -7-p35
Heave off the heavy burdens of hypocrisy -24-p29
Hecticness of hesitation -22-p103
Heedless hunger -9-p28
does Hell have its own halitosis -27-p125

Hellish heedlessness -9-p3
Help from heaven -12-p78
Helpful hammer - EN Oct. 80
Helping hand around Abraham's household -6-p6
Helping him -23-p22
Helping humans -5-p7Help these helpers -7-p54
Hemisphere history -27-p128
Hence, our humility - EN Mar. 83
Herd humanity -3-p26
a Herd in a hurry -23-p75
Hesitancy will replace heroism - EN Oct. 78
Heroic holdouts -9-p6 Heroism of hope -27-p57
Highest happiness -14-p3
Highest in the hierarchy -15-p24 think Highly of himself - EN June 96
Highway harvest -5-p113
persecuted Him because He had healed -19-p76
Him to hasten His coming -11-p91
Hindering history -21-p4
Hingepoint happenings in human history -19-p53
Hingepoints in its history -F84-p8
Hingepoints in the history of each human -8-p77
Hingepoints of history when Hermann Hesse said - EN Oct. 78
His hemorrhaging at every pore for all of humanity
His humor is the humor of hope -12-p122
in Gethsemane -S88p-9
His own happiness was not held hostage -23-p169
Historical high -9-p68
Historical hostility -15-p72
witnessing windows from History are helpful -25-p59
Hitler's hatred -9-p9 Hold hostage -27-p69
Hold us hostage -11-p85
Holiness of hope -1-p13
Home and Him -9-p34
Homes are becoming "hollow hotels" -1-p8 Homesick in Hawaii -25-p62
Home to Him -23-p152
going Home to Him cannot happen except -25-p16
Homogenizing of our hopes -9-p59
Honest in heart -3-p32; -16-p56
Hope helped -F94-p35
Hopes of humans -14-p5
Hostile host -5-p103 Host of helpers -S82-p39
Hotel of the heart -16-p146
How often in human history -19-p88
Huge harvest -27-p117
Human happiness -10-p119; -15-p77; -23-p138;
Human happiness here -2-p2; -3-p12; -4-p15; -5-p7;
-F70-p94; - NE May 71
-17-p55
Human harmony - NE July 72
Human history -4-p44; -7-p6; -8-p45; -10-p77; -11-p17, p31, p77; -12-p75; -14-p48, p121; -15-p3, p30, p100; -16-p41; -17-p91; -23-p172; -25-p110;
-F81-p10; -S83-p11; F83-p54; -F84-p9(2); -S86-p34; -F86-p52; -S88-p7; -S92-p39; -DS-p17; - En Jan. 71; EN Feb. 72; NE July 72; EN Aug 78 (2);
NE June 79; NE May 81; NE Aug 82 (2); EN June 84 (3); NE Jan. - Feb. 85; EN Apr. 85; EN Aug. 86; EN Dec. 86; EN Mar. 95; EN Jan. 97; -26p14, p58; -27-p27; p120
in Human history have -14-p4; Human history's happiest irony -22-14; -F90-p16
Human hope -16-p67; -25-p13, p76; -F94-p34
Human huckstering -13-p72
Human hunger -4-p14 Human hyperbole -12-p40
Humanism's house -9-p22
Humbly harvested -22-p27
Humbly hope -11-p112
Humdrum hedonism -8-p70; -16-p143; -17-p62
Humdrum hedonism, humdrum humanism, or
the Humdrum of the human condition -21-p10
humdrum nihilism -17-p16
Humility that history -2-p50
Humor of holy men -8-p19
Hurried handshakes -11-p72
Hurried heft -12-p4
Hurry and harassment -27-p127
Hurry home -3-p22 Husband and heads of households -1-p62
Hushed hope - BYU 77 -p179
the Hypocrite really hide their goodness only half

"I"
Icarian insights -3-p29
Iceberg of insights - EN July 76
Ice floes of indifference -5-p3 Icy implications – 13-p7; -14-p10
Idealists without illusions -2-pv; -3-p7; - NE Feb. 75 Idea or imagery -9-p34
Identifiable individual -21-p36 Ideas and impulses -8-p13
Identity exists amid immensity - EN Aug. 86Ideological insistence -5-p25
Idle indifference -21-p46
Idleness brings about idolatry and increase in iniquity -6-p10
Idol of the intellect inevitably will -3-p36 an Indulgent individualism instead -26-p71
If we are immortal, however, we are immensely more
important- EN Oct. 78
Ignorantly induced -26-p63
Ignore iniquity -4-p34 Illness, injustice, the insensitivity of others -25-p3
Illuminate an issue -4-p70
Illuminated individual(s) -5-p26; -F82-p67; -S83-p11; -F95-p35
Illuminated individuality -20-p91; -26-p89 Illuminated individuals - without interruption -21-p54
Illuminates an incident -9-p30 Illuminates their iniquity -12-p80
Illuminate the imponderables -14-p53
Illuminate the landscape of our individual lives -5-p86
Illumination can be increased by the incandescence
Illusion of individuality -F91-p30
of orthodox scholars who can help to

heartedly -5-p41

illuminate- EN Oct. 75
Illustrate the illumination -20p-36
Immediacy of impact - NE May 71
Immediate influence -5-p111
Immediately ingested in -26-p100
Immense incredibilia -8-p18
Immense and insidious -23-p63 Immense incredibilia -8-p18
Immense individual effort -16-p100
Immense insight -9-p45, p108, p131
Immense integrity -10-p18; -15-p95
Immensely important -10-p2; -12-p103-4; 13-p20 NE June 79
Immensely important insight -17-p86
Immorality is so impractical - NE June 79
Immortal insight - EN Feb. 79; BYU 78 -p156
Immortal interrogative -12-p86; -F80-p15
Immortality and individuality -12-p50
Immortalization of our individual identities -S84-p21
Immunity from irony -4-p52
Immunized against all inconvenience -11-p30
Immunize us against irony -9-p34
Impactful individuals - EN Aug. 78
Impact of an individual - BYU 81-82 - p17 Impact of individuals on institutions -8-p99
Impact of institutions on individuals -8-p99 Impact on an individual -1-p74
Impasses that individuals encounter -5-p86 Impatience and incontinence -17-p59
Impending immortality -10-p4; -15-p33
Imperfect but improving -27-p90
Imperfections of individuals -3-p12
Imperviousness that is born of iniquity -10-p89
Impervious to the insights -10-p102
Implications for that individual - EN Oct. 74 Implications that are imperceptible -10-p77
Implies initiation -9-p70
Imponderables which proceed from imperfect and
inadequate information -17-p51
Importance of an identity -8-p47 Importance of individual involvement -S75-p102
Importance of the issue -5-p45 Important, but irregular, intercessor -9-p98
Important indicator -8-p62
Important individuals -F74-p12
Important insight(s) -3-p69; EN Apr. 93; -27-p4
Imposing on our time inefficiently or inappropriately -4-p49
Impressed to include - EN Jan. 92
Impressive indeed -18-p126
Imprisoned by iniquity -10-p8 Imprisons its inhabitants - EN Oct. 78
Improbability and irony -9-p25 Inaccurately and insensitively -9-p37
Inadequacy and impulse -9-p37 Inadequacy, improbability, and irony -9-p28
In an incredible irony -15-p25 In an instant -27-p71
In an instant of insight - EN Apr. 81
Inappropriate impositions -11-p89
Incapable of indignation -10-p59
Incessant institutional insistence -1-p21
Inciting implications -14-p112
Including our identity -9-p25
Incomparable incandescence - S88-p9
Incomparable individual -14-114; -S76-p26 Incomplete information -4-p7; -12-p52
Incongruities and ironies -21-p125
Inconsistency of immorality - EN Feb. 86
Incontestably inscribed -16-p11 an Inconvenience, an irritation -9-p30
Incorrect and inadequate -14-p3 Incorrect and insensitive indignation -9-p96
Increased illumination -F85-p17 Increased in its incandescence -12-p18
Increased their impact -2-p5
Increasing impatience -16-p98
Increasing iniquity - EN Feb. 86 Increasing in its institutional efficiency -8-p63
Increasing insensitivity -3-p59 Increasing interest -23-p143
Increasing interdependence -23-p74
Increasingly intolerant -12-p46
Incredible importance -15-p38 Incredible individualization -F93-p20
Incredible ironies - EN Feb. 79 Incredible irony -S84-p22
Incredible insight -5-p88
Incredible integrity -14-p117; -F81-p9
Incredible intimacy -13-p2
Incredibly important -5-p23; -9-p97; -10-p2; -12-p79
Incredibly interested in what happens to us individually Incremental improvement - F91-p30; -27-p36
- BYU 74 -p451
Incremental, individual verification -16-p2 Incrementally increased -24-p65
Incurable insomniac -8-p36; -14-p76
Indeed, the interplay -9-p62
Indicated how truly important it is that we have
Indicators are important -27-p16
inspiration even in initiating -5-p82
Indignation about injustice should lead to
illumination -4-p75
Indifference, indolence, and indulgence -5-p25
Indifference, ingratitude, and insensitivity -5-p77
Indifference is institutionalized -3-p63; - Ins. Nov. 70 Indifference or indulgence -23-p12
Indifference to integrity -9-p67 Individual accountability and belief in individual
immortality are intertwined -18-p72
Individual circles of influence -22-p26-27 Individual identity -10-p8; -11-p23; -25-p82
an Individual illuminated -6-p20 Individual illumination -21-p94
Individual impact -2-p32
Individual imperative -24-p78
Individual imperfections -1-p13; -16-p33
Individual imprint - NE Aug. 82
Individual impulse -S93-p76
Individual increments of personal improvement -27-p36
Individual(ized) injections of irony -23-p23;
-S75-p-102
Individual inspiration -13-p23 Individual interface with the institution -8-p74
Individual intelligences -25-p82 Individuality would be inert -26-p82
Individualized introspection -S85-p70
Individually imperfect -4-p12
Individuals impact on our institutions -5-p35 Individuals intend -11-p3
Individual's interface with the institution -2-p59
Individuals involved -5-p45, p107
Individual striving for incremental
Inescapable ecology of esteem, an intertwining of improvement -F91-p30
interests -9-p90

Inestimable blessings of immortality -14-p6 Inevitably and irretrievably -5-p20
Inevitably and irrevocably -15-p52
Inextricably intertwined -15-p33
Infantry inspection -9-p21
Infinite intensiveness -20-p50
Influential individuals - Ins. Jul. 70
Informed individual -10-p2
Infusion of idealism -2-piii
Inherent inconsistency -22-p100
Inheritors of an Immense treasure - EN June 96
rich Inheritors of an Immense Treasure Trove of Truth, but
Poor Investors In the Process of Personal
Development so essential to Discipleship - EN June 96
Inhibit any impulse -15-p33
Inimical to the individual -2-p54
In individual isolation - EN July 76
Iniquity increases -10-p8
Iniquity is increasing in -26-p57
Initially more important -7-p41 Injections of irony -22-p60
Injuriously and irrationally -5-p40
Injustices and incongruities -16-p144
Inlaid with incredible insights -20-p33
Inlaid with innumerable insights - Ins. Aug. 70
Inlaid with insights - Ins. Jul. 70 Inner controls are inadequate in - NE May 71
Inordinately influenced -9-p97 Insensitive to its implications -9-pxii
Insensitive to their inconsistency -25-p125 Insensitivity of earlier inhabitants -9-p115
Inside our impatience -12-p61; EN Oct. 80 Insider's information -8-p12
Insights insensitively given -13-p70
Insistent implications -14-p112
Insistently indifferent or may instead -27-p43
Inspirationally induced -22-p27 Inspiring and instructive -25-p55
Instead, it involves intellectual activism -19-p37
Instead of exhibiting icy indifference -27-p71
Instinctively instructed - EN Jan. 92
Instincts involving secular institutions -8-p97
Institutional introspection when we are interviewed -8-p74
Institutionalized interface - EN July 76
Institutional or individual ego investment -8-p98
Institution inhabited by imperfect individuals -5-p33 Instructive imagery -16-p40
Instructive irony -S89-p63
Instructively intact -21-p61
Insubordinate impulses -F91-p30 Insufficiency of individual intent -20-p2
Insulated from irritations -24-p115
Insulate ourselves from this institutional insistence -1-p13
Insulating individual -11-p79
Insularity often leads to indifference, even insolence -17-p44
Intact individuals -11-p32
Integrity has infinite intersections -9-p67/68
Integrity insists -13-p91
Integrity of our intent -4-p68
Intellectual embroidery -7-p36; -10-p101
Intellectual imperialism -10-p17; -23-p70
Intellectual insight -9-p44
Intellectual integrity -16-p106; -24-p101
Intellectual involvement -25-p8-79
Intellectually isolated -10p3
Intelligence includes more than raw IQ -14-p29
Intelligent interplay -1-p12, p71; -3-p64
Intended to immerse - EN Jan. 97Intense involvement -1-p108
Interactiveness of intellect -27-p45
Interceding influences -8-p20
Interesting and insightful concepts coming -1-p86
Interesting insights -3-p14
Interesting in an informational way -2-p60 interface incessantly –13-p10
Interior inconsistencies have implications -10-p16
Interlacing insights -15-p1
Internal instruction -F93-p18
Interpersonal integrity -13-p91 Interplay of imagination -3-p6
Interrelates and intertwines -2-p1-2
Interrupted individual development -S84-p22
Interruptional impunity -2-p9
all the Intertwinings and all the implications -27-p117
Intervened intelligently -1p53
Interventions are implicit -5-p118
Intimately involved -14-p104
Intimidated by our ignorance -5-p80
Intimidated by the insensitivity - EN Aug. 78
Intimidating individual - EN Aug. 78
Intimidating in its implications -1-p30
Intimidating intervention -20-p32
Intrapersonal immorality -4-p31 Intriguing intimations -13-p2; EN July 82
Intrinsic independence -23-p20 Intrinsic intelligence -S78-p10
Intrinsic intimations -18-p70
Introduce the inevitable -12-p96
Introspection isn't intended -8-p74
Invaded by an invidious impulse -20-p95
Inventorying our insights - NE Apr. 78 (2) Invitation is insistent -5-p121
one of Invitation, not intimidation -21-p88 Inviting intimation -9-p130
Involve imaginary concerns -23-px
Involve isometrics -F83-p55
Involves the Individual isometrics - EN June 96
Ironical indicators -23-p83
Ironically insists on a more indulgent God -27-p40
Ironic irreligious test - EN Feb. 79
Irony and improbability -9-p27 Irony and injustice -11-p31
Irrelevant and incomplete - NE May 71
Irrelevant or ineffective -3-p6
Irreligious imperialism - EN Feb. 79
Irrepressible issues -9-p1; -F74-p12
Irrevocably illuminated -S92-p37 Irritability indicates that one feels imposed upon -24-p115
Irritated and inconvenienced -12-p61
Irritation often proceeds instruction -25-p128
Irritate incorrect majorities -10-p14
Irritated and inconvenienced - EN Oct. 80
can, Ironically, prove influentially interactive -15-p71 Irritating interruption -8-p66
there Is incredible intimacy in the vastness of it all
Is involved, for instance -23-p62
- EN July 82
Isn't it interesting - EN Apr. 81; EN Mar. 83;
Isn't it ironical - BYU 77 - p178; BYUD-74-p34
BYUD-74-p31

Isolate(d) individual -3-p67; -4-p4
Isolation of the individual - EN Feb. 86
Isometrics of individual development -25-p119
Issue involved -5-p45
Itemized inventory -27-p115
It involves disturbing incongruity -S89-p62 It is an incredible irony, isn't it -16-p78; S84-p22
It is an ironic implementation -F88-p33
It is inlaid with incredibly important
It is immobilized by improbabilities -F94-p36
insights -F74-p12
It is instructive and inspirational -27-p48
It is intriguing indeed -16-p21
It is so easy to be confrontive without being informative;
Itself in isometrics -5-p105
indignant without being intelligent; impulsive without
being insightful -12- p62; EN Oct. 80
Its intricate, individualized detail -13-p1; EN July 82 Its orthodoxy would be insistent and its inquisitors
EN Feb. 79
It takes irony to induce that -S89-p62
"J"
Jailed John the Baptist -12-p8
Jailed Joseph -18-p113; -F76-p13
Jettison our jealousies -9-p94
Jealousy and jousting -9-p94
Jehovah and Jesus -25-p87
Jesus as Jehovah -14-p22
rejection of Jesus by the Jews -10-p33
Jesus' justice -14-p79
from John to Joseph -10-p92
Join Jesus -F-74-p13
Joseph in jail -F85-p17
Journey of journeys -11-p5
Judge Jesus -S84-p21 Judging Jesus by Judas -9-p118
Just as the Jews murmured against Jesus -11-p107
Justify Judas's dastardly deed -9-p100
"K"
Kinetic kingdom characterized -10-p46
Cosmic Kaleidoscope -3-p22

Clever Korihors -10-p80

"L"
Laboratory of life -2-p25; -13-p13, 121
Laboriously learned -7-p44
Labor legitimately -21-p102
Labor of a lifetime -14-p34
Labyrinth of legalism -4-p25
Laced with lightning -6-p30
Laced with limiting diseases -8-p31; -12-p11; -F76-p14
Lacked the lifting -12-p70
Lack of levelling - NE July 72 Lack of love -F91-p32, 13-p13
Lack of love from the Lord -14-p108
Lack or lose -3-p15
Lack the lamp -S95-p68
Ladies of light -9-p80
Lain latent -16-p147 Lamentations from the Lord - EN June 96
Lament the loneliness -S83-p10 Lament the loss -F94-p34
the Lamp is lit -S95-p68
our Landlord is the Lord - NE July 72
Land of liberty and love -7-p24 Landscape of life -11-p67; -13-p30
Landscape of life illuminated briefly by
transfer the Language of the locker room to the living room lightning -3-p11
NE June 79
Lapsed literacy -8-p78; - NE Apr. 78
Lapses into lust -7-p39
the Laser of the Lord -10-p59
Lasting learning -5-p66
being Last in line or losing our place -15-p54
Later lamentations -8-p77
Later in life -8-p16 Latr leadership -27-p121
Later Lehi laments -5-p95
Latest litmus -2-p21 Latticework of the Lord -15-p13; -18-p42
Laughter of licentiousness -5-p34; F74-p12 Laughter of the licentious -6-p31
Laying our liberties - NE July 72 Laziness and lovelessness -25-p96
Lazy leadership (leaders) -1-p34, p108
Leader who leads out of love -7-p17
his Leadership is the leadership of love and Leadership is not only loving, but also longsuffering -8-p37
long-suffering -7-p33
Leadership of love -1- p3
Leads one to lying -9-p2
Lead to lionization -23-p126
Learning loses -F70-p94
Learning such lessons - EN Aug. 78
Learning to look at things longitudinally
-through the lens -27-p84
Learn less in life -12-p66; EN Oct. 80
Learn to listen -S94-p90
Leaven life -8-p84
Leaving the lesser learning - EN Apr. 93
Lecture him on liberty - EN June 84
Led to lazy stereotypes -10-p78 Legion of lemmings -17-p14
Leisure or languor -25-p123
Lengthen the lifespan -14-p118; -F81-p9
Lengthen their lifespan - EN June 84
Less and less likely to level -1-p25
Less and less real love - EN Feb. 86
Lessening of the load -11-p67
Lesser laws -13-p65 Less lovable -11-p59
Lesson instead of luxury -14-p36 a Lesson learned -21-p61

inevitable -

Lessons learned later -5-p116
Lessons of life - EN Aug. 78
Lessor labors are legitimate -21-p102
Lets in the light of the Lord -12-p27
Let us listen lovingly -12-p85; -F80-p15
Level with the leaders - NE July 72
"Liberated" from light -9-p10
Liberty and licentiousness -23-p126
Liberty in license - EN Mar. 95 Liberty in love -7-p57
Library of the Lord -10-p83
a Life lesson -2-p36
Life and lessons -2-p8Lifeboats launched - BYU 76 -p196
Life is lively -23-p37 Life is no labyrinth -7-p54
Life is the laboratory -8-p87
Lifestyle will lock -3-p13
Lifts its lamp -9-p85 Lift the level of literacy - EN Oct. 75
Lightens our life loads -24-p29 Lightly lay -7-p20
Light(s) up the landscape of this life -9-p26; -10-pxi
Like a limpet -23-p145
Like Lucifer -10-pxiii Likely length of his loneliness -14-p58
Like Peter, let that light be a healing laser -22-p66
Likes his lemmings to line up -10-p7
Like the lines -8-p44 Limitations on our luggage - BYU 76 -p252
Lingering was like a litany -S78-p10
Linguistic loveliness -27-p4
Linkage between love and leadership -1-p2 a Little leapfrogging -9-p2
Little things can loom large -27-p80
Littleness is like litter on an otherwise lovely lawn
-12-p51
Little trends later become terrible traits -9-p3
Lit up life's landscape -S92-p38
Liturgy of lust -22-p12; -F90-p15 Lives lilt -3-p72
interlacings of the Lives of the Lord - EN Aug. 86
Living and loving -10-p32, p118
Living Life -26-p87
Living Lord -10-p39; -12-p32
Local letters -8-p77
Locked into levels -8-p88
Locus of love -5-p15
Lodged later -16-p11 Lofty levels -2-p42
Loiter around the lobby of the Louvre -9-p21
Loneliness of a large house -16-p4
Lonely leader -9-p93 Longevity of His Lordship -14-p8
Longitudinal lamentation -14-p26
Longitudinal learning requires long-suffering -24-p112
Longitudinal look -2-p44; -3-p61; -9-p74; -10-p77;
Longitudinal love -9-p95
-23-p110; Ins. Aug. 70
Longitudinality or livingness -10-p2
Looking at life through the lens of the gospel - EN Oct.74
Loom even larger -16-p99
Lord lifts -8-p44
Lord lingered after the Last Supper -9-p75 the Lord, longsuffering and loving -22-p112
Lordly lamentation -19-p72
Lord's language -12-p42
Lord's laser -10-p79 Lord's latticework -15-p43
Lord's learning center -12-p2
Lord's library -9-p120
Lose legitimacy -S94-p91
Loss of love -5-p105
Loss of the Lubricant - NE July 72
Lost in lassitude -27-p84
Lost legion -7-p26
Loved life - EN Aug. 78
Loving and levelling -9-p37
Loving long-suffering -25-p35 Loving loyalty -S78-p10
Love of light -9-p30 Love then less and less -9-p72
Love to lie -5-p24
Love too little -9-p72
Loving and listening -3-p77
Loving, literal Father -1-p6
Loving long-sufferer -27-p56
Lowered the collective levels of love -11-p57
Lower level -11-p13; -23-p107
Lubricant of (His) longsuffering -23-p12; -277-p47
Lubricant of love -3-p4; -11-p58; -13-p79
Lubricating love -25-p99
Lubrication of love -20-p74
"Lucifer's Lounge" -8-p67
our "luggage," as we leave this life -10-p4
Lukewarmism in Latter-day Saints -8-p89 Lustful lemmings -12-p99
Luxuriant lives -S85-p70
Lyrical lament -5-p15
Lyrical lines - EN Aug. 78
"M"
Macro- and micro-miracles -22-p91
Macro love with such micro manifestations -F87-p31
Made manifest for mankind -7-p41
Madness in some majorities -11-p63-64
Maginot-line morality -13-p92 Maginot-line Mormons -9-p128
the Maginot Line of materialism -20-p79
Magnanimity, after all arises from meekness -14-p63
Magnified mightily -21-p28
Main message of the Book of Mormon - Ins. Jul. 70
Mainspring of the memory -25-p64
Majestic and marvellous macrocosm -10-p37
Majestic but hostile maze -10-p120
Majestic meekness of the Holy Ghost in the nidst of bestowing
Majestic Miracle worker -14-p23
Majestic mutual meekness - talks - June 21, 1996
Majesty of the message -3-p73
Majorities move -9-p12
Majority of members -27-p3
Major message(s) -15-p8, p28, p38
Major misreading -21-p39
Major mistakes - EN Aug. 78
Make one a member of a minority -10-p11 Maker of mistakes -27-p8
Makes us more manageable -11-p107-8

His mighty gifts -27-p94

Making its mark in many lands and in many more
Making measurable progress -9-p86
lives -8-p63
Malachi measure -13-p29; -20-p36; -21-p58; Malignant mole of materialism (may)be removed -S85-p72;
-25-p79; -S83-p11
F95-p24
Malignant mole of materialism may -25-p53 a Maligned minuscule group of mortals -9-p26
Malnourished mortals -11-p55 Manage at the moment -F82-p67
Managed by meekness -22-p6
Man and his message -7-p21
Maneuverings of materialism -F86-p54
Manhood is measured by total mortality -2-p21
Manifestations of morality -11-p112
Manipulated majority -10-p8
Manipulating us mortals -10-p7 Man is more - EN Oct. 78
Mankind and our mission -2-p45 Mankind's misery -S83-p10
Man's methods -16-p55
too Many marshmallow men -3-p6
Many melodies -3-p52
Many mercies -26-p14
Many misshapen mortals -8-p26
Many moderns -F95-p22
Many more may -16-p152
Many more members -8-p15
Many mortal(s) -10-p20; -17-p17; -18-p9; EN June 84
Many mortals also make the mistake -27-p89
Many mortals are mercenaries -10-p42
Many of us miss the message -10-p61
Miraculous miracle -21-p28
Marauding moods -21-p59
Markers are such as to maximize our growth in
Marketplace mentality -19-p51
mortality - EN July 76
Mark of maturity -7-p51
a Marvellous and meek prophet, Moroni -14-p88
Marvellous and much-needed latter-day message -15-p8
His Marvellous management of time, for never misusing a
moment -14-p116
His Marvellous management of time, for never
Marvellous manifestation -11-p16
misusing a moment, including the moments of
meditation -S76-p27
Marvellous matching -10-p85
Marvellous meekness -21-p112; -22-p67, p104; -23-p202,
p210; -S89-p64
Marvellous men -10-p77
Marvellous microcosm -10-p37
Marvellous model -11-p93
Marvellous moment(s) -23-p201; -F92-p67; BYUD-76-p193
Marvellous montage -23-p59
Marvellous mothers -5-p16
Marvellous Mother Teresa -16-p9
Marvels of the molecule -9-p108
Masking of materialism -23-p171 Masquerading as mercy -25-p35
Masquerading as music -20-p76 Massive misery -3-p85
Massive mausoleum -16-p75; S84-p21
the Master measures the mattering moments -19-p96
Master Mentor -27-p38
Master's message -10-p49
Match the moment -14-p72
new Math of the new morality -27-p9
Material in mortality -13-p49
Maternal modesty -10-p67
Matter(s) most -15-p58; -25-p112
Matter much -8-p99
Matter of the moment -16-p42 Mature of mortals -16-p127
Maturing men -5-p66 Mauled by his moods -F94-p36
Maximizing what medicine can contribute when
combined with kind care -26-pix
May be missing or malfunctioning -S91-p90 May be much mocking - EN July 76
May make -9-p7
Meadows of meaning -20-p30
Meadows of the meaningful -23-p140
Meager mortal minds -15-p26
Mealtime episode of the Savior with Mary and
Meandering multitudes -3-p19; - NE Aug. 71
Martha - EN Oct. 80
Meaningful moral agency -23-p82
Mean much -7-p10
Means much more than merely acknowledging - EN Aug. 81
Mean to modern man -16-p36
Meanwhile, mature members -24-p94
Meanwhile much of mankind -25-p77
Measurably more murmuring -22-p3
Measured by milestones -8-p32
Measured in months -S76-p26 Measured mortality -2-p21
Measure misery -2-p36
Measure of a man's inhumanity to man -23-p81
Mechanical Mormon -9-p76
Meekly ministered -S89-p63
Meek management -19-p56
a Meek man may -18-p87
Meek mind -S85-p71; -27-p43 Meek Moses -16-p124; -18-p87; -S84-p22
Meek Moses mediated -14-p89 Meekness among mortals -27-p52
Meekness matters -25-p42; -27-p65
Meekness of the manager -23-p210; talk 27 Nov. 91 -npMeekness is the mulch - talks 24 Nov. 96
Meetings that move me -7-p55 Meeting these moments -27-p72
Melancholy in mortal music -13-p38
Melancholy mirth -10-piv
Melodies are the marching music -3-p72
Melodious music - EN Oct.74
Memories of moments -23-p133
Men but mirror -7-p57
Men might -25-p31
Merciful and metered -16-p94 Merciful man -17-p18
Mercurial and moody -9-pp35 Mecrurial and myopic man -F86-p54
Mercurial moods -F70-p93
Mercurial mortal scene -23-p13

Mercy is mentioned many times -14-p13
Mercy of men -9-p72
Mercy of our moods -12-p45; -F94-p35
Merely a man -7-p11
Merely a matter of manners not morals -4- p37
Merely make -9-p7
Merely marking time -21-p68
Merely moving -8-p64
Merely that of a meridian moralist -S87-p70 Merely the mores of the moment -S94-p88
Mere man -15-p9 (2); -16-p57; 23-p55
a Mere majority - EM July 82 & 13 –p2
Mere mention -2-p6 Mere moment -27-p84
Mere mortals -3-p44
for Mere mortals to manage fully -15-p59 Mere microdot -10-p3
Mere myths - EN Aug. 86
Meridian ministry, so minuscule -27-p32
Merited, metered, divine disclosure -20-p9
Merit that marvellous moment -F91-p32
Message and mission -17-p42
Message of the Master - NE Feb. 75 (2); BYUD-68/69-p14
Message to mortals -15-p18
things Messianic are mixed -5-p68
Metabolism of meekness -19-p6
Mete out to each man his measure -7-p18 Methuselahs as to their maturity -20-p118
Metric measurement - EN Oct. 78
Micro-dot called mortality -25-p112
a Micro or a macro mode -21-p122
Mid-night moments -S97-p12
Midnight moment of time -27-p1
Midst of a mortal maze -9-p16 Midst of meaning -25-p81
Midst meditating -9-p26
Midst of misunderstanding - NE Feb. 75
Might momentarily -11-p26
Mighty Mahonri Moriancumur -8-p30; -12-p10; -F76-p14
Mild murmuring -21-p67; -F89-p84
Mildness and meekness -7-p43
Milestones for me. - Ins. Nov. 70 Milestones in this mortal march, marking and showing the way
-7-p48
Millenarianism is not a mutation in Mormonism
Millenarian moment -9-p5
but rather in the mainstream-2-piii
Millennia of memories -17-p3 no Millennium without the Master -12-p42
Mind of man -27-p112
Mind the moment -23-p163
Ministry to mankind -7-p17
a Minute or a moment -12-p60 Minor matters -7-p50
Minor moods -1-p65 Minus such milestones -8-p32
Minutes and mortality -4-p52
Minutia of the multiplication tables - EN June 84
Miracle medicines -3-p15
Miracle of manna -22-p90
Miracles have moved me -7-p52 by Miraculous means, only to murmur again-24-p87
Mired in misery -27-p42
Mirror of memory -24-p102; -F85-p18; EN Feb. 79;
Misconstrue magnification to mean -9-p104
BYU 78 -p156Misconstrue mortality -9-p5
Misery-causing minions -14-p98-99
Misery masquerading as mirth -5-p20
Misery may crave company -9-p9
Misery of Missouri - EN Aug. 86 Misreading inevitably means misery -12-p28
Misrepresented and misunderstood -19-p5; -25-p3
Misrepresented, misquoted, or misused -12-p118
Miss the immortality in these moments that matter -8-p76
Missed the Messiah -10-p54
Missing meekness -19-p5
Mission to mortals -15-p34
Mistake mortal props -13-p12
for us Mistake-prone mortals, this plan of mercy provides
-S84-p22
Mists of the moment -14-p61, p99
Misunderstanding and misrepresentation -S76-p27
Misunderstood, misquoted, or misused - EN Aug. 81 Misunderstood or misrepresented -F94-p36
Misuse moments -9-p48
Misusing mortality -4-p58
Misusing our modesty -9-p25
Mixed motives -4-p59
Mix metaphors -9-p102; -16-p122
Mix of memories -11-p8
Moaning over the motes -9-p39 mockingly masquerade as music -S93-p76
Mock mankind -7-p56
Modern Marthas may include -9-p102
Modern metropolis -2-p6
Modern mobs -16-p167
the Modern Mormon in megalopolis - NE July 72
Modern Mormons -3-p5
Modern Moses -23-p115
Modern myths -10-p58
Modest manipulation -1-p19
Modicums of mercy -26-p62
Modify his message -2-p16
cannot Modify the Lord's message merely to make
Molecular mass -22-p43
people feel comfortable -10-p66
momnent among the millennia of mortal time –13-p17
Moments are the molecules which make up eternity
-27-p63, p71
Moments of mercy -S84-p23; -26-p57
Moments of truth, when meekness matters -19-p57
Moment that mattered -8-p76; -F74-p13
Moments that matter much more -12-p87
at the Moment, the mortal middle -16-p11 Momentum, moving one toward spiritual maturity -24-p6
Momentum that can move -5-p23 Momentum to mortal neighbors -11-p56
Monetary monasticism -1-p12 Monotony masquerading -11-p2
Montage of models -1-p130
Month before his martyrdom -17-p49
Moods matter -8-p34 Moods maul -1-p65
Moot much -11-p11 Morality born of majoritarianism -20-p85
Moral malaise -10-p20(2)
Mortal maze -12-p86; -25-p88, p89

Moral memory of mankind -17-p4; -S83-p10
Mortal ministry -11-p94; -14-p26; -16-p71
Moral muscles -4-p76 Moral music -10-p112
Morals of our marketplace where men -7-p45
Morals of the marketplace matter -7-p27
Morass of our mistakes -16-p82 More and more mortals -15-p9
More masochistic than it is monastic -8-p93 More meaningful moments - EN June 96
the more meekness matters -19-p64
no More misreading and misusing -16-p153
More mystique about mortality -13-p51
More of mankind -9-p25
Moreover, how often must this memory -26-p22
Mormon in megalopolis -3-p63; - Ins. Nov. 70
Mormon malaise -8-p72
Mormon Massasdas -2-p50
Mormon migration -4-p77
Mormon musings -2- cover
the Book of Mormon's millennium - Ins. Sept. 70
Moroni's methodology -20-p26 Mortality concerns mundane matters -4-p23
Mortality is no maze -7-p54
Mortal man -15-p58
Mortal marathon -13-p109
Mortal march, marking -7-p54
Mortal marquees -22-p127
Mortal mathematics -23-p55
Mortal maze -7-p26 Mortal measuring -5-p75; -7-p18
Mortal medals -14-p118; -F81-p9; EN June 84
Mortal melancholy -13-p38; -20-p28; - EN July 76
Mortal memory -7-p49
Mortal messengers -4-p42
Mortal Messiahship -14-p75; -20-p56; -21-p60;
Mortal Messiahship in the meridian of time -S92-p38
-25-p47; EN Dec. 86; EN Jan. 92; EN June 94;
EN Mar 98Mortal micro-measures - EN Oct.74
Mortal milestones -8-p52
Mortal minds -F83-p55
Mortal minefield -3-p11
Mortal minions -S75-p101
Mortal ministry -14-p19, p83; -20-p27; EN Dec. 86 (3)
the Mortal ministry of the Messiah -F82-p66; -26-p24 Mortal mistakes -22-p12; -F90-p15
Mortal misuse -?; -27-p51
Mortal model -9-p53 Mortal models about us who form a montage -1-p50
Mortal momentariness -27-p82
Mortal moment(s) -10-p116; -20-p11;
Mortal moments and minutes that matter -8-p77;
BYU 76 -p255
Mortal moments matter more -8-p75
Mortal moments melt -7-p24
Mortal momentum -4-p27; -7-p25
Mortal monuments -23-p135
Mortal mothers -10-p67
Mortal music -10-p118
Mortal musings -14-p2; -16-p81 Mortals misuse -16-p24
Most meaning -1-p61 the Most meek man -11-p46; -15-p53; EN Mar. 83
the Most meek of men - EN Apr. 81;
the Most mobile Mormons - IE Nov.69
of Most moment -8-p49
Most mortals misunderstand -F83-p56
Mother lode of meaning -S84-p22
Mournful mutter -14-p105
Mourn our mistakes -11-p85
Mourn our mistakes but without mending them -F91-p31
Movement and method -8-p90 Movement called Mormonism -1-p6
Moving in their majesty -8-p18 Moving moment -14-p65
Much about membership -10-p35 too Much at the mercy of men -F70-p93; -F82-p66
too Much at the mercy of mood, men, and too Much at the mercy of our moods -1-p30; -16-p9
circumstances -9-p35
Much more than methodology -19-pvii
Muddled middle -23-p10, p195
Muddled, mortal middle -25-p27, p48; EN Oct 04 –p29
Muffled memories -S75-p102
Muffling the message -27-p32
Multi-cultured membership is a major challenge -1-p6 Multiple-choice misery -F80-p15
Multiplier in the momentum -5-p40
Multiple meetings -S92-p39
Multiply their murmuring -21-p85
Multitudes of men -2-p58
Mundane matters -3-p78; -5-p80; -20-p125 Murky middle -16-p11, p153; -S84-p22
Murmuring can be much more than muted Mushrooms into a monastic .. life-style -9-p3
muttering -25-p124; -F89-p82
Musings of a mere man -7-p53 Must be much more than a mere transit lounge -16-p139
Must make no mistake -12-p36 Must merely mark -7-p31
we Must not mistake mere scaffolding for substance -14-p16
Mute about the message -27-p6
Muted memories -9-p6
Muttering and murmuring -8-p31; -9-p106 Mutualize his misery -9-p2
Myopic mortals -9-p44; -21-p106Myopic mortal view -10-p10
Myopic selfishness magnifies a mess of
how Myopic some mortals are -15-p32
pottage -F90-p15
"N"
Naive notion -12-p72; -13-p115
Napoleonic notion - NE June 79
Narrow needle's eye -F90 -p15
Necessary "no, Noes" -S86-p36
Needed nourishment -S83-p11

Naked needs -25-p77
Narcotic of nostalgia -S75-101
can a Nation nurture -S94-p89
needed in the next –13-p11

Needs of neighbors -26-p69
Needs that are nearest -4-p34
Neighbor in need -7-p22
Neglect to nourish -3-p65; -11-p123; - Ins. Nov. 70
Never letting the needs of now crowd -S76-p26
Nexus with nihilism -5-p12
Nicolaitan nonsense -F93-p18
Nightly news -S88-p8 Noah's neighbors -10-p78
None of the needed -25-p113
Nostalgia can be narcotic -1-p10
Nostalgia for Nauvoo -1-p48
Nothing more than a needed night's sleep -21-p59
Notice a neighbor -7-p39
Noticed the need -14-p59
Not necessarily neighbors -25-p91
Now nourished anew amid growing nuclear capacity -15-p73
Numerous nations -17-p33
Nurtured on the notion -11p58
Nutrition is needed -27-p2
"O"
is not Obedience obsolete -9-p47 Obedience to ordinances -7-p54
Objective onlooker -17-p40
Obscure become obvious -7-p50
Obscure the occasional -9-p3
Obsolescence of obedience -9-p47
Occupying offices -20- p28
Occur on our own -24-p111
Offers opportunity -S85-p71
Often oozed -25-p62
One outcome -27-p35
Often the obedience of others is affected by our
Omissions occur because we fail to get outside ourselves -25-p50
own -9-p41
-F95-p23
Omnipotent, omnipresent and omniscient -11-p7
Omnipresent ombudsman -4-p49
Omniscience of an omnipotent and omniloving God -11p6
Omniscient orchestration of -S76-p27
Once-omnipotent Omner -7-p62 One often overlooked -23-p134
Only an omniscient and omniloving God -12-p22
Only our obedience -23-p13
On one occasion -10-p87
On our own, overload -8-p57
Opened by obedience -9-p42
Opening of the oven door EN Oct. 80
Openly opposed -F93-p18
Opinions of others - EN Mar. 83
Optional objective -14-p13
Orthodox orchestration - EN Oct. 74
Ostensible object -11-p107
Other observers -25-p96
Our obedience is outward only -24-p118
Our omniloving and omniscient Father -11-p99
Outcome is obviously the same -11-p31
Outcome-oriented -2-p8
Out of obedience -9-p106
Out of obscurity -8-p81
Out of our obedience -8-p43
Outside ourselves -8- p74; -9-p38
Outward ordinariness - EN Dec. 86
Overdo his oratory -23-p188
Over its own "orthodoxy" -15-p87
Override others -12-p61; EN Oct. 80
their Own organization, one of the oldest -8-p83
"P"
Paced performance -12-p5
Paced progress -12-p3; -F76-p12
Pacing His pupils -13-p119
Pagan priests -11-p114
Pain can prove productive -11-p33
Painful and protracted -25-p8
Painful and sometimes protracted process -25-p3
Painful but progressive posture -S89-p62
Painfull reproof may precede generous praise -27-p49
Painfully and patiently make -11-p39
so Painfully play -13-p58
Painfully practicing -13-p49
Painfully public -8-p91; -S76-p27
Painfully severing pride from the soul -F87-p31
Painful presence -3-p55
Painful procedure -S96-p70
Painful process -4-p70
Pain of prioritizing -9-p68
Pain of pursuing -3-p40
Pains and puzzlements -23-p85 labor Pains of progress -9-p66
is Painted powerfully - EN Dec. 86
Pain that proceeds -2-p12
Paint a picture of perfection -7-p26
Pale and preoccupied -S91-p90
a Palmyra pageant with a precious audience of
Pangs and promises -27-p116
one -14-p120; -F81-p9
Panorama he saw pertaining to this planet -15-p84
Panoramic presentation -2-p29 Papal pronouncement -F93-p18
Parables played a part in that pattern -16-p94
Paradoxically, we pray for peace -14-p107
Paradoxical position -1-p7
Parallel in a persecuted -27-p122
Parallel part -9-p80
Parallel prescription -18-p114 Parallels are powerful - talks 24 Nov. 82
Parallels are profound -15-p45 Parallels from another period of Christian history may be
profitably pondered for some added perspective -19-p108
Parallels in plot -15-p26, p99
Parameters and principles -16-p135
Parameters of principles -16-p134
Parameters of that path -16-p28
Parameters proceeded -23-p21 not Paranoia but prophetic warnings -F93-p19
Paraphernalia of this probationary estate -13-p12
Parental portfolio -2-p24
Parental poise -5-p69 Parental prayer(s) -3-p81; -26-p108(2)

Parents with parallel insights -5-p44
Parliamentary politeness -10-pxiii
Parliamentary pressures -F84-p9 our Part for days past is pardonable -1-p10
Partake of power and praise -23-p145
Partakes of the perspective -1p92
Part and parcel of the process of progression Partially prepared -26-p85
Participated in public prayer , but seldom in private prayer
- EN July 76
- EN June 84
Participate in the periodic - NE July 72
Participation of prophets -21-p24
Christ is a Particularized God with a particularized
Particularized petitions -16-p108
personality, seeking to produce a particularized
people -14-p112
Particularized plan - EN Aug. 81 Particularized planning -11-p34
Particularized plans -27-p44
Particularly our precious agency, but the pathology -8-p23
Particularly perceptive person -5-p9
Particularily pointed -26-p2
Particularly poignant -17-p89
Particularly powerful -1-p33
Particularly profound -17-p12 Particular pattern -F93-p18
Particular persons -14-p95
Particular planet -10-p3; -18-p87
Particular portion -1-p61; -26-p97
Particular precipice -14-p46
Particular principle -5-p65
Particular process -25-p107
Particular problem(s) -2-p52; NE May 71 Particular prophet -10-p71; -25-p118
Particular program -9-p104
Partition that produces this paradox -11-p9; EN Oct. 80
The Partition that produces this paradox is something a Partition the presence of which requires patience
we call the veil; a partition the presence of which
- BYU 79 -p219
requires our patience - EN Oct. 80
Partition which produces [premortal forgetfulness]
Partly on principle and partly on personal pique -5-p96
- BYU 79 -p219
Partnered with him in prayer -7-p39
Part of the pattern -25-p2
Part of the perfecting process -25-p100
Part of the profile of a true prophet -10-p79
Passing and proximate -4-p5
Passing praise -23-p135
Passing preferences -S87-p70
Passing the problem -9-p63
Passionate preservation -19-p7, 55
Passion for preeminence -13-p25
Passion for their principles -5-p36
Passive passage -25-p122
Passive preferences -F96-p21
Passive presence -16-p69
Passivity to patience - EN Feb. 86
Pass off our personal preferences as the Lord's program
-12-p110; BYU 80 -p136
Pastel parallel -15-p99
Past is no plastic -3-p50
Past performance -10-p24
the Past play its rightful part -27-p74
Past presence -24-p28
Past physical pain -13-p122
Past prophets -21-p19
Past proximity -17-p42
Past pushed -7-p47
Pat a porcupine -11-p59; -25-p98; -F96-p22 Patches of profundities - EN July 76
Paternal purpose -S84-p21
Pathetically provincial -8-p77; -24-p98
Pathetic pyres -2-p20; -25-p12; - EN Jan. 71 Path of personal progression - EN June 96
Path of perspiration -2-p42
Path of progress -9-pxi; -26-p63
Pathos of the poor -9-p102
He who knows the Path perfectly had promised - F82-p68
Path requires patience and persistence -7-p21
Pathway to perfection -8-p29; -12-p9
Patience and perspective amidst the macro plan -19-p91 Patience can polish -27-p73
Patience [is] part of the plan -S86-p35
Patience is probed -9-p54
Patience makes possible a personal spiritual symmetry -12-p61;
EN Oct. 80
neither Patience nor photosynthesis are
Patience permits -12-p67; EN Oct. 80
conspicuous processes - EN Oct. 80
patiently and painful –13-p14
Patiently polishes -12-p67
Patient Paul -12-p64
Patient perseverance -13-p114 Patient persistence -14-p53
Patient persistence in a wise course of public policy
Patient persistence in that pattern -12-p68
-12-p65; EN Oct. 80
Patient person -12-p66; EN Oct. 80 (3)
Patient perusal -23-p45
Patients in intensive care for looking pale, patched, and
preoccupied -26-p60
Patina of pride -25-p8 Patriarchal pleas -1-p60
Pattern of inquiry persists under priesthood direction Pattern of paced progress -14-p34
-20-p139
Pattern of personalization prevailed -18-p132
Pattern of perversity is sometimes like a peacock
-23-p131
Pattern of prayers -26-p4
Pattern provides for us purpose -14-p6
Patting a porcupine -26-p63
Paul and all the prophets want people to
"be fully persuaded ..." -27-p44
Pauline parchment -20-p25
Paul's and Peter's differences over a particular, but
Pause and pain -9-p58

passing policy -14-p87
Pause and particularize -27-p20
Paused for a period -7-p18
Paused on the porch -9-p4
Paused, perspiringly -5-p118
Pausing and pondering -15-p3
Pausing at poolside -9-p4
Pawing through the past was not productive - NE Apr. 78;
BYU 76 -p189
we Pay a penalty; we pay a price - NE Feb.75
Peaceful play of power -9-p12
"Peacemakers" are precious - EN Oct. 74
Peacemaking process -13-p78
Peace to the noisy playground and battleground that
cannot ... distinguish between a Peach tree and a pyracantha
is this planet -5-p21
-11-p116
Peak of pride -19-p58 Pebble of poor performance -8-p90
Peculiar people NE May 71
Pedestrian principle, patience - EN Oct. 80
Pedigrees and possibilities -21-p112
since Peel--parried pressing parliamentarians -17-p77
Peephole of pessimism, presents a puzzling or
Peer-group pain of pursuing - EN Feb. 72
discouraging picture -4-p12
Peer pressure(s) -5-p27; -9-p2; -10-p73; -12-p75; -16-p63
Peer-run prisons -3-p7
Peers and prophets -10-p73
Peers are part of the problem -9-p54
Peers of a past -7-p49 Peevishness over poor health -13-p115
Pencil and paper could have made into a prickly reminder
Penetrating power of peers -3-p70
-8-p33
Penitence is a prelude -27-p41
Pennies to preach prevention -23-p76
Penny stock of pride, it never pays dividends -S82-p39
evil People are not polite pluralists- they
Peopled planets -10-p116
are predators -9-p9
Peopled this planet -S86-p34
People of a particular period -F88-p31
People of His pasture -14-p28 People performing at very high levels of perfection -8-p71
People persistently -7-p40
People plead -10-p102
People ponder -21-p3 People proximate -11-p72
People reached a pinnacle of progress -12-p28
for People to feel pain prospectively and to avoid pain
later by acting preventively - NE July 72
People to perish -2-p48
People who produce scared plates -27-p128
Perceived that they pondered -5-p26
Perception and implementation be part of the same
Perceptive person -S96-p68
spiritual process - EN Apr. 93
Perceptive phrase -25-p54
Perceptive powers -15-p25
Perennial posture -1-p18
Perfect a people -10-p61
Perfected people -23-p80
His Perfection is a pleading perfection -10-p44
Perfection portrayed in the pages - EN Dec. 78
Perfectly knows his prophets -11-p16
Perfectly patient -11-p69
Perfect patience - EN Oct. 80
no Perfect parents -23-p80
Perfect patience -12-p3
Perfect pattern -9-p46 Perfect personal manager -8-p45
Perfect precision -11-p34
which foreknowledge is so Perfect that it leaves the realm
of prediction and enters the realm of prophecy -10-p25
Performed in precisely parallel ways in the Church in Perhaps parliaments would not praise us -8-p29; -12-p10;
past dispensations -12-p29
-F76-p14
Perhaps people -2-p53Perhaps precious -3-p70
Perhaps the parable -11-p98
Perilous passages -14-p101
Perilous pause -24-p104
Peril point -23-p83 (2)
Perils of popularity -S96-p68
Periodic and personalized -23-p159
Periodic performance -5-p3; - EN Feb. 72 Periodic performer -12-p112
Periodic public relations problems -19-p5; BYU 86-87 -p54
Perished physically -10-p103
Peril points along the path -3-p18 Perils and pitfalls of poor communication -11-p79
Perils of predestination -10-p23 Periodic pain - NE Apr. 78
Periodic partner -9-p120
Periodic performance -5-p3
Periphery of our perspective -17-p9
Perishable places -3-p25
Perishable pleasure -21-p44
Permanently pessimistic -9-p62
Permissiveness is pervasive -23-p99
Permissive pressures -15-p72
Permit parents -1-p123; -5-p91 Permits the priesthood - F70-p93
Permits us to pioneer -9-p43
Permits us to put other things in their proper place -5-p107
Permitted only a peek from atop Pisgah -9-p105
Permit us to proceed with confidence and in patience -13-p110
Perpetual parental arbitration -5-p96
Perpetual pattern -10-p41
Perpetual pessimism -9-p52
Perpetual pilot -5-p86
Perpetual processing -4-p51
Perpetually preoccupied -7-p37
Perpetually presses -8-p67
Perpetually produce proof -3-p65
Perpetuation of personalities -9-p52
Perpetuation of personality, which pushes a person's hope
-18-p89
Perplexed and puzzled - EN June 94
Perplexed in the presence of these powerful truths -15-p59
Persecuted prophet -F82-p66
let us alone, and not raise any Persecutions, we would go
peaceably along among the people and
preach -19-p55
Persistent and preoccupied - EN Mar. 83
Persistently permissive -26-p69

Persistent presence -24-p24
Persist in the present - NE Apr. 78
Personalized promises and purposes -15-p44
Personally piqued -17-p83
Personally plateaued - EN Aug. 81
known personally the process -16-p44
Personal, perfect, and proactive -27-p34
Personal philanthropy -15-p65
Personal possibilities - NE May 81
Personal premortal promises - BYU 76 -p253
Personal pride - EN Aug. 78
Personal purification -26-p15
more Personal than profound - NE Apr. 78
a Person's small puffs of pride -7-p15
Perspective about problems -8-p80
Perspective and priorities -9-p101
Perspective and proportion -13-p62
Perspective as that possessed by our predecessors -25-p71
Perspective is precious -13-64; BYU 94 p33
better Perspective than the present provides -24-p117 Perspective that patience brings -12-p64
a Perspective persuasive and powerful -21-p7
Perspiration and persistence of a Pasteur - EN July 76
to Perspire and to pedal -9-pxi Persistent pace -9-p74
Persistent pains -3-p57
Persistent pattern of appreciation to finally penetrate -11-p78
Persistent possibility -24-p83
Persistent poverty -14-p107
Persisting in that promise -7-p40 if he Persists, people put -1-p7
Personal and powerful -7-p35
Personal and secret prayer rather than in public prayer -11-p98
Personality is still partially plastic -1-p53 Personality patterns -11-p20
Personalized pains -14-p94
Personalized perspective -15-p46
Personalized precision -10-p43 Personally and perfectly -13-p1-2
Personally persuaded -8-p58
Personal Palmyra -3-p23; - NE May 71
Personal patience -23-p66
Personal penalties -12-p92
Personal performance -8-p71
Personal possibilities -12-p22
Personal predicaments -9-p133 Personal preferences -11-p99
Personal premortal promises -11-p47
Personal prestige -21-p124
Personal priorities -S94-p90
Personal progress -12- p2
Personal progression -F91-p30 Personal promontories -16-p150
Personal process -27-p35
Personal proximity -14-p64
Personal purity -26-p65
Persons possessed -1-p72
one Person's pleasure comes at the expense of another Person's potential -1-p58
person's pain -5-p34
a Person's small puffs of pride -7-p23
Perspective about our parental partnerships -5-p75
Perspective and poise -5-p101 Perspective from the path is profoundly different -3-p2
Perspective under pressure -10-p6
Persuad(ed) people -9-p30; -10-p42
Persuading many people -12-p45 Persuasive, powerful, and pleading -26-p41
Pertaining to a particular program -16-p142 Pertaining to the plan -11-p97; -16-p79
Pervades politics in so many places on this planet -F94-p34
Pervades promiscuity -27-p78
Pervades these pages -4-pvii
Pervades this place -7-p47
Pervasive and paternalizing -8-p17
Pervasive and persistent -25-p126; -NE Feb. 75
Pervasiveness and preoccupations -25-p113 Pervasiveness of pride -19-p51
Pervasiveness of pride and the degree to which it is
Pervasive pessimism -1-p85; -8-p98
persistent -19-p50
Pervasive power -7-p25
Pervasive public policies -13-p96
Perversion of a principle -13-p94 Pervert the process -9-p20
Pessimistic philosophy -15-p33 a Pessimistic philosophy is actually "pleasing" -18-p72
a Pessimistic philosophy is "pleasing" -S-83-p10
loved Peter and prepared him to be the president -8-p37
a Peter in process -9-p21
Peter of Pentecost -3-p11
Peter prophesied -27-p85
Peter so preached - EN Jan. 92 Peter waxed poetic -15-p55
Petitionary prayer(s) -11-p96, p98; -15-p46; Petitioning in prayer - BYU 76 -p200
-16-p69, p107; -F83-p54
Petitions and prayers of His people -11-p98 Pet peeve -9-p20
Pharisaic prism -4-p25
Phenomenal power -S76-p27
Philosophies and persuasions of men -26-p69
Phony praise -9-p75 Phrasing parallels -10-p101
Physiological and psychological parallels -5-p68
Picnic at the park -9-p66
Picnic in the park -S84-p23
Pieces of powerful principles -8-p78
Pilgrim on this planet -7-p21
Pincuchion period -26-pix
Pinched perspectives within which -27-p20 Pioneer passage -9-p115
the Pioneers crossed the plains in a paced way -12-p4-5 Pioneers in the process -17-p14
Pique and petulance -17-p88
Pique and pride, not principle -10-p114
tower of Pisa is persistent rebuke to architectural
Pivotal persons -8-p94
pessimism -5-p27; -F94-p36
Pivotal point - EN Apr. 93
Pivotal teachings of the precious plates -15-p37
a special Place, a planet with a purpose -3-p50; - NE May 71
not Place a question mark where the Lord has placed a period
-9-p83
Placed in the plates -10-p33
Placed in the proper perspective -12-p11
Place in power -7-p12 Place of pondering, as a place of prayer -5-p30

Place of purpose and principles -7-p24
Places a high premium upon the virtue of patience - EN Oct. 80
Places a premium - EN Mar. 83 Place that presses us to practice -5-p3
Placing us in our particular time and place -23-p156
Plague proportions - NE July 72; NE June 79
Plague the people -10-p78
Plain and plausible -8-p49
Plain and precious parts -19-p69 Plain and precious perspective -F86-p54; -27-p85
Plainly and painfully clear -14-p19
speak more Plainly and powerfully of God's plan -18-p75
Plainness and preciousness -10-p105; -15-p86
make Plain our paucity of perspective -22-p116
Plain people as well as prophets irritate incorrect
"Plan" connotes Paternal and Providential
majorities -10-p14
purpose -16-p76
this Planet is precariously perched -17-p27 Planners without principles -8-p23
Planning and precision pertain - Pamp. 94 -p2-3
Planning assumptions pertaining to -11-p15
Planting that which must proceed the plenteous
Plastic pleasures -10-pxiv
harvest -7-p32
Plateaued, almost permanently, at a certain level of
Plateaued in our own progress -12-p114
performance -8-p32
Plato in Palestine -20-p43; EN Dec. 86
Plato of Palestine -14-p8
Plato who lived in Palestine - EN June 84 "Play-dough principles" of permissiveness -25-pix
Played by prophets -10-p109
each new set of Players on this planet pursues -17-p14
Pleading Perfection - EN Dec. 78 Pleasant people -7-p11
Pleasant period -11-p121
no Pleasure in poverty -14-p106
Pleasure is perishable -BYU 95-96 -p144
Pleasure palace -8-p80
Pleasure palace through whose narrow portals we
Pleasures and pressures -21-p44
pass -11-p47
Satan Pled for power in the premortal world and
a Pledge to stay at his present post -S75-102
promised -9-p97
Plethora of Paul Reveres - NE July 72
Plethora of prodigals -3-p46
Plight of people -3-p63
Plodding persistence -25-p11
all Plot and no pages -16-p171 Plotting a pathway -1-p1
Plumage of our peers -9-49
Plummeted from the privileged place -8-p77
Pockets of proximate people - IE Nov. 69 Poet-prophet -9-p110; -S87-p70
Poignant parallels in Paul's description -10-p100
Poignant pleadings are strikingly parallel -122-p121
a Poignant zone of perplexity and puzzlement
Point about pace -8-p58
-23-p156
exclamation Point punctuating poignancy -25-p98
Point with pride -3-p6
Poise while in passage -23-p165 Poison of petty selfishness -9-p85
Polarization is underway and will produce some special Polarization on this planet -F81-p10
pressures -12-p36
Polish his prophets -10-p36
Polishing part -14-p45
Polishing process -13-p124
Politically protected - EN Apr. 93
Politically pretentious -2-p48
Political polarization is more and more popular -1-p8
Political position, prestige, or a place -16-p41
Political prospects -9-p42
Pollsters pick - EN Oct. 78
Pomp and panache -15-p54; EN Mar. 83
Ponder and pursue -11-p98
Ponder and puzzle -27-p35
Ponder His plea -16-p66
Pondering and praise -26-p77
Pondering, praying, preparing -9-p31
Ponder probingly -7-p5
Ponder signs without becoming paranoid - EN Jan. 71 Ponders Paul's reminding references -15-p33
Ponder the pages - EN Dec. 78 Ponder the past -21-p61
Ponder the past prayerfully -6-p25, 31
Ponder the plan -13-p1; talks -25 Nov. 81
Ponder the planets -F70-p95
Ponder the possibilities inherent in the priesthood - EN Sept. 93
Ponder the precious things -14-p8
Ponder this powerful doctrine -10-p29
Ponder with profit -2-p41
Pool of patriotism -4-p52
Poor investors in the process of personal development Poor performance -1-p34
- EN June 96
Poor perspective -26-p72
Poor peripheral vision -2-p28
Poor preachers seek to portray -13-p89
Poor preparation -3-p71
Poorness of perspective often produces wonderful and
Poor paymaster -10-p42
Pondering our performance and our progress -9-p31
Popularity at any price -1-p9
Popular place - EN Mar. 95
Popular prophet -16-p165
Population problem -8-p39
Pornographic pollution -12-p92 Portable preachments - EN Apr. 85
Portable process becasuse of persecutions -27-p126
Portable program - NE Oct. 73 Portals of perception -10-p50
"Portal to portal" perusal -2-p43 Portion and place -25-p85
Portions of our personality -14-p59
Portions that please -12-p2
Portrait in pathos -15-p98
Portrayed the proximate - EN July 76
Portray perfectly -9-p31
Positive and prophetic promises – EN Oct 04 –p29
Positively to Peter -16-p141
Positive perspective -16-p75; -27-p66
Positive portion -18-p133
Positive promises – EN Oct 04 –p30

pathetic paradoxes -2-p28

Possess the proffered -5-p4
Posses power -3-p44
Possess the plates -5-p82
Possible and portable - EN Mar. 83
Possible, by personal presence - EN Dec. 86 Possible the purchase -7-p55
cannot Possibly present a perfectly tidy
Possibilities to pursue -1-p85
picture -20-p124
Postpone the putting off -12-p69 Posture on the path -3-p70
Potential problems -27-p127
Potiphar's predatory wife -12-p94; EN Feb. 86
Ponding ones pitons –13-p18Poverty of purse -7-p40
Powerful point -16-p150
Powerful portrait -23-p59
Powerful principles -25-p15
Powerful pull -16-p143
Power in perspective -10-p4
Power of peers -10-p90
handle Power properly -21-p79 Power to punish -2-p33
Powerful and painful -5-p44
Powerful and profound -15-26
Powerful in pushing -1-p47
this Powerful, plain doctrine of premortality -18-p88
Powerful perspectives -21-p10 Powerful polarities -5-p24
Powerful pulpits - EN June 96 Power without perfection -8-p12
Practical payments -9-p117
Practical, perceptive Peter -3-p42
Practical perspective -16-p84
Practice and purposes of priestcraft -15-p86/87
Praise be to those who so proffer and persist in such
Praised the Prophet -27-p121
patience -27-p48
Praise of parents -27-p49
Praise their present posterity -12-p18
Prayerful and pondering preparation -23-p40
Prayerful parents -26-p108
Prayerful people will not be pressed -3-p56; - Ins. Oct. 70
Prayerful performance -12-p112
Prayerful petitions -5-p82
Prayerful pleadings -25-p112
Prayerful pondering -16-p29
Prayer is a marvellous process the pierces the veil, and,
therefore, requires much faith and persistence on
our part -11-p100
Prayer is required as part of that process -23-p179
Prayer of praise -23-p30
Prayers are petitions - S76- p26; EN June 84 Pray, ponder, and perspire -5-p43
Pray properly -11-p92 as the Holy Ghost Preached to the prodigal from the
pulpit of memory -20-p98
Preachments against prudery -9-p27
Preamble please -8-p27
Preambles to the peace promised -9-p5
Preceding prophets - EN Apr. 81
"Precept by precept" process -27-p117
Precious and personal -21-p33 Precious and plain perspective -18-p109
Precious and practical -7-p37; -15-p73
so Precious a presence -25-p71
how Precious a prism -5-p13
Precious is the perspective of the gospel that
permits -16-p126
Precious pages -16-p51; -17-p4 Precious parents -S96-p70
Precious perpetuity -10-p81
Precious, personal perspective -21-p114
Precious perspective(s) -9-p71, p89; -10-p10; -12-p1; -13-p12, p72; -14-p100; -15-p67, p83; -16-p39, p73, p125; -17-p12, p16, p82; -18-p69; -19p101; -21-p9, p26, p39, p43, p67; -22-p89, p93; -23-p140, p170; -F82-p66(2); -S84-p21; -F86-p54; S94-p88; EN Apr. 93 (2); EN June 94; -26-p17; 26-p24; -27-p19
Precious prey -9-p25 Precious principle(s) -12-p92; -16-p156
Precious privilege - EN Feb. 79 Precious process -21-p90; -23-p40; -25-p45, p85, p108;
-27-p74
Precious process of personal development -25-p49
Precious promises -11-p102
Precious promptings -11-p104
Precious prospects -27-p95
Precisely the process -25-p86
Precisely which Pharaoh was in power -F84-p9
Precise path -8-p59; -11-p128
Precise path we must pursue -3-p18, p21; - NE Aug. 71 Precise point -11-p58
Precise prophecies - EN Dec. 78 Precision made possible -15-p25
Preclude the presence of perturbations -23-p131
Predecessor presidents -F76-p12
Predecessor prophet -18-p127
Predecessors provide a perspective for the
present -3-p24
Predicted pains -11-p128
Preeminent personality -15-p43
Preeminent premortally, perhaps He needed only to
from the Pre-existence, and promised him, in our
provide -20-p106
presence -8-p43
Pre-existent plan -1-p6
Prefer their praise -13-p63
Prefer to practice -4-p73
Preferably your presence -7-p1
Preference rather than principal -9-p121
Preferences, not principles - EN June 94
Preferences should not become principles under
Preferential program -12-p53
parental pressure -1-p124
Preferred in the preexistence -8-p43
Preferred parking place -12-p50
Preferred to plodding - EN Apr. 93
Premature proximity -3-p30
Premortally has preceded -8-p88 Premortal past -8-p45; -21-p49

Premortal penchant -5-p122
Premortal performance -14-p114; -S76-p26
Premortal personality -25-p82 Premortal personality prevailing into the present and
with postmortal obligations -3-p2
Premortal pleading -26-p43
Premortal post -14-p114
Premortal preparations -S86-p34-35
layers of Preoccupation are peeled away -25-p77
Preoccupation with its protection -S93-p77
Preoccupation with the past -16-p33
Preoccupation with pleasure -13-p96
too Preoccupied with pleasing -F91-p32
Preoccupied with probable outcomes -8-p99
Preoccupied with procedures -2-p13
Preparation for the promised period - EN July 76
Preparation of a particular people -9-p5
Preparation of our peers -1-p57
Prepare and preserve a people -7-p24
Prepared a place -27-p29
Prepared by prophet-chefs -9-p28Prepared the Prophet -27-p129
Prepared to perpetuate such problems -9-p11 to Prepare or to preserve a people -7-p42
Prepare perfectly -S76-p26
Prepare, pray, and ponder -3-p75
Prepares a people - EN Dec. 78 Prepare this planet for us and led - not pushed - us from
our premortal post -S76-p26
Preparing perishable calories -11-p57
Prepositional phrase -16-p1-2, p2; -25-p122; -27-p34
handle the Prerogatives of power poorly -23-p143
Prescribed path -22-p6
Prescribed pattern -27-p48
soothing Prescriptive balm, prevention is still the
Prescriptive powers -2-p14
primary task - NE May71
Presence of a prophecy - talk 24 Nov. 82
Presence of Pilate - EN Dec. 78
the Presence of Potiphar's wife -8-p67
the Presence of prestigious but dark power - EN Aug. 78
Presence of pride -7-p50
Presence was a prayer -S78-p10
Presently possess -25-p81
Present pain -5-p97; -16-p151; -21-p59
Present parallels are most poignant -6-p7
those Presently "past feeling" to fashion an acceptable future
-S93-p77
Present pastures -12-p118
Present personalities -14-p59
Present plateaus of performance -11-p71
Present portion -27-p74
Present power -14-p55
Present predicaments -7-p15
Present problems -9-p47
Present prophet -F76-p12
Presents a panorama -17-p32
Preserved and prepared -7-p6
Preserved by parents and prepared -EN Apr. 85
Presiding and purposeful role -4-p5
Presiding priesthood power - EN Aug. 86
Presiding prophets -24-p83
Pressed Peter - EN Apr. 97
Pressing on, instead of pausing -14-p36
solve society's Pressing problems -2-p13
Press our petitions -16-p108
Press the point -5-p64
Pressure points -9-p120
Pressure to perform -3-p60
Pressures and presence -3-p19/20; - NE Aug. 71
Prestigious Pilate - EN Dec. 78
Prestigious place -15-p82
Presumably our pledge - EN July 75
Presume a preeminence -7-p46; -9-p12
Pretentious, and the passing praise -23-p135
Pretzelizes principles -BYU 77 -p179
Prevades that plan -16-p72
Prevailing patterns -10-p13
Prevailing patterns of life-style are saturatingly portrayed
-22-p5
Prevailing political and social tides -1-p53 Prevention of a problem -9-p31
Preventive and prescriptive powers -F70-p94
Preventive principle -8-p22
Previous and probing -7-p25
Previously penetrated -10-p112
Previous performance -10-p27; EN Feb. 79 a Previous primitive place -S86-p36
Previous promises made in the premortal world
Previous prophets -15-p30; -F86-p52; -S92-p39
- NE June 79
Prey to pretenders -24-p95; -S93-p78
Price to be paid and a process to be followed -16-p59
Prickly presence -27-p82
Prickly, prodding presence -27-p884
should Pride first protrude and finally prevail -19-p29 Prideful preeminence -19-p62
Prideful provincialism -17-p15 Pride has pressed -7-p62
Pride not a principle -7-p50
Pride piles upon pride -10-p119
Pride prefers -F91-p31
Pride prevents -16-p121
Pride pulsates -26-p57Priesthood power -15-p51
Primacy of priesthood -F70-p95 Primacy of the "politically correct" -27-p9
Primarily of parents -27-p103
Primary part -5-p91 Primary pattern of personal communications -15-p49
Primary purpose -25-p101
we misread our Primary purposes on this planet misspend
our precious time, misappropriate our needed talents
and means - behaving so parochially -12-p26
"Prime minister" of the Pharaoh -11-p40
Principled but pleasant. Let us be perceptive without being
Feb. 79
a Principle of progress -F91-p32 Principles and patterns -21-p112
Principles can become "prodigal" as well as people can Principles gave way to political promises - EN Oct. 78
- EN Oct. 74
Principles in perpetual partnership -17-p5 on Principles, not on process -20-p31/32
Principles, not people - EN Feb. 79
Principles of pruning -13-p108

pompous - EN

true Principles must be piercing enough to elevating any correct Principle to the plane of religion is
penetrate -10-p108
poor policy - EN Oct. 74
Printed pages - EN Aug. 86
Priorities of planning -3-p14
Prior place -7-p41
Priority problems -23-p171
Priority projects -12-p5
Priority to pleasure -5-p34
Prison of one principle - EN Oct. 74
Prison of pride -23-p117; -F92-p66
Privately retain a particular pride -F92-66 Private prayers are put off -22-p14
Privilege of preaching -7-p23
Prized, personal verification -23-p40
Proactive part -27-p103
we Probably paid, to be perfectly blunt, a presidential Probably Pilate -8-p18
price - NE Feb. 75
Probationary period -20-p37
"Probation" portion of God's plan -26-p90
Probes and presses -8-p8
Procedural perversion -14-p117; -F81-p9; EN June 84 Proceeds to pollute -12-p91
Process is painful -26-p28
Process of petition -23-p179
Process of private inspiration -12-p6
Process of proving, reproving, and improving -F84-p10 Process of the perfection -9-p5
Processing these experiences through proud, perceptual Proclaimed by his prophets -8-p51
screens -5-p81
Proclaiming peace -3-p10
Procuring problems -13-p69
the Prodigal passenger climbs pantingly -5-p24
returning Prodigals report poignantly -25-p102
Productively and positively -27-p75
Prod the prodigals -S82-p38
Produce polarization -13-p96
Produced some pain -11-p27
Produced the persuasive Federalist Papers, had a philosophical
and political falling-out -20-p87
Produced the proposal -4-p50
Produce proximate justice -16-p25
Produces profound personal melancholy -20-p8
Profane parents will probably produce profane children
-5-p109
Profitably pause to ponder -22-p125
Professional passport -8-p15
Proffer his own proposal -8-p11 Profit in pornography -9-p9
Proforma, and papercentered -26-p60
Pro-forma prayers -3-p29
Profound fear will eventually pervade this perplexed
planet -F88-p31
Profoundly, perfectly, and personally -15-p43
Profound pain - BYU 77 -p179
Profound parameters -3-p36
Profound passivity -3-p60; Ins. Aug. 70
Profound possessiveness -22-p8 Profound power -7- p33
Profound, pronounced, and persistent -23-p47
Program of progress -S76-p26; EN June 8
Progress along the path -9-p31 Progress in the priesthood -1-p57
Progress possible -26-p54
Progress to the point where we petition -11-p94
behavior that was Prohibited becomes permitted -13-p87
Prolongation takes priority -8-p14
Prolonged and profound -10-p115
Prolonged pattern -14-p48
Prolonged periods of pausing -9-p71
Prolong the passing -9-p90
Promiscuity is permissible ? -27-p78
Promiscuity places many in peer prisons - EN July 76
Promise and potential -5-p105 Promised peace -9-p4; -F87-p32
Promised posture -14-p24
Promised premortally - EN Apr. 93
Promise persists -S91-p91
Promises participated in -18-p100
Promises, perils, and purposes -15-p2
Promoted publicly -6-p18
Prompt prophets -10-p77
Prompt punishment -20-p91; -26-p89
Prompts pondering -2-p43
Pronoun problem -22-p6; p113
Propelled by mortal proclamations -9-p5
Properly, petition -14-p67
Properly prepared -23-p23; EN Jan. 97
Proper participation -12-p107
Proper path -10-p70 Proper performances -9-pxii
Proper personal preparation -1-p71
Proper perspective -1-p60; -4-p44; -5-p39, p81; -26-p9
Proper place in the priority of things -5-p16 Proper priorities -8-p69; -9-p129
Prophecies pertaining to - EN Aug. 86
Prophecies, putting – EN Oct 04 –p26
Prophecy would be mere prediction -11-p15
Prophesied perplexity -25-p32 Prophesied point -21-p1
a Prophet has promised -9-p31 Prophetically projected -8-p43
Prophetic parallelism -10-p92
Prophetic parallelism continues with precision -10-p98
Prophetic personalities -27-p3
Prophetic powers -11-p102, p126 a Prophetic presence -S90-p35
Prophetic promise -9-p5
Prophets are promising -5-p121
Prophets occupy a privileged position -23-p39
Prophets particularize painfully -10-p35
Proportion and perspective -25-p7
"Propwash" of that prior performance -8-p90
Proscriptions provided certain parameters -23-p152
Prosperity without poverty -12-p76
Protected from any physical harm by angelic
Protected pornography -S95-p68
protectors -14-p83
Protected process -25-p79
Protecting the family in its public policies -S94-p89
Protect it from predatory things like homosexuality
Protective principle -F74-p12
and pornography - EN Oct. 78

Protects us in our present provinciality -23-p93
Protracted periods -1-p21
Protracted psychodrama reenacting his power
Proud provincialism -15-p67
play of the premortal world -8-p12
Provably present -11-p12
Proven principles -9-p14
Provided (a) precious perspective -15-p58; -22-p87
Provided priesthood power - EN Dec. 86
Provides a powerful and pointed invitation -20-p133 Provides place -16-p77
Providing perspective -27-p95
Providing precious perspective -19-p42
neither Provincialism nor pessimism permits a person -18-p102
Provincialism of our prayers -9-p105
in our Provincialism prayed -13-p8; EN July 82
Provincialism protrudes -9-p89 how Provincial our petitions -11-p9
Provincial petitions -23-p179
Provincial poppycock -10-p3
Provincial posture -15-p100
Provincial, Ptolemaic view of the earth prevailed -17-p95
Provincial to perceive -14-p120 a Proving place quite pedestrian -13-p51
Proving process -13-p35, p47; -14-p82
Proving purposes -13-p123; -25-p5
Proximate pleasure -4-p32
Proximate pleasure going to produce ultimate pain
- EN Oct. 74
Proximate preparation -14-p98 Proximate problems -4-p45; -F94-p35; - EN Feb. 72;
BYU 77 p180
Proximity to professors - EN Oct. 75
Proximity to the process -4-p56
Proxy can press -9-p38
Prudent pace -S82-p38
Prudent persistence -9-p74
Prune any personal sprig - EN June 96
Pruning presence -14-p45
Psychological sanctuary -1-p88
Psychological size by keeping subordinates -4-p54
a Psychologist pushing - NE June 79
Public and painful -24-p111
Publicly point -14-p22
Publisher had perspective -4-p44 Puffed by power -S85-p71
Puffed pride -7-p20 Pulling us back from a precipice or prompting us -F87-p32
Pulsating with perspective -S86-p36
Pulse of pure passion -7-p37
Punctuated by (the) periodic arrivals -S92-p38; -27-p123
Punctuated by periodic pauses -16-p22
Puny purposes -26-p9
Pure people -20-p135 Pure prayer(s) -11-p93, p95
Purify unto Himself a peculiar people - EN Feb. 86
Purpose and pattern -5-p31
Purposefully pair -15-p63
Purposeful planet -20-p38; -F86-p54
without Purpose on a pointless planet -13-p113
Purpose, pattern, or plan -20-p20
Purposes both preceded their own birth and will persist Purposes previously hidden -24-p118
after their passing -7-p25
Purposes provides the plasticity -3-p45
Pursue the paths -S83-p10
Pursuing our preferences -3-p48 Pushes people apart -9-p8
Pustules of pride - F89-p82
Put in a perspective that permits - BYU 95-96 -p13
Put our own personal problems in perspective -8-p74 Put our past, puny efforts in perspective -19-p46
Put our pontoons in place for bridge building -23-p127 Put parental hands to the plow -5-p27
Puzzled about the priorities - EN June 96
the Puzzled Pilates - BYU 77 -p179
Pyramid points among many powerful truths -8-p100 Pyramid process -9-p111

"Q"
Quailing question - EN Aug. 78 Quality quarter of an hour -9-p111
Quantity and quality -25-p58
Quiet queenliness -9-p81
Quietude of individual contemplation of Christ's
qualities -21-p110
"R"
Radiant restoration -S86-p35
Radiate from the reality of the resurrected Jesus -14-p9
Radioactivity out of our resentments -12-p66;
Rage and resentment -8-p56
BYU 79 -p217
Raging relativism -F92-p66; EN Apr. 93; BYU 91-92 -p146
Raiment of real response -11-p55
Rallied by real hope's "reveille" -26-p73
Rallied to righteousness - BYU 78 -p151
Rally the reluctant -23-p132
without Rancor and with restraint - Ins. Sept. 70
Random reasons -9-p79
Range of reactions -27-p43
Rare righteousness - EN Mar. 95 Rather than remembering with regret -25-p64
Rather than resignation or resentment -3-p75 Rationalized receiving -14-p74
Rationalize their resistance to repentance -20-p65
Rations for the rigorous journey -11-p3
Reactions to the reality of the resurrection -15-p30
Reactions to the Restoration -20-p36
Readiness of children to receive revelations -14-p95
Readiness to read this record "with real intent"
- Ins. Jul 70
Readiness to receive -14-p82; -19-p91
Ready for the routine and repetition -1-p84
Readying and relevant -16-p97 the Readying of a reservoir -S83-p11
Ready to receive -9-p121/122; EN June 96 Reaffirming richness of the Restoration -25-p86
Real and recurring -5-p2; -9-p38 Real and relentless -9-p130; -27-p122

Real and resurrected -16-p36
Real intent and real sincerity are required for real repentance
-20-p69
how Real is that regard -11-p56 Realistically redemptive -8-p37
Realistic reaction -13-p15
Reality of repentance -12-p16
Reality of the Restoration -27-p12
Reality of resurrection -20-p28 Reality of resurrection in Jesus' gospel has received recurring
emphasis -15-p37
Reality of the rescuing Christ -23-p174
Reality of the resurrected Christ -14-p6
Reality of the resurrection -9-p43; -15-p5, p45;
Reality requires -4-p46; -25-p70; -F96-p21
-16-p36, p91, p165, p169; -25-p84; EN June 84;
BYU 77 -p178
Realization is rediscovery -F85-p18
Realizing the role of reliance -Ins. Jul 70
Really rebellion -12-p52
Really relevant -2-p62
Really represent the recrossing -8-p51
Realm of relationships - EN July 76
Realm of righteousness -7-p27 Realms are related -16-p57
Real reason(s) -8-p36; 13-p17 Real rebellion -8-p11
Real rebels -5-p24
Real reconciliation -F81-p9; -F91-p31; EN June 84
Real reform -3- p15, p86
Real rejoicing -11-p63
Real religion -11-p116; EN Mar 98Real religion requires -5-p40
Real remedy(ies) -5-p35; -S75-p101; - NE May 71
Real remorse -F91-p31
Real repentance -10-p100; 13-p7; F91-p30, p31(2); EN July 82
no Real repentance is required -20-p83
Real response -11-p62Real reflection -10-p77
Real risk -2-p15; -3-p17, p31; - NE Aug. 71 Real risk we run -23-p27
Real risks with revelation -16-p93
Real righteousness -13-p5; EN July 82
Real rocks of resistance -21-p70 Reason rests -1-p69
Reasonable relationship -5-p45; -11-p75
Reasonable righteousness -11-p95, p115; -15-p47; -S76-p26;
BYU 76 -p200
Reasons and rules -5-p31
Reasons for our readiness -14-p58
Reasons for requiring -2-p10
Reasons to rage - Ins. Jul. 70
Reason to resist -5-p34
Reassurances of the resurrection -15-p32
Reassure the repentant -12-p118 Reassure the reproved -3-p79
Reassuring and reinforcing -14-p94
Reassuring and renewing realities -14-p101
Reassuring and reverberating -15-p2
Reassuring realities -13-p1; -14-p9, p98; -S85-p71; F85 -p15;
EN June 84
Reassuring reality -11-p21; -14-p99; -15-p43; -DS-p13 Reassuring realization -S85-p72
Reassuring response -26-p22
Reassuring reverberations of recognition -19-p7
Reassuring the receiver of reproof -1-p91
Rebels, and rejectors -27-p113
Received abundant reassurance -15-p84
Received it humbly rather than resisting -5-p26
Received more revelations -27-p115
Received remarkable -27-p123
Received revelation(s) -10-p95; -F85-p16 already Received their recognition and reward -21-p104
Receive reinforcing rewards -24-p89
Receive resurrection -27-p111
Receive the repentant -23-p211
Receiving righteously -11-p62 Recently and reluctantly -16-p39
Recent reading -16-p166
Receptivity for receiving and pondering that revelation which
reassuringly declares -23-p84
Receptivity to additional revelations -14-p82 Recesses and reveries -24-p119
the Recipient and the repository -25-p32
Recipient of reproof -1-p93
Recognition and redress -S84-p22
Recognition of the role -14-p78
Recognized the role - EN Jan. 92 Reconcile revealed religion -11-p108
Reconciling and resolving -11-p83
Reconnoitring the reservoir -22-p120
Recording the revelations -10-p92
Record with relevancy - Ins. Jul. 70
Recurring and redemptive process that rolls -11-p14
Recurring reality -8-p78; -13-p49
Recurring reference to the reality of the
Recurring rhetoric -12-p100; NE June 79
resurrection -15-p29
Recycling regrets didn't change reality - NE Apr. 78
Redeeming reach -S87-p72
Redemptive and refining -S84-p22
Redemptive Rachel -16-p99
Redemptive reach -8-p37; -9-p59 Redemptive reaching -F96-p22
Redemptive reality - EN June 84 Redemptive role -26-p15
how Red his raiment -S87-p72
last Redoubt of righteousness -S87-p71
Reduce its relevancy -10-p101
Reduce the rewards - EN July 76 Reeds of rationalization -9-p12
Reestablished by research -F85-p15
Reference related -2-p54
Refining powers of real religion -5-p95
Refining requires heat. Refining also requires time.
... refining also requires of its recipients a genuine and
continuing confidence in the Refiner -25-p3
Reflecting the remarkable -S78-p10
Reflections of reality -4-p5
Reflections restore resolve -12-p9
Reflections risked -2-pv
Reflective recess -13-p124
Reflects his religious resolution -23-px
Reflects reality -4-p5 Reflect the responsibility -5-p4
Reflexive rejoinders -2-p28
let Reform radiate -8-p99
Reforms for real relevance -10-p50
Refreshing and renewal -12-p4
Refreshing surf of recall rolled -25-p63; -27-p775
the Refreshment and renewal of repentance - EN July 82

the Refreshment of renewal and repentance -13- p4
Refuse responsibility -F74-p13
Refuse to rest -5-p117 Refutation of the resurrection -23-p172
Regal reception -F80-p15
Regal repose -21-p46
Regal response -S86-p34
Regard a robot -9-p91
Regarding reason -F93-p20
Regardless of role -17-p10
Regardless of the reproaches -19-p7
Regrettable but not reversible -S94-p89
Regular relapses -5-p110
Regularly render -11-p53
Reinforcing responses -9-p91
Reinforcing rods of revelation -S76-p26
without the Reinforcing rods of revelation; the
Reinforcing roles -15-p9
resulting erosion will be so rapid -14-p113
Reinforce the reality of our relationship -16-p51
Reinforce this reality - EN Dec.
Rejection and resentment -10-p117
Reject the Restoration - EN Aug. 86
Rejoice righteously -11-p63
Rejoicing regarding -16-p77
Rejoicings, reunions, or reconciliations -20-p143
Relapse and regression -14-p120; -F81-p9
Relationships resumed -S86-p36 Relative recognition -S89-p63
Relativism can run riot -27-p78
Relativism of Rameumpton -5-p30
Relaxed or retired -10-p51
Relaxing recesses -25-p123
Release us from any religious restraints -23-p174
Relentlessly reappears -25-p77 Relentlessness of real repentance -5-p22
Relentless redemptiveness -S76-p26/27
Relentless reminder -14-p10
Relentless remodelling - EN June 96
Relentless requirements -11-pxii
Relentless resistance -9-p67
Relentless routine -25-p13
Relevance for the regular reader - Ins. Sept. 70
Relevance of rescuing them from Rome -10-p52
Relevance (relavancy) of the Restoration - EN Aug. 86;
Relevant and responsive the Restoration -21-p1
-27-p2
Relevant reasons -7-p5
Relevant renderings -25-p42
Relevant revelations - EN Apr. 93; -27-p30 Relevant to remind -11-p28
Relevant with regard to how we should respond -11-p111
Reliance on revelation -24-p23; -F93-p19
Religion of Rameumptom -9-p30 Religion of regulations - EN Oct. 78
Religion of repose -3-p67; -4-p6; -8-p31; -F74-p13
Religion of rhetoric -4-p27
Religion reflects -2-p29
making Religious duties routine there is also risk -1-p81
Religious remnant -1-p9
Religious restraints -12-p96
Reluctance to lead is really a mild form of Reluctant to reconnoiter -9-p77
renunciation -2-p13
Reluctant to renounce -6-p7
Rely upon rather than resent -11-p13
Remaining realms -16-p62
Remain in that realm -9-p28
Remains the rescuing and reassuring reality -S97-p12 Remarkable rendezvous -7-3; -S96-p69
Remarkable resiliency -3-p83
Remarkable reunion -F81-p10
Remarkable role -S92-p37
Remedy or reassurance - EN June 84
Remembers to recognize -1-p138 Remember that reticence to enter the fray may be more
regrettable -9-p37
Remember the rich righteous young man -F92-p66
Reminded repeatedly -14-p19
Reminder instead of repose -14-p36
Reminder of our replaceability - EN July 75 p7
Reminding and reassuring gospel -24-p78 Reminding red attire - Other talks - Nov. 24, 96
ponders Paul's Reminding references -15-p33
Reminding relevance - EN Apr.81
Reminding review -S88-p8
Reminding rituals -24-pp73
Reminding roster - EN Apr. 85 Remind me that relatives are not my only readers -10-pix
Remnants of revealed religion -8-p78
Remove the requirement -15-p4
Removing such roadblocks -9-p1 Rendered in the resplendent -15-p26
the Renewal and the refreshment -13-p107 Renewal, repose, and reflection -9-p74
Renewal through rest, repose, or respite -13-p100
Renewal usually requires some respite -9-p91
Renewed and refreshed -21-p2 Renewing Restoration scriptures -21-p21
Renewing retreat - EN June 94 Reorder these realities -12-p76
Repeated reachings out -S76-p27 be Repeatedly reassured -F94-p35
Repeated, rejected, or resented -5-p18
Repetition is reassuring -10-p88
Repentant righteous -26-p39
Repetitive revelation -5-p18
Repleated ritual of rejection -S89-p63
Reply reflected one of the realities - EN Oct.74
Representative reunion -19-p45
a Republic rests -10-p9
Repudiate relatives - EN Oct. 78
Require a residue -27-p98
Required a rich receiving -27-p128
Required certain conditions required for that restration
-27- p129
Required rescuing -19-p41
Requirements for real regard -10-p9
Requirements of real religion -1-p81
Requirements of the Realm -4-p41
Requiring reciprocity -10-p56 Requiring rescue -12-p8; -F76-p13
Requires revelation -F86-p53
Requires us to be responsive -20-p13
Rescued by (such) reassuring realities -13-p1; EN July -82
Rescuing and redeeming -25-p56; -S94-p91
Rescuing rain -F94-p35; -26-p74 Rescuing ram -S85-p73
Rescuing Redeemer -F86-p53
Rescuing remedies -25-p60
Resentful of religion -23-p99
Resentment of reality -11-p23
Resent the reality -16-p78; -S84-p22
Resurrection is real -25-p84

Reserves of regard -11-p57
Reservoir of remembrance -S91-p90
Residual requirement - EN Aug. 76
Residue of old reflexes -5-23
Resigned, rounded shoulders -24-p119
Resilience in spite of rejection - EN Aug. 78
Resilience is part pf repentance -27-p73
Resist any rejection of our particular remembrances -25-p64
Resisted the required ritual -11-p103
Resisting rescue - EN July 76
Resist rationalization -12-p34
Resist rationalization and redefinition - EN Oct. 78
Resist the rhetoric -12-p101; NE June 79
Resolutely refused -14-p73
Resolution with respect -9-p92
spiritual Resonance results from rightness and
Resonance realities -11-p9
from reality -8-p65
Resonance with realities - EN Oct. 80
Resonate and respond -2-p45
Resounding response -16-p36; -22-p79
Respect into utter reverence -11-p3
Respite, renewal, and refreshment -13-p109 Respites from rigorousness -9-p71
Resplendent and reassuring Restoration -26-p9
Resplendently represented -18-p122
Resplendent reality (ies) -14-p103; -19-p46; -20-p10; -25-p48;
-F82-p66; -26-p22
Resplendent rendezvous -23-p211; EN Feb. 86
Resplendent Restoration -F85-p17
Resplendent reunion -14-p21; -21-p43; -F94-p36
Respond to the relentless but rewarding -1-p81
Respond to reality -10-p119
some are slow to Respond to reproof -23-p162
any Response but righteousness is risky -8-p13
Response is rooted - NE May 71
Response to rage -3-p71
Responsible, and rational -2-p13
Responsible for our reactions -11-p111
Responsible for our reactions and responses - EN Aug. 78
Responsible for relatives - EN Oct. 78
Responsibility for such recalcitrance -F96-p23
Responsiveness of the Restoration -20-p22 Rest and renewal -13-p109
Rest and repose -9-p33
Restful, and reassuring -27-p10
Restful reveries -27-p83
Rest in its rooms of rationalization -21-p83
Restitution is required -F91-p31 Restless or rebellious -1-p58
Restoration also reestablishes the Lord's process
of revelation -27-p24
Restoration of this responsive doctrine -F85-p16
Restoration provides the resolving remedy -27-p21
Restoration, reflecting the remarkable -S86-p34
Restoration reinforce these last-recited and fundamental
the Restoration responds resoundingly and reassuringly
realities -14-p6
- EN Aug. 86
Restoration revelations -21-p26 Restoration scriptures ripple and resound -22-p41;
BYUD-89-90-p82
many Restoration verses have doctrinal richness as well Restored and reassuring -27-p25
as richness of expression, some constitute
revelations without elaboration -27-p5
Restored remembrances -10-p115
Restraining righteousness -23-p162
Restrain our rejoicing -23-p187 Resulting righteousness is reflected -16-p139
Results in a lack of readiness to receive -19-p74
Results requested -16-p108
Resume relationships -16-p156 Resumption for the righteous is guaranteed by the resurrection
-12-p54
Reticence to rush -9-p107
Retina of retrospection -3-pv
Retreat from the reality of His role -9-p25 Retreat like cowards from their real responsibilities -F88-p33
Retroactively, rebuttal -2-p36
Returning prodigals report poignantly -25-p102
Reunions and resumptions -16-p172
Revealed realities -23-p173
Revealed religion -8-p34
Revealing role -16-p103
Revelations restored through the Restoration -25-p81
Revelations so richly given -20-p39
Revelation thus replaced the long and inordinate reliance on
p20
Revelatory reciprocity -23-p39 Revel in resentment -S83-p11
Revenue is received -S93-p77 neither Reverential nor reflective -12-p61; EN Oct. 80
Reverential remembering -23-p109
Reveries and refreshing recesses -24-p104
Reversals and renunciations of role -S78-p10
Revetments of reason -5-p80
Revising rationales - EN Oct. 78 revolving door relationships –12-p9
Rhetorical rationalization - EN Feb. 72
Rhetorical regard -4-p27
Rhetoric will not raise -8-p75; BYU 76 -p260
Rhythm in the relationships -11-p105
Rhythm of the restoration -27-p129
Rhythm to the Restoration -21-p32
Rich and relevant -27-p99
Richest relationships -11p74
Rich in reassurances -16-p169
Richness and relevance -27-p6
Richness and relevancy of the Restoration -25-p80
Richness of the Restoration -25-p8; -27-p34
Rich reassurance -21-p30
Rich relationships -11-p86; -12-p8; -F76-p13
Rich resolves -8-p32 Rich reunions -23-p177
Rich revelations Enoch receives -7-p21
Richter readings -27-p8
Ridges of reality -S86-p34
Ridiculous requirement -20-p04 a Righteous and remarkable man -F91-p32
his Righteousness removed the restraints - EN Aug. 78 our Righteousness will become more and more reflexive,
we must not allow our religion to become

reason -F93-

routine -9-p30
Righteous reciprocity -5-p101 Righteous reflexes - NE Jan.-Feb. 85; EN Feb. 86
Rightfully reminds us - NE Feb. 75
Rightful rehabilitation -23-p76
Rightly and reassuring – EN Oct 04 –p28
Rightly regard -11-p68
Rightly rejoice over the Restoration -F93-p20
Right reasons -16-p164
Rigidly refusing to reclassify -9-p91
Rigorousness has its rhythm -12-p7
Rigorous requirement(s) -9-p42; -12-p24; EN Mar. 83
Rigorous requirements of a revealed religion
Rigorous residency -13-p49
- EN July 76
Rigors of responsibility -3-p81 Ringed by resentment -S96-p68
Ring of resentment –13-p17
Ripened in righteousness -7-p35 Ripening relationships -9-p91
Ripples of the Resurrection resulting from -F88-p33
Risen Redeemer, removes -27-p20
Rise so remarkably -13-p38
Rising razorback -16-p129
Risking redundancy -3-p78
Risking righteousness -11-p2
Ritualistic reading - talk 24 Nov. 82 np
Ritualistic irrelevancy -9-p42 Ritualized their religion -9-p30
Ritual of regret -23-p138
Ritual of rejection -22-p65
Ritual rebellion -5-p24
Ritual regret - F91-p31
Ritual, repetition, and routine -9-p30
Rivets of the Restoration -27-p9
Rivulets, or rather -27-p71
the Road of repentance and (toward)reconciliation -18-p132
-27-124
the Road of repentance is really there - NE June 79
Rotating roles -25-p95
Rob us of richer relationships -9-p90
Rock of revelation -10-p113
Role of routineness -27-p16
Role reluctance -9-p91
Role reversal -16-p60
Rolling relevance -25-p2
Rolling sea of relativism - EN Oct. 75
Romantic relief - EN Apr. 81
no Room for racism -S95-p68
Room for renewal - EN Aug. 76 Ropes of revelation -F70-p95
Roughed up by resentment -20-p95
Routine and repetition -11-p15; -14-p108
Routine rubbings
Routinize our religion -9-p31
Routs the rationale -9-p132
Rude reefs of reality - EN Oct. 74
Rude reminders of other realities -5-p117
Rule of relevancy -1-p61
Rushed relationships -11-p56
Rush of resentment -5-p25
Rush to righteousness -7-p30
Rustle with reassurances -F87-p31
Rustling resoundingly -21-p19
Rustling, rustling resoundingly -F85-p18
"S"
"Sabbatical" sidetrip -9-p74
Saccharine saints with tinsel traits -1-p130
Saccharine Sherem -10-p95
Saccharine sweetness -1-p3
Sacred sacrament - EN Sept. 93 Sacred sense - EN Oct. 78
Sacred struggle -19-p13
Sacrifice and suffer -11-p69
Sad and swelling caravan are the sounds -5-p20
Sadly, brothers and sisters, relativism also sires
statism, causing man to settle in the slums
of security - EN July 76
Sadly stranded -8-p95 Sadness in the satiation of certain appetites temporarily
satisfied-5-p34
Sadness is almost always sweetened by enlarged service
Sad shortfalls -27-p47
and increased study -9-p62
Sad sorties -11-p126
Safely and sweetly -7-p42
Safely separated from Sodom -6-p10
Safely shaped -12-p25Safe sanctuary - EN Apr. 93
Safe side -3-p84
Safe substitute - NE June 79
Safety of the stronghold of the saints -10-p114
Safety slogans -12-p81
Said secular sages would say -3-p67
not Said simply to scold the schools - EN Oct. 78
Sailed successfully -25-p125
Saintly submissiveness -F83-p54
become Saints in a season -12-p68
ancient American Saints who experienced some special stress
and strain -20-p113
the Sake of our spiritual safety -S84-p22
the Sake of society - EN Oct. 75
Sake of the sinner -10-p86
for the Sake of our spiritual safety -16-p79
Salient scriptures, each to be savored -20-p116
Salt of society -5-p3
Salute that same selfless, sweet seventy -F76-p12
Salvationally significant - EN Apr. 93
Salvational significance -20-p30(2)
Salvational sum -18-p98; EN Feb. 79
Salvational surge -19-p118
Salvation and secular survival -10-p9
doctrines pertaining to the plan of Salvation stand like Salvation that secularists preach simply will not -9-p61
sentinel scriptures -S84-p22
Salvation of all souls -14-p71
Salvation of souls -23-p140
Same savoring -12-p65
Same scornful self-sufficiency -11-p124; -13-p80

the Same scriptural notes are struck -10-p109
Same significant speech -10-p66
Same sort of snobbery -9-p80
Same Source -10-p101
this Same spring season - EN Aug. 86
Same substance -5-p96; -F84-p9
Sample scriptures -25-p37
Sample Sunday -1-p56
as Samples will show -23-px
Sanctified spiritually -23-p79
Sanction salacious imagery - EN July 76
Sanctuaries for sin -2-p49; BYUD-68/69-p6
Sand-dune society - EN July 76 Sandpaper of circumstances can smooth us -14-p63
Sandpile that we go to each day to start from scratch -3-p13
Sarcasm sometimes shows how much their hopes have
shrunken -27-p58
Sarcastic and skeptical -11-p126
Satan detests solitude -7-p56
Satanic "salesmen" -3-p30
Satanic sameness -9-p30
Satanic styles -9-p97
Satan is selfishness -11-p58
Satan so subtle -8-p59
Satan's smorgasbord -9-p80
Satan's stratagems -14-p85
Satan uses our old selves as his surrogates -20-p122
Satellites in our human solar system -9-p102
Satisfaction for a season -19-p45 Satisfactions of service -3-p82
Satisfaction sustained the Seer - EN Aug. 86 Saturated his sacrifice -11-p114
Saturated in sin -26-p72
Saturated with significance -F84-9
Saul, swollen with selfishness -F90-p14
Savage submarine -27-p31
Save a single soul -3-p41
Saved from starvation - EN Aug. 86
Save our souls -16-p151
Save our squirming for these sermons -9-p38
never Save simply one soul - EN Apr. 85
Save some souls -BYU 80 p139
no Saving significance in the selfdestructive dash of
Saving swagger -10-p112
the Gadarene swine to the sea -F88-p33
Savior's sermon -10-p20
the Savior's societal spearhead -9-p31
Savior's splendid submissiveness -23-p2
Savior's standards -10-p48
Savior's statement -10-pxiii
Savior's suffering -20-p51
Savior's supernal service -14-p20 to Savor success seems so small -9-p125
Saw a sweet and strong Rachel -16-p160
Saw in the spiritual shortcomings -Ins. Jul. 70
Sayings are a smorgasbord -10-p74
Sayonara syndrome -3-p60; Ins. Aug. 70
Scaffolding for shaping the soul -8-p16
Scaffolding for substance -14-p16; F82-p68
Scaffolding for the soul -12-p123 Scaffolding in soul shaping - EN Apr. 85
Scalding shame -20-p141
Scalding steam -21-p67
Scalds the tastebuds of the soul - NE Aug. 82
Scale their significance -12-p24
Scales fall from our eyes their the shedding of
done the Scanning in a search for words of special
selfishness -22-p14; -F90-p16
relevance -23-px
Scaarcely a solitary -27-p73
Scarcely savor all that swirls -F82-p67
Scarcely sensing -17-p16
Scarcely solve -2-p2 can Scarcely sustain -14-p109
Scattered situations - NE Oct.73 Scatter some of the sheep -S82-p39
Scenery and settings -8-p76
Schizoid society could sanction -8-p21
Schizoid suffering - EN July 76 Scholar in some sheltered sanctuary -24-p59; EN Jan. 97
Scholars can and should speak in the tongue of
Scholars smile -10-p5
scholarship -8-p16
our Scholarship becomes sloppy, for academic advocacy
Scholarship in the scriptures -10-p106
soon strips itself of the sense of science - EN July 76
Scholastic sucess -5-p12
Schooled in the scriptures -9-p117
Schooled through suffering -12-p120
Schooling in submissiveness – 13-p7; -25-p94; EN July 82
School of stress -11-p47; BYU 78 -p253
Science must be as scrutinizing -8-p41
Scientists study -10-p20
Scorching summer of circumstances -16-p10
Scriptural and secular sources in the scrolls are
Scriptural spectrum -F89-p82
noted sequentially -6-p6
Scriptures are sobering -14-p82 Scrutinize the slogans and systems -9-p130
Scoff at, the seeming smallness of some -5-p42
Scoffing is so severe -15-p68
Scolded statistically -3-p18
Scolding sternness -20-p141; -27-p61
Scope of service -11-p24
scorching season –13-p17
Scorching secular sun -24-p51
Scorching sun -25-p124
Scorching sun of secularism -13-p84
Scorching sun of sickness -13-p34
Scorn and shame -10-p14
Scotch Tape of sentiment -5-p3 Screaming search -3-p46
Scriptural significance -15-p33 Scriptural snapshots - EN Sept. 93
Scriptural songs -3-p52
Scriptural spectrum -21-p61
Scriptural survey -12-p51
Scriptures are symphonic in the music provided
for the edification of the soul -15-p55
the restoration Scriptures is solid and substantive -20-p29
Scriptures speak of Satan -5-p38
Scrubbing of the soul -12-p105 Scrub your soul -8-p76
Scrutiny by study -27-p2
Sculpturing of our souls -14-p59 Seamless structure -9-p108; -10-p85
Sea of secularism -4-pvii
Sea of sin - EN Oct.75

Sea of skepticism -9-p127
Search and sanctuary -8-p17
Search(es) for satisfactions -5-p96; -7-p11 he who truly Searches the scriptures will surly see -F86-p53
Search for status - EN July 75 Search for superficial -F91-p31
Searching for other sounds from space is like sitting
Searching for solutions -14-p113
in the front row of a concert hall, straining to hear
the crunch of gravel in the symphony parking lot,
while missing the glorious sounds of the
orchestra -1-p21
Searching for their shortcomings -9-p3
Searching, the feast-filled array of scriptures a side-by-sideneess
Search our souls to see - EN July 75
Search the scriptures to see -F74-p12
Seasonal sorrows -13-p23
Seasoned with some scripture -10-p48
Seasoning from the special stress -11-p60
Season of service -25-p60
the Second act seems such a small and anxious
sample -8-p42
Secondary scholarship -8-p49
Secondary sufferers -16-p160
Secondary to its substance -15-p14
His Seconds showed His stewardship -14-p116; S76p27
Secind sunset -27-p118
Secular and sectarian utopian schemes have Secular history is usually silent concerning spiritual
been stillborn -7-p5
things -F84-p9
Secularism in its effort to build a modern Babel, finds Secularism (so) often seizes upon a single true principle EN Oct. 74; BYUD-74-p35
itself erecting elaborate scaffolding, whereas
eternalism stresses simplicity - EN Oct. 74
Secularism seeks to be a substitute -4-p36 Secularism seems to be saying - EN Oct. 74
Secularism seems to slide - EN Oct. 74
Secularism's heavy sedation -25-p12
Secularism simply -4-p23
Secularism sincerely (seeks) -4- p37; -26-p71
Secularism's softened morality -4-p27
a Secularized second commandment is no substitute -12-p28
Secularized society -10-p48
Secular movements seek to shred it - EN Feb. 79
Secular sand -S94-p90
Secular sandpile -8- p80
Secular scholarship -8-p48
Secular scoffing -15-p61
Secular screens -27-p118
Secular sea -16-p122; -17-p14; EN Apr. 85 Secular search -17-p70
Secular sentries -4-p42
Secular setting -17-p12
Secular Sherems -10-p8
Secular silence about spiritual things will suffice -F84-p9
Secular situations -2-p13
Secular societ(y)ies -9- p6, p7; -22-p106; -23-p171; -26-p69
Secular solutions -5-p8; -8-p23, p41; -20-p10,
Secular sophistry -12-p90
p84; - EN Oct. 74
Secular sounds -20-p76
Secular sources -6-p6
Secular spotlight -12-p84; -F80-p14
Secular standards so often -13-p92
Secular state -12-p28 Secular streams -3-p54
Secular strivings -8-p36
Secular sweep -17-p95
Secular system without sufficient human goodness -14-p16
Secular synagogue(s) -10-p57, p62; -16-p113; -S84-p22;
EN Mar 98being Secure spiritually -21-p124 Secure us from second-hand sensuality -20-p75
Sedated by secularism -S96-p68 Seductive slogans -11-p63
See also a system of salvation -8-p87
See a certain sadness in sensuality -F74-p12
Seedbed of citizenship -5-p17
Seeds to sprout -6- p25
Seeing such can stimulate our steadfastness -9-p76
Seeing suffering -9-p125
Seeing the sermon -5-p70
Seeing the shouldering as something -10-p11
See in the stars and the seasons -7-p34
Seeking and striving -1-p60
Seeking to strike a special bargain with God, a
Seeking to strike at the Savior's identity -9-p25
sort of salvation by snobbery -9-p6
Seeking to substitute -S84-p22 Seek sensations -17-p14
Seeks sainthood -11-p31
Seek steadfastness -9-p39
Seek succor from seers –13-p19
Seek(s) to share -24-p100; -27-p63
Seeks to sweep -16-p98
Seek the spirit -11-p99
Seek to solve -8-p22
Seek to stir -14-p10 Seemingly slow -27-p82
Seeming sameness -21-p72
seeming silence of the secular record -17-p51
Seems that some stubbornly -27-p56
Seems to seep - EN Oct. 75
Seem to seal -7-p25 Seem to seek not a sermon -8-p7
Seem to shrink in significance -9-p103
Seem to suggest a senseless -2-p19
Seem to squeeze out some sense -11-p2
Seemed so to Sadie (Thompson) -8-p25
Seemed supportive -1-p105
Seemed to seek out the sensations -6-p16
Seemingly since slipped -25-p63 Seemingly slipped -27-p75
Seemingly small -7-p53; -14-p50; -23-p151; -27-p71
Seemingly sophisticated -16-p27 Seeming sameness -23-p128
Seeming sternness - BYUD-76-p199
Seeming simpleness -7-p37; -10-p53
Seeming speed with which the Sodomites seized

upon evil -6-p29
Seem so significant -23-p141
Seems somewhat slow -12-p122; EN Aug. 81
Seems to save some -2-p52
Seems to sense that some -9-pxii
Seems to skilful -7-p12
Seem too simplistic -15-p70
I See my shortcomings in shame and sorrow -9-p30
Seen hurling stones skyward -11-p107
Seen through slit-eyed skepticism -20-p32 Sees in social situations -5-p74
Sees such saintliness - EN June 96
Sees such striking similarities -11-p125
See the same stars and sunsets -8-p18
See the Savior surveying - EN Dec. 78
See the spiritual scenery -20-p121
Seismographs of the soul -8-p18
Seismology of a sensual, secular society -17-p29
Seized upon some segment -2-p21
Seldom speak -23-p12Seldom strangers -S88-p7
Celestial symptoms -5-p107
Selected statements -7-p7
Selfcontentment instead of seeking
Self-denial shrinks our (swollen) sense of entitlement
selfimprovement -F91-p32
-22-p67; -S89-p64
Self-discipline necessary to sustain civilization
Selfishly selected - EN Oct. 80
can survive surging selfishness -23-p75
Selfishly sought -25-p116
Selfishness also shrinks the soul -11-p65
Selfishness and sensuality -23-p4 Selfishness first scalds -11-p65
Selfishness, for instance, is made to stare eye to eye,
Selfishness is the social equivalent of heedless
at the substantive requirements of the second
strip-mining -5-p34
commandment -19-p47/48
Selfishness of sensuality -3-p71 Selfishness surges -12-p34; -EN Oct. 78
Selfish scurrying -22-p12
a Selfish, sickly sort -8-p74
Selfish society -11-p58; NE June 79
in a Selfish society, citizens are antagonists -11-p59
Selfish survival - NE Apr. 78
of Self is slow and unspectacular - NE May 71
Self-pity, that sludge in which sin sprouts -F91-p32
Self-serving secularism -23-p171
Semantical sport -3-p32
Semantical sweat -3-p32
Semantic shorthand -8-p99
Cemetery of sameness -9-p97
Sends a scorching signal -25-p24 Sends selfishness surging -F94-p34
Sensation of speed -9-p71
our Sense of belonging growl in spite of our sense of
separateness, for his teachings stir
our
souls - EN Oct. 80
Sense of sameness -8-p52
Sense of slavery -1-p9
Sense of supreme service -11-p60
in one Sense, their stake in our success -5-p41
a flagship were Sending signals to other ships -10-p20 Send skeptics -8-p86
Senior saints -3-p9 Sensation-seeking society sought -5-p33
Sensed the significance -S96-p69 Senseless search - EN Feb. 86
Senseless slaughter of which Shiz was a part - EN Aug. 78
Senseless subordination - BYU 77 -p179
Sense of certitude - NE Feb. 75 Sense of shoulder-shrugging -10-pxii
Sense of slavery -1-p9 Sense of security -7-p46; EN Oct. 78
Sense of self-sufficiency -9-p13; -10-p6; -13-p80
Sense of selfsufficiency among the citizenry -11-p124
Sense of separateness -11-p11 Sense the shortfall and are qenuinely striving -25-p49; -F95-p22
Sense the significance -13-p13 Sensible submittal -5-p110
Sensing even on such a small scale -2-p28 Sensing skill -1-p84
Sensitive in sharing -27-p-32
Sensitivity to sin -10-p34
Sensual and secular stimuli - EN June 96
Sensuality is sadness -6-p31
Sensual life ... a sure shortcut to the shrivelling of the
soul - NE June 79
Sensually selfish -11-p59
Sensual satisfaction -6-p17
a Sensual, secular society -17-p61
Sensual selfishness -5-p37
Sensual souls -5-p37; -6-p18
Sensual surcharge for rendering service -27-p77
Sensual things sublimate spiritual things -2-p28
Sensual use of status -2-piii
Sensuous or selfish -3-p21
Sensuous society -4-p11
Sensuous souls -4-p11
Sent a shudder of sorrow -8-p76 Sentinel scriptures -16-p134
Sentries over society -7-p38
Sentry of self -S75-p101
Centuries of silence -S86-p35
Separates the sin -25-p8
Sequence and succession of sacred ordinances -20-p132 Sequence should not suggest an absence of struggle -16-p6
Serene surroundings -9-p125
Serenity and security -10-p40
Serenity of surrender -16-p159 Serenity that stands in stark contrast -11-p10
Serial sermons -27-p120
Serious about stretching our souls in this second
Serious and sincere -8-p72
estate -S76-p27Serious and steady -7-p6 Seriously and sincerely, should then be shared -5-p72
Seriously searched the sermons -8-p61
Seriously seek -14-p79
Seriously sorry -12-p102; NE June 79
Seriously speak -5-p37
Seriously studying the scriptures -16-p92
Serious scale -8-p85
Serious scientist -13-p67
Serious social EN Oct 04 –p26
Serious shortfall -26-p55
Serious sinners -9-p102
(no) Serious student of the scriptures -8-p43; -25-p12 Serious students -17-p64
Serious study -F83-p55
Serious symbolism -15-p22

Serious work of salvation -8-p90 Sermon in sainthood -S83-p11
Sermons of silence -23-p132
Certain sophistication -9-p5
Certain soul seems -4-p69
Certain special suffering -11-p32
Certitude is also sometimes seen as smugness -23-p62 Certitude, strength, serenity, and a healthy self-esteem
and self-control - EN Mar. 83
the Serpent became the symbol for Satan because
Serpent is a symbol of Satan -8-p87
the serpent was "more subtle." -9-p27
Servants of sin -9-p45 Serve as "secondary sufferers." -25-p95
Served selflessly -11-p65
Served the Savior so well in the Sinai -14-p44
Serviceable scientific method -DS-p5
Service in selfish societies -11-p53
Service softens -11-p65
Service that springs from serenity -9-p77
Serving Satan -5-p21 Serving simultaneously -24-p71; EN Jan. 97
Servitude in service -11p66
Servitude to sin -19-p53
Set off sharply -14-p108
Set sincerely -4-pviii
Set standards -8-p71 Settled in his soul -12-p123
Settled soul -10-p75 Settled spiritually -22-p3
Settled will surmount the challenge of secularism in this summer of secularism -13-p86
Settle us spiritually -25-p63
Pseudo-sophisticated society -17-p45
Several LDS scholars suggest -23-p30
the Several, sacred steps cannot be skipped -S91-p89
Several scriptures -21-p44; -26-p84
Several stern –EN Oct. 04 –p26
Severe scourging -S87-p72
severe slipping - EN Oct. 78
Severe stumbling -21-p39, p85
painfully Severing pride from the soul -F87-p31
when Sex satiates a society as it did Sodom -2-p10
Sex-saturated society -3-p59; - Ins. Aug. 70 Shades of Sodom -9-p80
Shaken and stumbled -8-p31
Shaky start -9-p106
Shallow sorrow -F91-p31
Shall see the salvation -27-p59
Shame scalds the soul -27-p50
Shape our souls -16-p150
Shapes a soul - S82 -p39
Shape society -5-p11; EN Aug. 78
Shape us significantly -F96-p21 Shaping significance -20-p62
Shaping sound -S78-p10
Shared service of its citizens -25-p92
Shared suffering -23-p83
Sharpening our sensitivity -9-p36
Sharpen our sensing of the sulphurous sins -6-p36
Sharpen such skills –13-p11
a Sharp slackening of standards - EN Oct. 74
Sharp spiritual memories -24-p87Shattered and sobbing -3-p60
Shattered sound -S82-p39
Shatteringly senseless -7-p54
Shedding of selfishness -20-p93 Shedding the sources of stress -22-p26
She had sinned seriously -14-p79 if She knows how special she is amid her particular
surf of circumstances -23-p159-60
She stretches the souls of others -S93-p11 Sheltered from the storms of life in the sanctuary -11-p55
Shepherd simultaneously reached -24-p25 Shepherds, not sheepherders -14-p21; -15-p53
the Shepherd would be smitten and the sheep
Sherem was very scholarly and knew the scriptures -10-p95
scattered -14-p99
She stretches the soul of others -S83-p11
Sheared off by sharp selfishness -F90-p15
Shearing season -S88-p9
not Shear off selfishness -F90-p15
Shed our selfishness -F90-p15 Shielded from stimuli -1-p47
Shifting superstructure -13-p54 Shifts sharply in style -4-pviii
Shiver of the soul -14-p121; -F81-p10
Shock of being sold into slavery -11-p40
Shorn of such external support systems - EN Apr. 85 Short and sharp -23-p112
Short-fall of secularism - EN Oct 74
Shortfalls in the style and substance -9-p37
Shortfalls, struggles and strivings -15-p95 Short safe steps -5-p19
Short span -25-p96; -27-p83
Short spans of spiritual attention -27-p57
Short supply -F94-p34
Short-term satisfaction, a satisfaction that may
Should allow to seep into the marrow of their souls -25-p112
soon sour -5-p9
Should be stern, sweet sentries -11-p64
Should similar circumstances come -27-p35
Shoulder-shrugging -25-p52
Shoulder-shrugging acceptance, but instead, Shoulder-shrugging salute -20-p63
shoulder-squaring -F95-p24
Shoulder squaring -25-p52
Shoulder squaring and not shoulder shrugging -20-p125
Shouldn't surprise us that such spiritual events are
Should savor the supernal substance of revelations - EN Aug. 86
mocked -16-p36
Should sober us with sweetness - EN July 75Shouted summation to those not stirred by the still
small voice -20-p78
Shout shrilly - EN July 76
Shown to our stateroom -9-p6
Shrine of sensualism -23-p75
Shrinkage in the circles of our spiritual significance
-23-p134
Shrink from submission -23-p114
Shrinking of one's significance - EN Feb. 86

Shrinking of soul -7-p40
not Shrink the circumstances of freedom, the size of
the circle in not the sole measure of social
well-being -S93-p76
Shrivels the soul -6-p12
Shrunken by selfishness -10-p115
Shrunken by studying the scriptures -9-p74/75
Shy about strategic truths -8-p42
Shyness you spoke of in school -8-p24
Sibling sense -5-p78
Sickening sin -F91-p31
Sick from her sensual searchings - EN Feb. 86
Sickness of spirit -8-p20
Sick societies seldom suffer from just one disease
but rather experience several (illnesses)
sicknesses simultaneously -3-p60; -Ins. Aug. 70
Sigh of the soul -12-p62
Sights, sounds, and smells -6-p30
Signal that spiritual surgery is underway -F87-p31
Significantly a sustained Christ-centered society -7-p5 Significantly and subsequently -27-p9
Significantly strengthened -16-p132
Significantly, submissiveness -25-p33
Significant numbers of some sober scholars Significant scolding - EN Jan. 92
- EN July 76
Significant scriptural elaboration -S83-p54 Significant selfishness -5-p33
Significant service -20-p90
Significant share -11-p73
Significant spirituality -1-2p120; -23-p127 Significant step -7-p43
Significant spiritual development, the end for which all Significant spiritual thrust -4-p62
serious disciples are to strive -18-p105
Significant sway -23-p99
Sign of stubborn self-indulgence -27-p76
Sign seekers -17-p58
Signs of our self-sufficiency -20-p93
Silent certitude -19-p56
Silent shout - F89-p82Silhouette of self-interest or sin -4-p70
Silhouette stands -27-p129
Silly situation -9-p71 Silo of self-interest -4-p24
Similarly a tiny stretch of sand -27-p32
Similarly, stressing chastity constitutes - NE May 71 Similarly struggling - EN Apr. 93
Similarly, the scriptures contain sobering words -23-p185
Similar situation -27-p101
Similar sorrow and solitude -15-p89
Similar stumbling -21-p27
Simon who stood on the shore -3-p11
Simple and summational -27-p1115
Simple and specific -7-p54
Simple and stunning -25-p76
Simple, sincere sentence -5-p63 Simple story -2-p47
Simplest step -23-p101
Simple, stunning secrets - such as those God Shared with
Enoch, et al -S86-p36
Simple to substitute -9-p97
Simplicity of the saving messages - NE Aug. 71
Simply highlight some things that sometimes seem
Simply indiscriminately stockpiling a silo of truths -4-p4
to be ignored -8-p92
Simply serving -22-p6Simply shouts -9-p113
Simply speechless -10-p112
Simply stated -3-p75
Simmply stays on square one -27-p41
Simply suffer -23-p173
Simply surrender(s) -S91-p91; -F91-p32
Simply surviving -10-p100
Simply swell
Simply too strange -25-p77
Simulated and secular -12-p26
Simultaneously "compassed about" and surrounded
Simultaneously, selfishness -5-p68
by secularism with its strange, mutual liberalism -4-p33
Simultaneously serving - EN Aug. 86
Simultaneous surrender -F94-p36
Sinai a senseless sojourn -21-p38 Sinai of secularism -S96-p68
Sinai Sentinel -S82-p39
Sinais of stretching -27-p36
when Sincere and significant, those satisfactions only last
for a season -19-p46
Sincerely seek -8-p55 Sincerely striving -F88-p31; -F92-p66; EN Mar 98attack ... by Sincere, scurrying, secular soldiers is
Sincere secularism - EN Oct. 74
sometimes gallant but seldom effective - EN Oct. 75
Sincere secularism can sometimes move men - NE Oct 73
brought to bear by Sincere secularists - EN Oct. 74
Sincere secular prophets - NE May 71
Sincere, secular solutions -3-p69; -27-p13
Sincere seeker after celestial culture - EN July 76
Sincere striving and seeking -12-p17
Sincerity seems so very basic -8-p72
Since smugness stifles the process of spiritual growth,
smugness is likely to be shattered -26-p
have Since sought sanctuary -7-p59
Since students learn so much from each other, the
Since suffering -8-p92
selection of peers is as significant an act as the
selection of professors - EN Oct. 75
Sinful sensation -6-p16
Sinful soul - NE June 79
Single sinew - EN June 96
Single solitary straight -7-p26
Single source -15-p27 Single spectacular act -11-p60
Single standard - EN Feb. 86
Singular and spectacular -7-p6
Singularly sanctified -23-p181 single sudden act –13-p18

Sinking ship -11-p53
Sinless, and sensitive Soul -S85-p73; EN Dec. 86
Sinners are so much the same in their sadness -8-p52
it is Sinners who reflect such a stale sameness
Sin resistant strain of souls -S75-p101
- BYU 95-96 -p147
Sins are symbiotic -4- p37
Sin scalds the tasebuds of the soul -13-p73
Sin sinks us into sameness -7-p42
Sins of secularism -4-p32
Sin strikes all men with the plague of sameness -6-p19
Sins of Sodom -6-p230; -9-p7 Sins to move in squad, not in solitude -4-p37
Siren songs -9-p2
Sister scriptorians -16-p133
Sit amid a symphony of sound -16-p5
Sitting and staring at slopes can make them into stern
Sitting side by side -8-p11
a Situation of scorn or shame -10-p12
Situation of standardlessness -8-p57
Situations of stress - EN Feb. 79; BYUD-76-p198
Sinew as well as sweetness -11-p80
Sizable scale -27-p31
Size scope and strategic situation -1-p21
Skeptical of slogans and shortcuts -IE Nov. 69
Skeptical scholarship -21-p5
Skeptical scientist -16-p171
Skepticism starts with some -8-p18
Sketchy similarities -15-p99
Skills for survival -9-p60
Skills, strengths, and sweetness -9-pv
Skimming over the surface of the scriptures - EN Apr. 81
Skipping a sentence -16-p157
Sky of secularism -9-p70
Slackening of standards -12-p97 our Slackness and our silence -9-p41
Slackness concerning seemingly small sins -S95-p68 Slackness in the safeguard system of sentries -12-p81
Slack or sluggish -24-p118
Slack servant -16-p113
Slavish sensation sekers -26-p82
Sliding down the slope, though perhaps at a slower
Sliding into sensuality -3-p21; -NE Aug. 71
pace -S93-p77
Slight slide of the soul -5-p34
Slight swaying -26-p101
Sliver of time skews - NE May 71
Sloshing around in sentiment -9-p5
Sloth or sins -8-p35
Slow and stressful or sudden -25-p6
Slowing the speed -8-p49
Slowly sucks out the marrow of self-esteem -F92-p67 Slow of speech -14-p48
Slow or stragglers -S76-p26
can cause Slow spiritual suicide -1-p65
Slowness of speech -7-p14; -11-p46
Sludge which is sweeping society -F96-p21
Slumps into a Sadducean stance -9-p17
the worst Slum of all - the slum of the human spirit, for
many students and citizens are starved for earned
self-esteem - EN Oct. 78
Slums of the secular world -S86-p35
the Slums of the spirit created by spreading secularism -S95-p67
in this Small city the strong seek to strengthen -7-p22 Smaller scale -9-p46; -11-p20; -16-p42; -26-p62
Smaller sins -S95-p67 Smallness of soul -7-p39, p49
Small, satanic sea breeze -8-p79; - EN July 76
Small scale - EN Apr. 97
on our Small scale, submission includes not shrinking -23-p3
Small scale suffering if we are meek, will sink into
the very marrow of the soul -S97-p12
Small sifting -25-p128
Small significance -9-p47
Small sins spread -S95-p68
Small slights -23-p55
Small sparks struck by the flint of frustration -24-p91 Small, sparsely populated stage - EN Dec. 86
Small spiritual stirrings -8-p18 Small springs, streams -27-p71
Small storehouse for use in their seasons of
soul searching -23-px
Small strides -S82-p39
Small strip of sand -F84-p9
Small stupidities -12-p78
Small, sweet salients -9-p91
Smile instead of a scowl -27-p71
to Smile or to sneer -8-p96
Smoothed by the soil of service -S75-p102
Smoothness in their speaking -7-p41
Smooth words slide off the soul so easily -11-p81
Smug skeptics -S88-p7
not Snapped into shape -S90-p34
Soaked in selfishness -5-p34
Soak the sacrifice and saturate the kindling, to
structure the confrontation is such a dramatic
manner -11-p112
Sober and spiritual -8-p46
Sobering and sweeping -10-p6
Sobering but simple -10-p105
Soberingly specific -16-p143
Sobering scene -22-p13
Sobering solitariness which is selfishness -20-p63
Sobering stuff -23-p84
Sober scene - EN Mar. 95
Social stratification - NE July 72 Social status -5-p82
Social stewardship -11-p72
Social sum -2-p13
Societal scapegoat -4-p33
Societal successes -8-p88
Society is not static -8-p57
notice that Society is sick in sufficient time -11-p125
Society like Sodom that was swamped in
Society of sin -7-p27
sexualism -5-p9
Society of Sodom -6-p6
Society of spectators - EN Oct. 75
where will Society seek shelter from the
Society's increasing slide towards pleasure seeking brings
storms? In the sagebrush? -9-p12
our so-called civilization comparatively closer to
Eden -F82-p68
Society's scoffing and scolding -9-p67
Society's supervisors - EN Oct. 78

Sierras -9-p43

Sodom than to

Society suffers -S95-67
Sociological and sensual -27-p119
Socrates in Samaria -20-p43; EN June 84
Socrates of Samaria -14-p8; EN Dec. 86
Socrates who strode in Samaria - BYU - 77- p178
Sodom and her sister cities -6-p26
Sodom-like societies -23-p74
Sodom on several scrolls -6-p5 Sodom openly strengthened -6-p25
Sodom using scriptures and supposings -6-p6
Sodomites simply sought pleasure -4-p11
Sodomites sought some fresh sensation, some new
Soften us and sweeten us -11-p39
sensual experience -6-p16
the Soil of the second estate -20-p13
Soil of self-pity -19-p98
So in savoring these scriptures - EN Dec. 78 So I see some sad-faced members -8-p19
So is coping with sustained stress subtly present in
Solar system of sense -8-p85
seeming routineness -S90-p34
not Solely to scold -8-p29; -12-p9
Solemn significance -7-p25
Solemn stillness -2-p50; -3-p60; Ins. Jul. 70 Sole security -14-p83
Solitary and stern path -15-p46 Solitary cell of selfishness -S85-p71
Solitary salvational path -3-p19; - NE Aug. 71
Solitary Samaritan -F87-p31; BYUD-90-91-p109
Solitary seclusion -14-p69
Solitary cell of suffering -11-p36
Solitary souls -25-p92 Solitary status -1-p8
Solitary sums -2-p7 Solitary system -10-p119
Solo skills -1-p134 Solve society's pressing problems -2-p13
Solving society's problems -25-p14
So many secular solutions are really soothing slogans; there
is no real substance to them -8-p23
Some are slow to respond to reproof -23-p162
Some feel safest staying smugly on the secular shore,
p56
Some have been too slow to see - EN Oct. 78
Somehow second-class citizens -12-p46
Somehow survived -11-p9
Some latter-day scoffers -13-p80
Some of that special stress - EN Feb. 79
Someone seems to surpass us spiritually -12-p118; EN Aug. 81
Some say the scale of suffering -23-p82
Some seasons -10-p90
Some seconds are so decisive that they shrink the
Some secular scholars struggle - EN July 76
soul, while other seconds are spent so as to
stretch the soul -8-p77; BYU 76 -p255
Some seek to substitute Ceasars for Christ -S76-p26
Some seem to find no succor -7-p25
Some seem to speak -9-p37
Some serenity -9-p63
Some serenity in the second estate -10-p3 Some shortcut way without some suffering -14-p31
Some significant sucess to serve more students - NE Oct. 73
Some similarities are situational - EN Aug. 86;
BYU 85-86 -np
Some situations -27-p116
Some situations simply -5-p100 Some slackening -8-p97
Some social stigma - S94-p88
Some sore suffering -23-p83
Some stinging and sarcastic language -F84-p10
Some struggle -26-p87
Some suddenness -27-p16
Some suffering seems -8-p92
Some supposed or short-term human successes -25-p15 Something solid -27-p48
Something special -10-p117
Something specific -5-p73
Something sufficiently strong -9-p55
Something surprisingly simple - Pam. -p1 not Something we can shoulder and then stand still -8-p75
Some thus "stake out space" as a means of saying,
Sometimes a spur -25-p36
"I am." -23-p56
Sometimes from sadness -7-p52 Sometimes in such situations we are truly surprised -8-p34
we Sometimes know more spirituality than we can
Sometimes scolding occurs that is later shown to be
tell, simultaneously, in scholarly terms - EN July 76
unjustified -11-p119
Sometimes severly -27-p70
Sometimes sharing -5-p41
Sometimes sorely -F88-p31
Sometimes, stranded souls -2-p6 Sometimes stressful situations -F88-p31
Sometimes stupid -23-p81
Sometimes suffer -11-p36 (2);
Sometimes surprised by the sudden surf
Sometimes the spotlights will be searchlights -BYU 77 -p176
of circumstances -13-p121
Some very stubborn sheep -16-p29
Somewhat similar situations -4-p67
Somewhere on the spiritual spectrum -9-p50 Some will be sprayed by the surf -3-p3
Some will come to see and to survey - EN July 76
So much for Satan's integrity and sincerity -14-p71
the Sonic boom of sexualism is sending
presence of The Son in spite of the stormy
sharp shudders of selfishness throughout
seasons -14-p103
our society -5-p9
So often Satan seeks the shepherd -6-p25
Soon be a slackening sense of service -7-p22
Soon slackens in giving service -25-p111 Soon sours -14-p85
Soon strips itself of the sense of science - EN July 76 Soon squeezes -26-p57
Soothing slogans -8-p23
Soothing symphony -21-p98
Soon we may see such situations -15-p69
Sophisticated selfishness is still selfishness -11-p60
Sophisticated skills -5-p107
Sophisticated steward -6-p6
Sophisticated the society - Ins. Aug. 70
Soprano sadly surveyed -5-p38 Sorrow and suffering carve cavities in the soul -19-p11

scorning -16-

Sorrowful sentimentality -25-p15 So Satan strove -14-p71
So, secularism simply seems - EN Oct. 74 So shown and so stretched -S85-p71
So spread out on the spectrum -16-p52
So swollen with sorrow and self-concern - EN Apr. 93
So the seismograph of the soul -9-p49
Sought-for spiritual status -19-p50
Sought solace -16-p83Soul-cry on the cross -S85-p73
Soul must be scalded by shame -12-p102
Soul scabs -3-p50
Souls can be stirred and rallied by real hope's
"reveille" -26-p73
Soul scars -4-p72; - NE May 71; BYUD-71-72-p4
Soul scout -9-p61
Soul shivers -14-p108; -15-p44 Soul's salvation -12-p87
Souls swell -8-p65
Souls to be saved - NE May 71
Soul stretching -8-p34; -18-p17, 105; -19-p90
Soul-stretching season - EN July 82
soul surgery -27-p58
Souls were sorely stretched in service -10-p114
Souls whom sensuality has shrunken into
ciphers -12-p99
Souls who spun off -10-p114
the Sound of a still small voice -7-p58
Sounds and shadows -16-p10
Sounds of sweet sobbing -F86-p59
Sounds so structured -8-p33
Sounds stern -23-p154
Sounds which sent feelings soaring -20-p143
Source of security -1-p123
Source of sin -7-p44 Source of stimulation, stability, -2-34
Source of strength – EN Oct 04 –p28
Source of succor -8-p84
dry up other Sources of suffering sooner -8-p92
soured into cynicism and sarcasm -27-p57
Sour notes are lost amid a symphony of
Sovereign sense -4-p5
salvational sounds -20-p119
Span and significance - EN Apr. 93
life Span is spent in small groups -1-p98
Spa of selfishness -21-p101
Spare us that shrinkage -F88-p32
Sparkle with celestial sense -F96-p21
Sparkling substitutes -20-p10
Spartanizing of the soul -10-pxi Spasms of slaughter - EN Aug. 78
Spasm(s) of selfishness -10-p115; -21-p96; Spatial significance -5-p122
-22-p13; -F90-p16
Spaulding's writings lack doctrinal and spiritual substance,
Spawned and spread -9-p2
through a few see very scattered similarities in
"story lines." -24-p62
Speak to us in sepulchral and sombre tones -Ins. Jul 70 Spears of sin -11-p33
Special sense -7-p13 Special sermon - EN Jan. 92
Special significance -8-p88; IE Nov. 69
a Special silence that shouts -6-p26
allowing His Special Son to suffer and to be Special souls -S90-p35
sacrificed -S89-p64
Special spirits -12-p18
Special spiritual sensitivity -S78-p10
Special, spiritual stimulus -21-p10
Special status -27-p110
Special summer of circumstances –13- p17
a Speck of sand in the suburbs -27-p32
Spectacular summation -19-p116
Spectrum of styles -9-p120
Speaking spontaneously - EN Jan. 92
Speak of suffering -8-p25
Speaks synonymously of the saints -10-p93
Special silence that shouts -6-p34 Special and sometimes surprising -4-p74
Special quotes are bettered shared than stored -23-p26 Special service as a scribe - EN Jan. 97
Special services -11-p99
Special societies -5-p106
Special status -23-p123
Special surge -19-p46
Specifically succors -26-p38
Specific service -4-22 Spectacular surprise - NE Aug. 71
Speed safely -5-p109 Spend themselves in sulking instead of seeking -7-p59
Spikes of suffering and stress -27-p88
Spiralling selfishness -5-p33, p34 Spirit in Sodom -5-p33
Spirit of sacrifice -S75-p102
Spirit of self-sufficiency -15-p65
Spirit of self-sufficiency is never stronger -9-p104
Spirit of stewardship -4-p51
Spirit of the Lord ceased striving with Sodom -6-p24 Spirit siblings -22-p31
the Spirit stimulates -23-p42
the Spiritual and the sensual -1-p64
Spiritually safe -S87-p71
Spiritually sensitive -22-p44
Spiritually settled -23-p165; -S87-p72(2); -F92-p66
Spiritually significance – 13- p14 -23-p12; EN Jan. 97
Spiritually significant -23-p127; -F96-p21; -27-p75
Spiritually sophisticated -19-p111
Spiritually speaking -23-p99
Spiritually standardless society - EN Oct. 78 (2)
Spiritually submissive -16-p13; -20-p11, p94; -25-p5; Spiritually submissive until our will is swallowed -27-p77
-S88-p9; -S92-p38; -26-p12
Spiritually successful -19-pix; BYUD-86-87-p53,54
Spiritually symmetrical way -11-p82
Spiritual sacrifice -23-p13
Spiritual sanctification -27-p24
Spiritual satisfaction -22-p7
Spiritual scattergram -23-p129
Spiritual scheme -23-p12
Spiritual scope and significance -1-7-p65
Spiritual sense(s) -11-p83; -22-p71
Spiritual sensibility -20-p74; -27-p50

Spiritual sensitivities - EN June 96
Spiritual settlements -24-p120
Spiritual shortfalls -23-p66
Spiritual signals -F89-p85
Spiritual significance -19-p111; -20-p30; -22-p129;
Spiritual silence is a school -BYU 1976 - p193
-23-p168
Spiritual skills are thus strengthened -11-p20 Spiritual slackness -13-p102
Spiritual soil -15-p2 Spiritual soliloquy -S85-p72; EN Dec. 86
Spiritual sophistication -14-p88; -17-p4
Spiritual space -27-p885
Spiritual spectrum - Ins. Aug. 70
Spiritual spinach -F82-p68
Spiritual spunk -F94-p36
deaf to Spiritual sounds also sits unnoticing amid
Spiritual spectrum -3-p59
a different kind of symphony -16-p58
Spiritual speechlessness -11-p61 Spiritual spine -F94-p35
Spiritual spunk -26-p27(2)
Spiritual spur -23-p191; -25-p59; -S97-11 Spiritual sprouting -8-p88
Spiritual stability -8-p25
Spiritual standard(s) - EN Oct. 78; -27-p51
Spiritual statesmanship -5-p25 Spiritual staying power -23-p109
Spiritual staying power requires strength -20-p126
Spiritual stillness -22-p81
Spiritual strength -9-p43; -11-p40
Spiritual stimulation -22-p76
Spiritual submission -23-p165
Spiritual submissiveness -16-p45, p137, p141, p142, p145, p150, p158; -17-p8(2); -20-p2, p12, p100, p106, p141; -22-p104; -23-p68; -24-p106; S83-p11; -S85-p70, p71, p73; -S87-p70; EN June 84; EN Dec. 86; -26-p6; EN Mar 98Spiritual substance -11-p74; -27-p120
Spiritual summary -10-p32
Spiritual superiority -2-p8
Spiritual superiors -S96-p70; F97-p22
Spiritual support -3-p63
Spiritual surf -23-p5
Spiritual surrender -22-p78
Spiritual survivors -16-p83
Spiritual symmetry -9-p36; -11-p55, p111; -12-p61; -14-p97; -20-p94; -22-p71; -23-p48; -S90-p34; -S95-p68;
EN Oct. 80; EN June 96 (2); -27-p24
Spiritual swing -27-p10
Spiritual symmetry were somehow visibly reflected
Spiritual symmetry is somewhat hidden - EN June 96
- EN June 96
Spiritual synergy -22-p24
in Spite of our sense of separateness -11-p9
Splended, self-revelatory -2-p4
Splendid sermonette - EN Jan. 92 Splendid strangers -1-p83; -3-p18; -8-p48
Splendid supplemental insights -4-p9
Splendid symmetrical balance -14-p79
Splendor springs -7-p49
Spoken only sparingly -9-p111
Spoken of some of the specific signs -11-p123
Spoken to the sorrowful -27-p72
Spoken with simplicity -3-p32
Spoke only several sentences - EN Apr. 93 Sponge of selfishness quickly soaks up everything
in sight -19-p6; BYU 86-87 -p55
Sprayed by the surf -3-p3
Spreading shadow of sensuous secularism -16-p143
Spring out of senates -9-p5
Sprout and spread -26-p73
Sprouted and endured for a season and then stopped
short -27-p99
Sprout spiritually -22-p109
Spurn Satan -9-p2
Spurs to spirituality -1-p83
Spurts of service -12-p3
Squarely at those with a sad unsettlement of soul -F96-p22
Square with the scriptures -23-p17
Squeeze and spin spiritual things -27-p119
Squeezes out some of our selfishness -12-p29
Squeezing spirituality -25-pix
Stagger the soul -27-p37
mortal Stage we do see some special -26-p57
Stalling serious self-improvement -1-79
Stammeringly but smilingly -23-p100
Standardless society -8-p21; -9-p80; EN Oct. 78 (2)
His Standards not secular standards -9-p5 Standing sermons -F80-p15
Standing still in its standards -8-p63
Stand like sentinel scriptures -16-p79
Stared uncomprehendingly with slit-eyed Skepticism -F86-53
Started serving -S82-p37
on a Startling night the thoughtful soul can have
Startling sound of a single rifle shot -16-p10
an inkling, though on a very small scale -18-p87
Start scrubbing my soul -9-p30 Startled step -27-p58
Start, suggesting something -10-p35
Starving children have swollen bellies and sick societies
Strivings and struggles and setbacks - EN Mar. 83
may not seem sick if viewed superficially -11-p125
the State spills and spreads -9-p9 for the State to seek to supplant the family subtly -9-p8
Statistical shout -4-p9 Statistics shout -5-p3
a Statusful place in the secular synagogue -S85-p70
Status of their souls -5-p78
Status seeking -14-p117; -F81-p9 Status structure -10-p27
Status without service -8-p12
Stays the same -10-p92
Steadfastly supports -16-p24
Steadfastness-swerving -3-p21
Steadily out of the swamp of self-indulgence and
Steadily seek their cessation -7-p54

self-pity -S95-p67
Steadily sucks out one's spiritual bone marrow -26-p67
Steady secretions of selfishness -23-p47
a Steady, spiritual state -23-p181
Steady, spiritual submissiveness -23-p102 Steady state -12-p80
Steady streams -12-p7 Stench about Sodom -6-p11
Step-by-step struggle -16-p88
Stepping stone -5-p72
Steps toward sainthood -12-p77 Stereotyped religion is not a significant source of such
data -21-p86
Stereotyping of spiritual individuals -16-p100
Stereotyping the source -14-p85
Stern snd specific -27-p49
Stern but sweet seventh commandment
Stern sayings of the Savior -14-p108
- NE June 79; EN Feb. 86
Stern seasons and storms -F88-p32
Stern sentinels - NE Apr. 78; BYU 76 -p199
Stern sounding -23-p36
Stern sovereignty of selfishness -20p65
Stern specifications -21-p85
Stewardship of self -3-p14
Striding secularism -25-p13
Stiffens, not slackens, the spine -12-p49; F94-p35
Stiffns, not slackens, the spiritual spine -26-p74
Still carry some social stigma and legal sanction -S94-p88
Stilled by sin -9-p8
Stillness subdues the soul -22-p81
Still not shed -7-p26
Still others skim the scriptures -23-p185
Still sincerely sing osngs -26-p19
Still, some seem -8-p36
Still some things he could not share -27-p17
Still stress the same simple things-5-p21
Still such subtle mobs are a collection of silent proxy Still surrender to the sublime - EN July 75
givers -27-p14
Stimuli can be severe and sharp -20-p119 Sting of his sayings -7-p12
Sting of the scourging -25-p127 Stir our soul(s) -10-p108; -11-p9
Stirred by the Spirit -7-p26
Stirring and ahaking -27-p23
Stirrings of the Spirit, something to be
"spiritually discerned" - EN Dec. 86
Stirings will swirl -27-p11
Stirs the soul -20-p67 Stirs us sufficiently -5-p43
Stockpiling of statistics -10-p4 Stomach was so severely swollen -S96-p70
Stone of stumbling -21-p3
Stony stares -7-p31
Stopped steering -5-p37
Stop something -11-p64
Stop sustaining -10-p73
Storehouse of self-esteem -8-p30; -10-p37; -12-p10
Storehouse of spiritual experiences may be smaller
Strain of similarities running through the scriptures -10-p91
simply as a function -IE Nov. 69
Strains of singing -11-p8
Stranded souls -11-p23
Strange and sad state - EN Aug. 78
Strange as it seems, some -23-p154
Strangers to suffering -23-p5
Strange stirrings -7-p14
Strategic sense -8-p82 Strategic shift -8-p72
Statregic signposts - EN July 76 Strategic situation -3-p3, p21
tributary to the Stream of spirituality -F70-p94
a Streetful of splendid strangers -S83-p10
Strength and security -9-p39
Strengthen society -8-p99
Strength in support of His Saints -11-p17 tensile Strength in the tangled skein of skills -1-p2
Strength to spare -4-p51
Strength to survive -11-p39
Stresses simplicity - EN Oct. 74 who, Stressful but sufficiently meek, spoke -25-p77
Stressful situations -9-p66
Stressful sojourn -21-p43
Stressing sons' -5-p76 Stress on the seventh commandment is special - EN Feb. 86
Stretched by service -11-p66
Stretching of our frail spiritual muscles by stress
can strengthen the very sinews -19-p12
Stretching of our souls -11-p13 Stretching of the soul -5-p95
Stretching out sweetness is sometimes not enough;
Stretching second -9-p39
in certain situations - EN Oct. 80
Stretching sermons -18-p17
Stretching significance - EN Aug. 86
Stretch our souls -3-p82; -11-p28, p69; - EN July 76
Stretch the shy -11-p83
Stricken son -4-p68 Stricken suddenly -S96-p70
Strict obedience to specific spiritual laws -16-p88
Strict standard(s) -8-p56; -9-p128
Strident secularism -14-p114; -23-p100
Striding in the surf -9-p39
Strike suddenly -12-p88
Strikingly similar (they Say is) -20-p27; BYUD-68/69-11
Strikingly simple -17-p24
Striking but subduing sense -27-p129
Striking sameness -23-p48
Striking sensitivity -3-p59; - Ins. Aug. 70 Striking similarity -10-p96
Strive specifically -22-p52
Striving and struggling -19-p107
Striving to stay -9-p39
a Stroke that stretches -9-p125
Strong and spiritual -27-p102
Strong and stretching -27-p6
Stood on the swiming pool -27-p7
Stronger stimulants -3-p16
believe Strongly in skepticism -8-p77
Strong sense -21-p59 Strong simplicities -F85-p15
Strong strands -15-p63
Strong subsequently -9-p67

Strong stance -9-p36 Struggle less successfully - EN July 76
Struggle, with some success - Ins. Sept. 70 Stubbornly seeks -12-p71
Stubbornly skeptical -16-p53
Stubbornness of soul -9-p6
Stubborn selfishness -22-p8; F90-p14, p15
Structure or schedule of this second estate –13-p11
Student skills - NE Oct. 73
Students on such specific standards -8-p24 Studiously avoiding jarring us into spiritual sensibility -20-p74
Study is not a substitute for service, nor is Stumble simply -21-p83
serving a substitute for praying -8-p34
because of Stumbling blocks, some people simply and Stumbling over the scriptures -14-p82
sincerely throw in with prevailing scientism -21-p85-86
Stumbling, shortsighted, provincial humans -13-p89
Stunningly specific -8-p58
Stunning sameness of gross sinners -10-p43 Stunning simplicity -10-pxi
Stunning, spiritual highlands -21-p48
Stunning sucess -4-p5
Stunning sum -14-p60 Sturdy shield -24-p91, p100
Style and substance -15-p51
Sublime submissiveness -19-p11; -S85-p73
Subdue our selfishness -9-p68 Subduing reasons to submit and surrender -20-p53
Subduing surf -14-p11
Submissively serving -14-p19
Submissiveness of his son -14-p43
Submissive, self-negating role as the Savior -20-p16
Submissive soul -25-p131; -S85-p71
Submissive, suffering Jesus -23-p156
Submittal of the soul -12-p32
Subordinating ourselves to stimuli which will drive us,
oozing with self-pity -20-p92
Subsequently stress -S9-p34
Subsequent scatterings
Subsequent spiritual confirmation can come -16-p90
Subsequent stress -22-p70; EN Oct. 80
Subsequent structure -14-pxiii
Subsequent suicide -8-p7
Subsidize selfishness - EN Oct. 78
Substance and style -15-p51
Subtle and spiritual -8-p14
Subtle stages - EN Feb. 78
like the Subtle serpent spoken of biblically, this
Hydra surely and steadily bruises -25-p25
Subtle service -11-p54
Subtle source of strength -9-p77
Subtle state -27-p78
Subtle strongholds of selfishness -22-p14; -F90-p16
Subtly saps -25-p13
Subtraction of self -14-p21
a Substitute for service, but a spur thereto -11-p97
in the Suburbs somewhere short of the City of God -11-p3
Succeeding spiritually -23-p121; F70-p94
Successive sinning -10-p34
Succoring Savior -22-p67; -S89-p64
Succoring screen -11-p11
Succor or solace -13-p38
Succulent status -14-p20; -19-p7 Such a sacred and special thing -23-p89
Such a simple and straightforward setting - Ins. Jul. 70 Such saintliness will sustain us as we cross our Sinai -S96-p70
Such a scriptural stress on submissiveness - EN Sept. 93
Such a small step from self-pity -13-p94
Such as the spartan seminary teachers -F70p93
Such separation is sometimes necessary -7-p42
Such short supply -5-p39
Such shows would suggest - NE June 79
in Such situations, the substance conveyed is
significant -p27 -p95
Such societal supervisors -12-p34; -25-p17 Such spiritual submission -23-p2
Such spiritual submissiveness - EN Jan. 92 Such spiritual sense -27-p90
Such spiritual symmetry -27-p24 Such steadfastness! Such selflessness! -13-p101
Such stereotyping -10-p78
such stern circumstances –13-p19
Such stern sentinels - NE Apr. 78; BYU 76 -p199
Such striking similarities -3-p55; - Ins. Oct. 70
Such submissive stillness -S96-p70
Such superficiality cannot sustain -16-p10 Such symptoms –EN Oct 04 –p27
Such was the spiritual significance -19-p88
Suddenly seeing a shortcoming -5-p79
Suddenly shown -2-p9
Sudden sense of final separation -7-p62
Sudden shocks -14-p66
Sudden sunlight from a spiritual sunrise -5-p82
Sudden surge(s) -24-p109; EN Feb. 79
Sudden swoop -27-p12
Suffer because of sore sin -23-p65
Suffered similarly - EN Mar. 83
Sufferers are sensitive -13-p123 Suffering accounts for some of the sweat -26-p7
tossed about by Suffering as if by surf -12-p67
Suffering comes from sin and stupidity – 13-p7 - EN July 82
Suffering is the sweat of salvation -3-p42
Suffering secondarily -11-p33 our own Suffering seems small -27-p35
Suffering separates -9-p54
Suffering spread -27p-37
Suffering surely squeezes -16-p158
Suffice it to say, we are safe -11-p18
Sufficient field of specialized, spiritual scholarship -27-p121
Sufficiently learned and spiritually stable -10-p25
Sufficiently serious - EN June 96
Sufficiently settled - S87-p70
Sufficiently spectacular -13-p13
Sufficiently spiritual -10-p89
Sufficiently, spiritually -13-p3
Sufficient sense for us to strive -27-p25
Sufficiently strong -9-p30; -25-p28
Sufficiently submissive -20-p23; -25-p7
a Sufficient number of sin-resistant souls -S93-p77
sufficinet samples -27-p73
Sufficient sandpaper to smooth - EN Apr. 97

Sufficient serenity -8-p32
Sufficient strength to decapitate Shiz - EN Aug. 78
Sufficient submissiveness -20-p12
Suffocating secularism -14-p113
Suffocating selfishness -14-p17 Suffocating sentimentality -13-p30
Suggests a series of specific duties -10-p12 Suggest a stunning sample -16-p43
Suggesting something significant -26-p44 Suggesting the sometimes sedating role of
routineness -27-p16
Suggest the soul-searing -8-p56 Suitable standards -5-p76
Sulk and sink -9-p63 Summational simplicity -5-p21
Summational statement - EN Jan. 97
Summational strength -14-p29
Summational style of speech -2-p34
Summer of circumstances -F80-p15
Summer sun of such circumstances will scorch -25-p126
a Summertime is sufficient time to make significant
Summon up sweetness -9-p76
changes -5-p35
Sumo-sized -24-p29 Sumptuous spread -9-p28
Sunburst of celestial sense -5-p19a Sundered and several self - NE June 79
Sundered and several selves -12-p104
no Sunrises or sunsets because there is no Son -9-p70
Sun-scorched straight –13p-18
Superb scripturalist -10-p68
Superb selection of his special witnesses -S76-p27
Supurb sermon -26-p67
Superb statement -23-p104
Superficially saying "I am sorry" -25-p15
Superficially seize -12-p75
Superficial scrutiny -24-p56
Superficial sentiment -5-p64
Superficial service -11-p56
Superficial social settings -13-p32
Superficial solutions -3-p68
Superficial speculation -15-p99 Superficial sweetness -1-p105
Superior skill or strength -27-p81
Superlatives are too shallow -14-p119; -F81-p9
Supernal sacrifice - EN June 84
Supernal scene will not be solely on of shame -27-p68 Supernal setting -27-p67
Supernal spiritual experiences -13-p4; EN July 82
Supernal substance -19-pvii
Super sinners -9-p3; -27-p8
Supplied a surplus of opportunities for the
stretching of our souls -9-p34
Supplied not only the needed Savior but also a spiritual Supposedly savvy teens -S93-p76
safety net -21-p84
Suppose that a single skill -7-p53 Supreme sacrifice -14-p43
Surely not surprise -15-p30
Surely seek to snuff out real religion -11-p116
Surely seems so -16-p147
Surely superior -7-p18
Surely the Saints in such settings strengthen -8-p53
Sure spiritual samplings -20-p142
Surface of the windswept and sun-scorched straight
Surface sameness -1-p57
and narrow path -13-p18
his appetites are Surfeited, his satisfactions are
those Surfeited in sensualism produce sounds - talks 4 July 91
short-lived -25-p77
the Surf of secularism, therefore, seems so often
Surf of circumstance -S90-p34
to carry its sincere seamen against the rude
reefs of reality - EN Oct. 74
Surf of statistics -5-p8; -F74-p12; BYUD-74-p32
Surf of the centuries -S78-p11
Surge of selfishness -20-p95
Surgery of their souls -S91-p90
Surgery on thier sould -26-p60
Surge toward secularism -5-p32 Surging selfishness (that) presents us with a
sobering scene -11-p57; -22-p13; -F90-p16
Surge of selfpity -S86-p35
Surging individual selfishness -F90-p14
Surpassed by the sounds -10-p118
not Surprised by such sad developments -10-p24
Surprisingly short -25-p42
Surprisingly with such surrender -10-p120
Surrender superficially -16-p80 Surrender to sin -9-p67
Surrounded as we are by a sea of secularism - NE Oct. 73
major mistakes ... Surrounded by a bodyguard of smaller mistakes by lesser souls
- EN Aug. 78
Surrounded by sheaves -16-p171 Surrounded by souls -11-p34
Surrounding secularism -26-p71 surrounding secular skepticism –13-p18
Survival but not satisfaction -5-p73
Survive spiritually -5-p106; -9-p71; -S88-p8(2); EN Apr. 85;
-27-p17
Surviving spiritually -S93-p76 Surviving statement -15-p50
Survivors in a state of shock -26-p9
Susceptible to the shaping -S85-p71
Sustained stress subtly present in seeming routineness -22-p70
Sustain the social superstructure -5-p9
Sustain the soldier - EN Aug. 78
Swamp of self-pity - 19-p58
Swarm of stars -5-p122
Swaying seaweed -25-p121
Sweeping sermons -F86-p53; EN Aug. 78
Sweeping significance -13-p52 Sweep of scriptural history -10-p77
the Sweep of the scriptural history makes accessible
Sweep of the spirit -10-p77
the cumulative and "sad experience" of
yesterday's sinner -23-p185
Sweetness of service -5-p1
Sweetness of shared bread -14-p106
Sweet schooling -9-p34
Sweet sense of surrender -5-p1

Sweet-sounding slogan -9-p96 Swell skepticism - EN Apr. 93
Swiftly silence -12-p36
Swinging sons -5-p95
Swollen sea -F84-p9 a Swollen self -21-p100
a Swollen self is not sensitive and submissive -21-p100 Swollen with selfishness -F90 -p15
Sword of speciousness -3-p30; BYUD-71-72-p4
Psychological sanctuary -1-p88
Psychological size by keeping subordinates -4-p54
Symmetry in our spiritual makeup -10-p107
Symmetry of (our) soul(s) -13-p71;
Symmetry, not separateness -10-p58
-BYU Speeches 74 -p453
Symphonic sounds -13-p13
Symphonic strains of scriptural music -3-p72
Symphony of salvation -8-p63; -S76-p27
a Symphony of salvational sounds - talk Dec. 2, 1984
a Symphony of seers -10-p109 a Symphony of sound -16-p57
Symptoms in secularism -13-p38 Symptoms of something -5-p70
"Synagogue" of secularism -10-p9
Synchronization of the Spirit -23-p138 (2)
Syrupy sensualism - EN Oct. 74 the System is scarcely "social" in such a setting; likewise,
of the system scarcely
deserves the word Security - EN Oct. 78

the financial unsoundness

"T"
Tablespoon of truth -9-p98
Tacit truth -5-p32
Tactical tests -12-p115, p122
Tactical things -4-p47; -9-p129
Tactical touches -3-p68
Tactical toughness -12-p50
Tactical tragedy -4-p77
Tactical tribulation -14-p100, p101
Tactical truths -3-p68 Tailored His tutoring -S89-p63
Tainted task -9-p19 Tall timber -25-p88
Taken a terrible toll -F94-p34
Taken their terrible toll -15-p31
Take their toll -S82-p37
Taking their own temperature, asking themselves, "Am I
happy?" -11-p60
mankind's Talents and thoughts are enthralled with
Talk of truth -7-p40
things instead of truths -7-p45
Tallying the truths - NE Apr. 78 cannot Tame our technology without taming ourselves
- EN Oct. 74
Tame that technology because they cannot tame
Tame the technology - NE July 72
themselves by using the taming truths -4-p5
Tame the tongue-however tempting the tongue's
Taming our technology
target -4-p72
Taming the truths -11-p-16
Tantamount to tilting the trajectory -5-p109
Taught and touched -27-p96
Taught in temporal matters -7-p27
Taxing telestial traffic jams -24-p103
less Taxing the task -12-p29
Taxpayers are often paying at least twice to teach -EN Oct. 78
Teaching in the temple -15-p41 Teachings are transferable -3-p88
Teach truths -7-p24; -10-p60
Teach us the transcending truths "of things as they
really are..." -19-p68
Techniques and tactical things -5-p114
Tedious testimony - NE Apr. 78
Teeter at the edge of our trust -11-p36
Telestial theology -9-p17
Telestial time - S78-p11
Telestial traffic jams -F76-p12
Telling is teaching -5-p59
Tempering, of training -25-p68
Temper tantrums -23-p75
Temporize with temptations -14-p73
Temporizing tutor -4-p11
Temptation and trial are part of our toughening
tutorials -14-p91
Tempted to have traded off truth -5-p82
Tempting tradeoffs -10-p6
cling Tenaciously to the truth -5-p82
Tend and tutor -24-p92
Tendency to be topical -3-p68 Tenderly and telling -17-p90
Tenderly tutoring - EN Dec. 78 Tender talk -F80-p15
Tender tutor -8-p73 Tending the tree of testimony -16-p64
Tendon of truth -9-p7 Tendons of tenderness -10-p99
Tensile strength in the tangled skein of skills -1-p2
Tentativeness will replace truth - EN Oct. 78
in Terms of the trends of the time - EN July 76
Terms of truths -16-p75
Terrain one traverses that is the true test -13-p52
a Terrible price for that transitory taste -10-p7
Terrible thickets -10-p102
Terrible tragedies -2-p55
Terrible trends -9-p2; -S94-p88 Terrible trial -9-p54
Terrifying task -3-p88 Territory of testimony -8-p51
Testified to the truthfulness - talks 21 June 96
Testifies of our trust -7-p54
Testifies with his time as well as with
Testify to the transforming power of gospel truths -16-p139
tithing -S75-p102
Testify to the truthfulness of the gospel -16-p168
Testimonies in transcripts, trailing over time -8-p51
Textual truths -15-p26That these things are true -23-p40
That these times of tribulation -5-p106
know That the tempter's triad of tools, identified by Jesus
as temptation, persecution, and tribulation, will be
relentlessly used -F82-p68
That the time to try has come - the time to That they think -7-p16
testify -14-p11

That they themselves -7-p15
That throughout tribulation -11-p46
prepare ourselves for That time by thinking through
That treasure trove -F83-p54
- NE July 72
That triad of things -11-p91
The central tutorial theme - EN Aug. 86
accelerate Their transit times -9-p63
their tree of testimony –13-p17/18
The most tender tutorials - EN Aug. 86
cut Themselves off from all of those, then there
Theological terrace -3-p18; - NE Aug. 71
is trouble -S93-p78
Theological terrain -3-p32; IE Nov. 69
Theological thrust -9-p60
Theological thunderbolt(s) -9-p127; BYU 77 -178
Theological titillation -5-p40
Theological transit lounge -11-p105
Theological tremors -S76-p26
Theological truancy -4-p15
Theological turn - EN Oct. 78
Theology tends to produce -25-p78
Thermostats as to temptations -F96-p22
These transcending truths -19-p46(3)
These time troughs -10-p39
These truths are anything but trivial -15-p84 These two teaching things -13-p49
The tall timber of truth -F87-p33 The tapestry of truth -14-p118; -F81-p9; EN June 84
The tardy but truthful -8-p89
The Taylorian truth -2-p57
The tempering role of tribulation -14-p24 The temptation train -27-p42
The tempter's triad of tools are temptation,
persecution,and tribulation -25-p126; F82-p68
The tender times -S76-p27
The termination of time -10-p92
The terrace of time -5-p80
The terrain of temptation -5-p116
The terrain of truth - EN Aug. 86 The terrain one traverses which is the true test - BYU 82 -p18
The terrible tragedies -2-p55
The terrible tyranny of secondary and thirdly things -12-p26
The territory of truth - EN Oct. 75
The terror of that tunnel -9-p19
The thermostat of trial will soon be turned down -11-p48
The timbers of truth - EN July 76 (2)
The time of trial -16-p125
The theology of truth -8-p14
The theology truths -10-p58
The threshold of tongue - NE May 71
The tilt of the telestial -11-p2
not The tinker toys, but the temper tantrums -22-p4
The tips of other truths - EN Dec. 78
The titillation of TV talk shows -12-p98
The total translation time - EN Jan. 97
The tower of truth -8-p16
The toy of technology and turn it to more - EN Oct. 74 The transitory things -16-p40
The translator-- untrained in theology -S92-p38
The (a) tree of testimony -14-p76; - Ins. Nov. 70 (2)
The trek of treks -F88-p31; -27-p1
The tremendous temptations that came -S87-p71
gauge The trial and tribulation and temptation -10-p88 The trickle of theory - EN July 76
The truculent teenager -F87-p32 The true Tutor -13-p119
The truth in the transactions -7-p37
The truths about temples -S86-p35
The tunnel of time -9-p19
The turbulence of their thoughts -9-p39
The tutoring trail of tears -27-p54/5
The tyranny of trivia -12-p26
There is a truth here that one approaches tremblingly -5-p107
They are truly taught -7-p32
They take there trials in stride -23-p47
Think of these things -5-p70
This telestial turf - BYU 77 p 175
This tight time frame -18-p115 This torturing tactic -9-p25
This torturous turn -25-p42; -S89-p63
This very trenchant truth -10-p105
This trying together, too -26-p3
Those pertaining to the tycoons of tobacco -25-p16
Those teachings and truths which transcend time -4-p6
Though there are troublesome moments of Thrills of theology -3-p84; - NE May 71
memories -23-p133
Through the theological telescope -8-p78
Through those truths -27-p85
Thrown themselves into these thickets -10-p103
Tied to their role rather than our regard for them -11-p80
Tilted toward -F74-p13
allot Time and talent -9-p19
Time (and) talent and treasure -13-p68; -19-p47
Time and truth -4-p52 Time can so easily twist our take om things -27-p80
Timeless truths -6-p6; -10-p9
a Time of tremendous temptation - EN Aug. 81
a Time of tribulation -2-p30
Times of temptation -12-p89
Times of temptation as well as trial -14-p77
Time, talent and treasure is then -S85-p71 Time, talents, and testimonies -9-p32
our Time, thoughts, and allocation of talents -8-p87
Time touches -11-p9
Time-transcending truths that tell -15-p67 Time traps, temptation traps -8-p68
Tinier tragedies - EN Aug. 78
saccharine saints with Tinsel traits -1-p130
Tiny tactical truths -4-p16
Tiny task -9-p32
Tiny theophany - NE May 71
(The tiny) tree of testimony -3-p65; -11-p123; -16-p12
Tiny trek -10-p119 Tipped or tossed -10-p106
went Together to the temple to teach -14-p63
Tombs of torment -7-p39
Tomorrow's trial -S86-p35
Tongues testify -9-p118
Tongue to transmit -3-p74
Too taxed to testify -S76-p27
Too tired to reach -25-p117
Torrent of tribulation -16-p70
Torrent of truth -17-p5; -F84-p10 Torturing the truth -9-p17
To set the tone of tactical morality - EN July 76
To tame that technology because they cannot tame
themselves - EN Oct. 74

To tear up the terrain -23-p75
To tiny trends -10-p77
fail To transmit testimony and theology -S94-p90
To tread our own tiny winepresses -16-p48
To turn aside His teachings -9-p29
Tongue cannot always transmit the truths of the gospel
- BYU 74 -p451
Tongue can transmit -11-p9
To time-transcending truth -15-p58
Tougher time then the primary sufferers -25-95
Toxic toys -21-p70
Traceable to treaties -9-p5
Trading transitory present pain -16-p151
Traffics in truths -10-p1
Tragedy and triumph -5-p31
Tragic tumble -S93-p11
Trailing traits -3-p37; -8-p91; -12-p8; -F76-p13
Trailing traits and talents -9-p83 Trail of tranquillity -11-p31
Trait that transcends time -13-p72
Trajectories of trial -26-p10
Transcending things -26-p22
Transcending truths -19-p41
Transcends temporal considerations which threaten -1-p7
Transcend time -3-p82
Transforms these truths -3-p88 Transitory things -10-p2, p73
Translated these transending truths -27-p127
Transmission and translation -10p98
Transmitted by his tongue -15-p25
Transmitting our feelings, teachings, and testimonies -27-p95
Transmit that tilt to the tasks that are ours -5-p35
Trap of time -7-p41
Traversing these truths requires more than a casual
Treasonous to their trust -10-p24
stroll up sloping foothills -S86-p34
Treasure trove -16-p93; -F90-p15Treasure trove of teachings -23-px
Treasure trove of truth - EN June 96
a Treasure trove testifying - EN Dec. 86
whose Treatment of others is better than their
Tremble at the tuition -27-p35
treatment of themselves - Ins. Sept. 70
Tremendous tactical advantage -4-p45
Tremendous talent --p53
Tremendous traffic jam -20-p12
Trends become a theology - EN Oct. 78
Trends do not a truth but a tragedy make -9-p3
little Trends later become terrible traits -9-p3
Triad of traits -3-p48
Triad of truth -F86-p52
Trial by turbulence -1-p13
Trials and tribulations -10-p98; -11-p30; -16-p43
Trials and tribulations tend to squeeze -10-p89
Tributary to the stream of spirituality -F70-p94
Tried tactically -25-p127
Trivialize traditional values -F94-p35
Trivial theological point -14-p3
Trivial truths -9-p22; -13-p86
the Truculent teenager -F87p32
True and transcending -23-p79 True teachings -10-p49
True theology -5-p95; -8-p14
True tranquillity -3-p27
Truly a treasure trove -15-p2
Truly taught - EN Apr. 81
Truly teach -14-p82 Truly teaching -S76-p27
Truly tempted - BYU 76 -p253 Truly trained -13-p49
Truly trying to live his teachings -16-p31
Trusting in the timing -16-p30
Truth, as Mount Sinai showed, transcends the importance
Truthfully and tutoringly -11-p128
of the terrain -F84-p9
Truth is a relentless taskmaster -11-p16
Truth my touch us -9-p7
Truths and traits -14-p80
Truth testifies -10-p58
Truth that, in a time of turbulence -4-p16
Truths that transcend time -15-p58
Truths which transcend time -15-p58
Try to turn trials and tribulations -12-p64
Tugging truth that each of His traits represents -14-p37 Tumbling into terror -3-p21; - NE Aug. 71
Tunnel of time -9-p19 Turn trials and tribulations - EN Oct. 80
Tutored and trained -14-p81
Tutored as to timing -16-p97/8
Tutoreth in tenderness -19-p44 Tutorial tenderness -19-p116; -21-p114
Tutorial training -13-p7; -14-p108; EN July 82
Tutorial trek -12-p31
Tutorial trials -13-p37; -27-p71 Tutoring temple -18-p85
Tutoring trials -14-p46
Tutoring truth -S89-p62
our Tutor is concerned with truths not trends -8-p16
Tutor us by trying us -11-p28
Twin trait -3-p42
Two of the tendencies -5-p70
Two tests -10-p46
Types of trials -27-p73
Typical of telestial trends -9-p17

"U"
Ultimate utility -4-p5 Unadmonished and uninstructed -25-p98
Unbequeathed and untranslated -15-p5
Unborn, unknown, and unseen -13-p91
Unbroken, uninterrupted -9-p34 Uncalled or under-used - EN July 75
Unchastity and unfaithfulness -10-p32
the Unconverted and unrooted are usually the first to
let go -25-p124
Underbrush of the unimportant -23-p140
Underbrush of unworthiness -26-p54
Undercut the ultimate -9-p59
Underlying the ultimate -1-p8
Underlying unrighteousness -13-p79
Understand better the utterances -19-p71
Unexpected, uninvited, and often unappreciated -26-p99
an Unexplained and unexplainable universe - EN Aug. 86

Unfairly unmentioned -23-p55 Unfamiliar, uncommon, unusual, and unique -27-p12
Unfolding of an umbrella and walking together under it -21-p100
Uniquely underscores -F85-p17 Uniqueness and near Universality -1-p6
Uniqueness of this university - EN Oct. 75 Uninformed or unbelieving -20-24
Unintended and unnecessary -9-p41
Unintended, unforeseen, and undesired -9-p28
Unintentionally unmarried -8-p83
Uninterrupted unresponsiveness -20-p123
Unsearched and unappreciated -9-pxii
Unseen and unappreciated -25-p94
Unseen, unbelieved, and unheeded -21-p15 Unsought for, it usually will be unexperienced -16-p142
Unstudied, unapplied -3-p66
to be Untested and unproven is also to be unaware -11-p26
Untouched, unconverted, and unchanged -16-p139
Unused and unexplored -9-p34
Unworthy, unable, or unsericeable -25-p99 Unworthy, unready, and uncertain -9-p25
Urgency which underlies -27-p64
Usually understanding -9-p111 Utterly unique -7-p6
"V"
Vague virtues -12-p41; -14-p32 Variety of vexing expectations -23-p33
garden Variety versions - EN Oct. 78
Various and vexing trends -25p31
Various verses -20-p31; -23-p185
Various vexations -S87-p71
Various volumes -15-p37
Vast vineyard -12-p88
Veer toward violence - EN Aug. 78
Verdant vegetation -S96-p68
Version of vindication -10-pxii Verbal veneration -14-p36(2)
Verbal voyeurism -12-p98
Verbal voyeurism among virtual strangers -S93-p77
Verification of validity -15-p89 Versaille-like vengence -26-p58
Vertigo as to values -27-p9
Vertigo is as vicious -27-p50
its Very vastness - EN July 82 Very virtues -9-p97
Vices as well as virtues -36-p66 the Victim may even be vindicated -23-p8
Viewing this virtue -9-112
Virtuous volunteer -14-p17
Virus of venality -11-p107
Vital for various reasons - EN June 94
how Vital this virtue -15-p52
Vital virtue -12-p63; EN Oct. 80
a Virtue into a vice -9-p30
Volume is a vexation -14-p67
Vouches for its validity -10-p101 Vulnerable by its spiritual valuelessness -12-p92
Vulnerability even in our victories -5-p117
"W"
Waffling and witnessing -10-p108
flaming fireplaces Waiting to warm us-20-p33
Walking witnesses -25-p95; -F80-p15
Walking wounded -9-p87; -11-p76; -S87-p70
Wandering in the wilderness -3-p69
not the Wandering of each individual walking stubbornly
in his own way -12-p31
Wander within -16-p38
not Want us to weary by the way-12-p3
Warming witness - EN Aug. 78 Warmly welcomed -23-p151
Warm waters -11-p55 Warm words of wisdom -7-p14
War within -7-p57
Waspish waves -9-p107
Water wings -16-p56 Wave a wand -S95-p68
Way of the world -9-p4
Ways in which the work -27-p66
Ways of the world in which some want -14-p79
another Way we witness to the wonder
the Weak of the world -16-p45
-8-p31; -F76-p14
Wealth of wisdom - EN Oct. 78 Wearied over the peoples's wickedness and wished -27-p66
Weariness as well as the weakness -24-p116
Weariness of the world -10-p115 Weary and weakened -16-p155
Wearying weight -24-p29
Weary of the world -9-p85
Webbing of the world -9-p2; -10-p7; -12-p46; -14-p9 We can be walking witnesses - F80-p15
We can't weld the Lord's way to the world's ways
Weeded and watered - FR ? 75
-11-p109
Weekend warriors -F96-p22
We have witnessed and will witness -27-p34
Weighing what we impose -11p74
a Welcome world -23-p142
We may wonder whether -23-p108
Went away wondering -14-p52 We pay it when we pollute in other ways the world in
which we live - NE Feb.75
We will be saying to a world in which some want
We will endure whatever -25-p63
We wonder, we should know what it is to be filled with wonderment –13-p9
the wonder of religion without the work -1-p8
We worship a God who on occasion weeps -27-p37
We would do well -S88-p7
We would will it -7-p19
We would wish -12-p110
What a wonderful way for us to witness -11-p85
What he saw in the world, while wondering if he had a What we want -25-p51; -F95-p23
work yet to do -25-p125
What we worship -14-p1, p3,
What will we and those who witness ... speak - talk 27 Nov. 91

training Wheels and water wings -21-p70 Whenever we wander -11-p79
When Lot warned the wicked -6-p2
When they wrestle with the world -F82-p68
When warm whispers - BYU 76 -p191
When we are weary in well doing -14p24
When we knew what we did was wrong -9-p49
When we know what we know -9-p2
When we know who we are -26-p25
When we see that what we have done is wrong -11-p8 When we weep -12-p55
When we withhold -11-p88
Whereas looking with wideeyed wonder -14-p44
Whereas the way of the world -7-p20
Whereas the world -7-p22
but if there Were no God and we were merely transients,
Where we are the weakest -24- p35
then what would be wrong with governments pushing
us around? Indeed, what would be really wrong about
anything at all - EN Oct. 78
Where would we be -24-p38
Whether by wealth or wisdom -7-p46
Whether we give warm praise -27-p71
Whether we were working - EN Apr. 85
Whether we wish -5-p97
Which witnesses in its own way -8-p18
While wallowing -1-p64
While weary and worried - EN Dec. 86
Whimper of wisdom -23-p140
Whimsically wondered about wearing -16-p121
Whiplash wisdom in these words -25-p39
Whole world -7-p35 Who quickly warned the wicked -11p103
Who went to wait - EN Jan. 71 Who would ever want -23-p42
Why are the ways of the world felt -F86-p54 Why we are warned -16-p70
Why would anyone want to -25-p101
Wickedness in the world -23-p124
Wickedness in the world from which we have
Wickedness of the world - S87-p71
withdrawn -7-p27
Wickedness wars with itself -6-p26
Wicked world -9-p54
Wide-eyed with wonder -1-p135 Willingness to stay right where we are, if that is where the
Lord wants us -EN July 75
Willingness to wait -16-p94; -S85-p71
Willingness to walk -14-p82
Willing to go to work -8-p54
Willing to walk with him -3-p40
Will wonder why -10-p103
Will work with -25-p51
at your Window waiting -10-p41 Wind-whipped whitecaps -16-p18
Winepress of wrath -20-p53; -S87-p72
Wisdom of the world -10-p13
Wisely wished -11-p64
Wise without waiting -4-p51
wise words -9-pxi
I Wish you would write it Winston -16-p171
Withhold a warning - NE Apr. 78Within which -27-p20
Within which even God must work - EN Mar. 83
Without the wrenching -F80-p14 Withstand the wickedness of the world -7-p57
With the warm words -F76-p14 With the world's ways - EN Mar. 95
Without worrying over comparative wingspans -21-p99 Witnesses with works as well as with words -S75-p102
a Witness in a wheelchair -S83-p11
Witnessing that we do worship Him -25-p109
Witnessing windows from history are helpful -25-p59 Witnessing words - EN Dec. 86
Witnessing world -23-p25
Witness it working -2-p8
Wives become walking tombs of torment -7-p39
Wonderful and worthy people who -16-p54
Wonder over the workings -S96-p69
no Wonder we are warned -16-p115
a Wondrous witnessing - EN Aug. 86
Words with wallop -3-p75
Words would -7-p10 over the Lord's Work, wondering why God weeps and
when the earth will rest -19-p116
Workaday world -27-p99
Work-a-day world of wards -1-p84
Work-horse way -1-p69; -27-p101
Work is one of the ways we witness -11-p68 Work of the world -23-p72
Worldly way(s) -9-p4, p6; -11-p85; -15-p51 Worldly wealth -23-p32
Worldly wisdom - EN Apr. 93 World of work -3-p9; - NE Oct. 73
World of work as well - NE Oct. 73
in the World while wearing the whole armour of God -24-p100
World worsens -12-p2Worldly water -3-p53
Worsening world -25-p126
Worse weariness -25-p113
Worse wilderness -S94-p89
Worthy work -9-p7
Worthy of worship -12-p25
Worthy work of the world -22-p129; -27-p83
Wouldn't worship -10-p75
Would we be willing -25-p4
Would we have wanted -10-p107 Would we really want it any other way -14-p67
Would we want -10-p84
Wounds widen and worsen -13-p31
Wretchedly wrong -S94-p89
Written witnesses -15-p30
Wrong or worldly ways -11-p86
"X"
"Y"
"Z"
Zigging and zagging -22-p27

EPILOGUE
In the choosing of what would be considered an alliteration and included I may have more in this compilation then others of more literary
sophistication might include. Often the alliteration, while impactfull in itself, is only a small part of the thought being conveyed by Elder Maxwell.
For example, " discouraging Dracula" conjures up an image in everyone's minds I am sure. But what a difference when we read the full statement - "
urging self-restraint on hedonists is like discouraging Dracula from hanging around the blood bank." Again, as mentioned in the introduction, there
are also entries where I should have included some lead in words or trailing words because to do otherwise leaves the wrong message from the words
before the reader. Elder Maxwell"s April 1975 conference address contains an example: the alliteration is "craving for clout" the lead words are "not
a". Thus without them one might erroneously think that clout is to be sought, rather than realize that it is not a thing to seek in order to be "qualified
for the work".
Speaking of that conference talk, I must relate what I experienced when I read it and started to go through the apostles other (than his books)
writings. ( I had not originally underlined the talks and highlighted the alliterations when those talks were in our Ensigns.) As a result I had to read
them and mark what I wanted to include in this work. In so doing I read the talk from October 1974 and as I underlined passages that ignited my
spiritual fire I was moved to tears at the vivid portrayal of profound insights and the poignant picture painted by the perceptive words of a preparing
prophet. My soul could not contain the joy and love I was feeling for the counsel of one of the Lord's servants and immediately had to say to my
wife "you have to read this" so that joy could be shared with one who loves the Lord and His servants even more than I do.
The talk was titled "Why Not Now" and both of us had the same thought that we needed to share it with our oldest son, who had decided to leave
active life in the Church some five or more years before. He had decided he had never really felt the spirit or ever had a spiritual experience, in spite
of serving an honourable mission, and had concluded that the Church was not for him. The penultimate paragraph of that address seemed so fitting
for our son.
"And, if you sense that one day every knee shall bow and every tongue confess that Jesus is the Lord, why not do so now? For in the coming of that
collective confession, it will mean much less to kneel down when it is no longer possible to stand up!"
I could hardly wait to get on with reading and scanning the rest of Elder Maxwell's talks. I also was looking forward to the collection of quotes that
his son, Cory, had told me he was publishing in the fall of 1997. I did not see how anyone could select quotes without including almost every word
that has been written by Neal A. My copies of his conference talks are almost completely underlined. I found it hard enough to select a "top ten" for
this "epilogue" and had to expand it to the "top twenty-six", after considering the top "fifty" or some such other number. Then the final twenty-six
(actually twenty four as to date Elder Maxwell has not provided an example with the letters "V" and "Y" ) were selected from what became "The
Favoured Few", or ten pages of favourites.
While doing this project, one Sunday, I had to present a missionary message to our ward's combined Relief Society and Priesthood. I concluded with
a quote from "Not Withstanding My Weakness" to try and stir the ward members to fellowship the converts and to reach out to their friend to share
the gospel. The passage is found on page 83 of that book.
"If with quiet heroism they (speaking of new arrivals) can cross the border into belief, surely we can cross a crowded foyer to extend a
hand of fellowship."
I challenged those there to see the picture Elder Maxwell was painting with his words and look upon some "new arrival" that they knew. And that if
they saw in their minds eye one in our ward who was lonely or standing with a puzzled look on their face, to also see themselves going over to
alleviate that concern. The writings of Neal A Maxwell, apostle of the Lord Jesus Christ, allow us to understand our role and the path we need to
follow to "be ye therefore perfect" and to graphically see ourselves in hypothetical real life situations that touch our souls to the very core and say to
us "you can do better" and by so doing "Come unto Christ" and bring our families and friends with us.
THE FAVOURED FEW
Accomplished the astonishing atonement -S95-p68
Acknowledge the Architect -21-p85
Add my small voice to the anthem of apostolic
Administering the adrenalin of affection -11-p67
appreciation by acknowledging and adoring
Jesus -14-p121
Aerobics in apathy -25-p117
Afflicted with ambivalence -25-p84
when Agency goes awry, agony awaits -23-p85
Agnostic about the law of aerodynamics - EN Oct. 75
Alter of appetite -6-p16, p36; -S75-p101
Always applauded the accomplishments -23-p187
Ample acreage -16-p62
An academic adhesive - EN Oct. 75
An assemblage of aphorisms -20-p29; EN Dec. 86
An astral amphitheatre -10-p6
Angelic affidavit -8-p23
Another age and another advocate -12-p90; NE June 79
Antennae of affection -11-p65
Apogee of affluence -2-p51
Apostolic aphorisms -15-p80
Arc across the ages -S86-p36
Archives above -10-p27
Arithmetic of anguish -11-p37
Arrogance of atheism -8-p18
Arthritis in acrobats -8-p78
Articulating absurdity -13-p84
Atonement with its awful arithmetic -2-p27
Attitudinal alignments -20-p124
Avalanche of apocalyptic advice -3-p2
Awful but, for Him, avoidable Atonement -14-p115; -S76-p26

our Back is already bent with burdens of bad
Band-aid beliefs are bad -8-p81
behaviour -8-p75
Bands of believers at Bethany and Bountiful -F84-p10
Behavioral bungee cords -F92-p65
Beleaguered battalion -22-p7
Beneficiaries are often blind to their blessings - EN July 76
Best blown away by the breeze of brotherhood -7-p23
Beware of those biceps -11-p22
Blessed bands of believers in obscure Bethany
Bonfires that blazed briefly -14-p120; -F81-p10
and, later, in Bountiful -17-p96
Bracing breeze -S75-p101
Breath to blaspheme -8-p96
Buchenwald for babies - abortion -12-p93; NE June 79
By believing and being baptized -7-p27

Cacophony of Carthage -18-p118
a Cacophony of the "chop-sticks" of a few recurring keys, not Chopin- for
only occasionally do we experience a cord that cuts across the
keyboard - NE July 72
Calculus of the cosmos - EN June 84
Calisthenics essential to continuing Christian commitment -3-p29
Calls the cadence for the church -25-p60
Camelot in a crowded car -5-p100
Can come the carriers of the celestial culture
Candles of commitment -F74-p12
who are capable -5-p118
Cannot condone carnality because it seems
(Cannot) the childless who crave children (can) count on His empathy
clever -12-p91
-14-p117; -F81-p9; EN June 84
Karate chop of changed circumstances -20-p122
Carefully constructed continuum -8-p80; -11-p47
Caring can be convoluted into condescension -9-p37
Caroms from current cause to current cause to current cause will end
up being a social cipher -3-p68
Carve cavities -19-p11
a Casino for critics or a clubhouse for cloakholders -F88-p33
Casual is not the correct connotation for such
Catalyst in the chemistry of choice -4-p10
committed climbers -25-p122
Caught up in collecting creature comforts, preferring
Celestial countryside -8-p51
the inconsequential, craving carnally convenient
codes -9-p22
Kettledrums and crashing cymbals -12-p65
Challenges come in clusters -13-p39
write Checks with our tongues which our conduct
Cheerleader for a chorus of clones -10-p43
cannot cash - EN Feb. 79
Christ as the Centerpiece of the Christian
Christians can have the benefit of candor without being cutting -11creed 14-p113
p86
Circumstances cannot conceal our causes for
Civic claptrap -8-p68
genuine cheerfulness -14-p98
Classic confrontation with Korihor -10-p7
Clever but somewhat cutting comment -11-pxi
Collided constitutionally - EN Oct. 78
Colonial clergyman -12-p25
Comes calmly to the cross and then carries it
Comma in the continuum -8-p14
lightly to his own Calvary -2-p42
Commitment is causal, not casual -8-p32
Communiques from some country club -8-p53
Compensate for jarring cacophony in personal
Completely consistent with the conceptual core -9-p126
conduct -21-p98
Complicating the content of Christ's clarion
Compounded by cosmic consequences -4-p7
call - NE Aug. 71
Conceptual cloverleafs -5-p23
Conceptual cul-de-sac(s) -3-p26; -4-p36; -5-p96; -25-p96; - EN Oct. 74
Condescending, cosmic contempt -3-p22
Confined to the catacombs -13-p96
Conforming cadence caller -10-p7
Consider the challenge of calculus -13-p90
Conscious of the coming cataclysm -8-p98
Conspiracies and cunning craftiness -22-p15
Constant clash of cymbals -3-p71
Constitute curricular crucibles -16-p152
Constitute the calisthenics of choice -22-p18
in the Quietude of individual Contemplation of Christ's qualities we
will find much customized counsel -21-p110
Content of Christ's clarion call -3-p20
Continuing to play checkers when they could play chess -5-p27
Contraceptives and cash- instead of conscience
Convincing chorus of confirmation of Christ -15-p28
and chastity -4-p31
Coping successfully when confronted with
Cosmic campaign, is in the least like that celestial customized chastening -13-p115
chivalry of the Captain who carries -1-p12
Cotton-candy concepts -8-p23
Counselled concerning our capacity to
the Country club of Sodom -9-p76
comprehend -23-p29
the encroaching Crabgrass cares -20-p123
Crave the Comforter -7-p54
Criterion of pleasure cannibalizes all other
Crossed a chasm of commitment -7-p21
criteria -8-p57
Cruel, conceptual cul de sacs -8-p77; - EN July
Cruelly caricatured -12-p84; -F80-p14
Cuddling compliments -9-p75
Cumulative misery consenting adults caused through their
so-called victimless crimes -21-p98
Curricular curtsy -4-p11
Cutting cleverness -12-p122

Dagger of doubt -9-p25
Dallying with discipleship -9-p19
Dangling dilemma -20- p41
each Day we decide the degree of our discipleship -S92-p39
Deal with the delights, duties and occasional
Debris of doctrinal deprivation -4-p37
dilemmas of disciples -3-pv
Decadence and degradation were described -15-p93
Decide the degree of divine disclosure -14-p120
Deeds done by disciples are not performed to
Deep inside the demanding doctrines -5-p25
merely Dissolve doubt -9-p77
Deeply desired outcomes during the deliberate,
Deflect the dagger of doubt -9-p32
divine tutorials -F82-p67
Deflect the downpour of discouragement which is
Delightful difference -7-p41
drenching others -21-p100
Democracy of dress -12-p84; -20-p135; -F80-p14
Depressing duo declares -F89-p82
Desensitized David -9-p10
Detente with the devil -8-p17
Detoxify our disappointments -12-p66
Developmental dimensions of discipleship -3-p29
Deviations into darkness -12-p79
Devil doth desert -6-p31
Devilish dialectic -8-p89
Devious and determined David -11-p19
Dialectic of the disbeliever -3-p31
Different and diverse doctrinal drums -1-p10
Differential degrees of divine disclosure - EN Dec. 86
Dikes of disbelief -8- p86
Discerning rather than being disturbed because
Discouraging Dracula -S95-p68
of the decibel level of dissent -2-p14
Disheartening disavowal -14-p99
Display diligent discipleship -22-p22
Dissolves the doubts and distortions about His divinity -14-p6
Divine design is also enlarged dramatically by
Divine disclosures are not democratically dispensed - EN Apr. 93
the doctrine -20-p38
Divine discontent will degenerate into
Doctrinal diamonds -F96-p21
discouragement -9-p19
Doctrinal divots -5-p33
Doctrinal dominoes -S76-p26
Dose of divine discontent -25-p53; -F92-p66; -F95-p24
Drumbeat of disparagement -11-p126

calling an Eagle in embryo an egg - EN Sept. 93
Eccentricities of this ecclesiastic, Enoch -7-p11
Ecclesiastical embroidery -3-p20; - NE Aug. 71
Ecologically entwined -9-p8
Ego exercises -11-p69
Elixir of experience -22-71; -S90-p34
Elude even the best intellectual excursions -F87-p31
Empathic Enoch -14-p48
Emptiness of evil which envelopes -7-p56
Encrustations of ego and error -23-p114
Engage in endless and expensive
Enormous emancipation -16-p153
experimentation - EN Oct. 78
Enveloping empire of Elohim -21-p26
Epochal event - EN Jan. 92
Equivocating ecclesiastics -9-p79
Ersatz emancipation -9-p60
Especially encouraging to emulators -14-p95
between Ether and the exceptional Enoch - EN Aug. 78
Evidence by the eloquence of our examples -12-p86
Evil encrusts -10-p102
absence of Excessive ego will enhance our
Exemplar's eloquence -12-p21
empathy -25--p41
Expanse of the ecclesiastical epaulets - EN July 75
not Expect an Ecclesiastical Eden -16-p34
Expiring in exhaustion -9-p112
Exquisite ecstasy -3-p29

Fact-filled, we are feeling fewer and fewer of
Faith from flowering fully -16-p63
the facts -1-p72
Faithful to have a few fibrillations -23p76
Families filled with fornication -6-p20
Fashionable fountainheads -23-p85
Fatal flaw of the faithless - EN Aug. 78
Feature not friendship within families, but forms
Fertile fellowship -9-p102
of fratricide -5-p91
Fewer functioning fathers -25-p24
Finite filtering -5-p79
First froze in fear -7-p27
Five wounds at the front of the fray -5-p110
Fleeting factoids -S97-p12
Flippant frankness -13-p70
Fondling failures -9-p75
mustn't Forget the fundamental focus of our faith -16-p9
Forlorn doubters, want the full harvest of faith
a Fourth Form in that fiery furnace -11-p48
but without the full work of farming
faith -Fossilized faith -10-p46
Frail finite framework -5-p4
Fraternity of fault finding -11-p106
Friends falter or "go a fishing" -14-p117
Fruit of felicity -7-p53
Functional fatalist -4-p37
Furnished with fixed faith -16-p10

Geologic gradualism -22-p88
Gethsemane to Golgotha and then to an empty grave -10-p77
Glorified in God's goodness -4-pvii
Gluttony digests its latest glob -25-p77
God governs the galaxies, yet he came to
Goes against the grain of the gospel -16-p39
a grove -10-p43
Gone grumpy -8-p31
Gospel guardrails -16-p79, p136; -S84-p22

Gospel gyroscope -9-p43
the Gospel's gangplank -9-p5
Gossip of the galaxies -S86-p36
Governance of galaxies -14-p30
Grammar of the gospel -25-p98; -S83-p11; EN Aug. 86
Gravel of grumpiness -19-p57
Greed for good gems -7-p11
Grief growing out of Golgotha -10-p40
Grievance with God and his gospel -10-p112
Grim Gethsemane and Golgotha -25-p106
Grumpy with God - EN July 82
Grunting, galloping Gadarene -F91-p30

Harassed helper -9-p111
Harpstrings of our humanity -9-p2
Headwaters of humanity - the home -F70-p95
Hecticness of hesitation -22-p103
Hellish heedlessness -9-p3
Heroic holdouts -9-p6
Hingepoint happenings in human history -19-p53
Homes are becoming "hollow hotels" -1-p8
Homogenizing of our hopes -9-p59
Hotel of the heart -16-p146
Human history's happiest irony -22-14; -F90-p16
Human huckstering -13-p72
Humanism's house -9-p22
Humdrum hedonism, humdrum humanism, or
humdrum nihilism -17-p16
the Hypocrite really hide their goodness only half heartedly -5-p41
Icarian insights -3-p29
Iceberg of insights - EN July 76
Illumination can be increased by the incadescence
Immense incredibilia -8-p18
of orthodox scholars who can help to
illuminate- EN Oct. 75
Immensely important insight -17-p86
Immortal interrogative -12-p86; -F80-p15
Imponderables which proceed from imperfect and
Important, but irregular, intercessor -9-p98
inadequate information -17-p51
In an incredible irony -15-25
Incessant institutional insistence -1-p21
Incomparable incandescence - S88-p9
Increased in its incandescence -12-p18
Incurable insomniac -8-p36; -14-p76
Individual accountability and belief in individual immortality
are intertwined -18-p72
Individual(ized) injections of irony -23-p23; -S75-p-102
Individual striving for incremental improvement -F91-p30
Inescapable ecology of esteem, an intertwining
Inextricably intertwined -15-p33
of interests -9-p90
Institution inhabited by imperfect individuals -5-p33
Insufficiency of individual intent -20-p2
Intelligence includes more than raw IQ -14-p29
Interruptional impunity -2-p9
Intimidating in its implications -1-p30
Invaded by an invidious impulse -20-p95
It is an incredible irony, isn't it -16-p78
It is inlaid with incredibly important insights -F74-p12
Its orthodoxy would be insistent and its inquisitors inevitable - EN Feb. 79
Jettison our jealousies -9-p94

Judging Jesus by Judas -9-p118

Kinetic kingdom characterized -10-p46
Labyrinth of legalism -4-p25
Landscape of life illuminated briefly by lightning -3-p11
Latticework of the Lord -15-p13
Laughter of licentiousness -5-p34
his Leadership is the leadership of love and
Legion of lemmings -17-p14
long-suffering -7-p33
Less and less likely to level -1-p25
Lessor labors are legitimate -21-p102
Library of the Lord -10-p83
Life is no labyrinth -7-p54
Lift the level of literacy - EN Oct. 75
Likes his lemmings to line up -10-p7
Littleness is like litter on an otherwise
Lit up life's landscape -S92-p38
lovely lawn -12-p51
Loiter around the lobby of the Louvre -9-p21
Lubricant of longsuffering -23-p12
Lustful lemmings -12-p99
Lyrical lament -5-p15

the Maginot Line of materialism -20-p79
Majestic and marvellous macrocosm -10-p37
Malachi measure -13-p29; -20-p36; -21-p58;
Malignant mole of materialism may -25-p53
-25-p79; -S83-p11
too Many marshmallow men -3-p6
Many misshapen mortals -8-p26
Many mortals are mercenaries -10-p42
Marauding moods -21-p59
a Marvellous and meek prophet, Moroni -14-p88
His Marvellous management of time, for never misusing a moment,
including the moments of meditation -S76-p27
Marvellous montage -23-p59
Massive misery -3-p85
the Master measures the mattering moments -19-p96
Meager mortal minds -15-p26
Meandering multitudes -3-p19; - NE Aug. 71
Measurably more murmuring -22-p3
Mechanical Mormon -9-p76
Meek Moses mediated -14-p89
Melancholy in mortal music -13-p38
Merely that of a meridian moralist -S87-p70
Mere microdot -10-p3
Metabolism of meekness -19-p6
Mighty Mahonri Moriancumur -8-p30;
Millenarianism is not a mutation in Mormonism but rather in

-12-p10; -F76-p14
the mainstream-2-piii
Misconstrue magnification to mean -9-p104
Misery masquerading as mirth -5-p20
Moaning over the motes -9-p39
the Modern Mormon in megalopolis - NE July 72
Moments that matter much more -12-p87
Morals of the marketplace matter -7-p27
More masochistic than it is monastic -8-p93
Mortality concerns mundane matters -4-p23
Mortal minions -S75-p101
Mortal moments and minutes that matter -8-p77
Mortal moments melt -7-p24
Mournful mutter -14-p105
Multiple-choice misery -F80-p15
Murmuring can be much more than muted muttering -25-p124; -F89-p82
Myopic selfishness magnifies a mess of pottage -F90-p15
Narcotic of nostalgia -S75-101
Nostalgia for Nauvoo -1-p48

Nexus with nihilism -5-p12
Nurtured on the notion -11p58

Often oozed -25-p62
Omnipresent ombudsman -4-p49
Once-omnipotent Omner -7-p62
Orthodox orchestration - EN Oct. 74
Our obedience is outward only -24-p118
Overdo his oratory -23-p188
Pain can prove productive -11-p33
Painful but progressive posture -S89-p62
Paint a picture of perfection -7-p26
Parables played a part in that pattern -16-p94
Parallels from another period of Christian history
Part and parcel of the process of progression - EN July 76
may be profitably pondered for some added
perspective -19-p108
Particularly perceptive person -5-p9
Partly on principle and partly on personal pique -5-p96
Pat a porcupine -11-p59; -25-p98; -F96-p22
Pathos of the poor -9-p102
neither Patience nor photosynthesis are
Pattern of perversity is sometimes like a peacock -23-p131
conspicuous processes - EN Oct. 80
Pauline parchment -20-p25
Pebble of poor performance -8-p90
Peephole of pessimism, presents a puzzling or
Penetrating power of peers -3-p70
discouraging picture -4-p12
Penny stock of pride, it never pays dividends -S82-p39
evil People are not polite pluralists- they are predators -9-p9
Periphery of our perspective -17-p9
Permissiveness is pervasive -23-p99
Permitted only a peek from atop Pisgah -9-p105
Perspiration and persistence of a Pasteur - EN July 76
Personality is still partially plastic -1-p53
Personal Palmyra -3-p23; - NE May 71
a Person's small puffs of pride -7-p23
Pervasive pessimism -1-p85; -8-p98
Pharisaic prism -4-p25
tower of Pisa is persistent rebuke to architectural
pessimism -5-p27; -F94-p36
make Plain our paucity of perspective -22-p116
"Plan" connotes Paternal and Providential purpose -16-p76
"Play-dough principles" of permissiveness -25-pix
Plethora of prodigals -3-p46
Plummeted from the privileged place -8-p77
a Poignant zone of perplexity and puzzlement -23-p156
exclamation Point punctuating poignancy -25-p98
Ponder the past prayerfully -6-p31
Poorness of perspective often produces wonderful
Pornographic pollution -12-p92
and pathetic paradoxes -2-p28
Portrait in pathos -15-p98
cannot Possibly present a perfectly tidy picture -20-p124
Potiphar's predatory wife -12-p94; EN Feb. 86
Practical, perceptive Peter -3-p42
Prayerful and pondering preparation -23-p40
how Precious a prism -5-p13
Preclude the presence of perturbations -23-p131
Predecessors provide a perspective for the present -3-p24
Preferences should not become principles
Premortal personality prevailing into the present and with
under parental pressure -1-p124
postmortal obligations -3-p2
Prepare this planet for us and led - not pushed - us
handle the Prerogatives of power poorly -23-p143
from our premortal post -S76-p26
Present plateaus of performance -11-p71
Principles in perpetual partnership -17-p5
true Principles must be piercing enough
the Prodigal passenger climbs pantingly -5-p24
to penetrate -10-p108
Profane parents will probably produce profane
Profound fear will eventually pervade this perplexed planet -F88-p31
children -5-p109
Promiscuity places many in peer prisons - EN July 76
Pronoun problem -22-p6; p113
Prophets particularize painfully -10-p35
"Propwash" of that prior performance -8-p90
Protect it from predatory things like homosexuality
Protracted psychodrama reenacting his power play of the
and pornography - EN Oct. 78
premortal world -8-p12
Provincialism protrudes -9-p89
a Proving place quite pedestrian -13-p51
Proximate pleasure going to produce ultimate
Punctuated by periodic pauses -16-p22
pain - EN Oct. 74
Put our past, puny efforts in perspective -19-p46
Quailing question - EN Aug. 78

Quiet queenliness -9-p81

Rally the reluctant -23-p132
Readiness to read this record "with real
intent" - Ins. Jul 70
Realm of righteousness -7-p27

Reactions to the reality of the resurrection -15-p30
Reaffirming richness of the Restoration -25-p86
Reassuring and renewing realities -14-p101

Reassuring reverberations of recognition -19-p7
Reassuring the receiver of reproof -1-p91
Recurring reference to the reality of the
Redemptive Rachel -16-p99
resurrection -15-p29
Reflexive rejoinders -2-p28
Refreshing surf of recall rolled -25-p63
without the Reinforcing rods of revelation; the
Relativism of Rameumpton -5-p30
resulting erosion will be so rapid -14-p113
Religion of Rameumptom -9-p30
Remains the rescuing and reassuring reality -S97-p12
Remarkable rendezvous -7-3; -S96-p69
ponders Paul's Reminding references -15-p33
Remnants of revealed religion -8-p78
Repleated ritual of rejection -S89-p63
Rescuing Redeemer -F86-p53
spiritual Resonance results from rightness and from reality -8-p65
any Response but righteousness is risky -8-p13
Rest in its rooms of rationalization -21-p83
Restoration scriptures ripple and resound -22-p41
Retina of retrospection -3-pv
Returning prodigals report poignantly -25-p102
Revelatory reciprocity -23-p39
Richness and relevancy of the Restoration -25-p80
Rigidly refusing to reclassify -9-p91
Rigorous requirements of a revealed
Ritual of rejection -22-p65
religion - EN July 76
Rude reefs of reality - EN Oct. 74
Saccharine saints with tinsel traits -1-p130
Sadly, brothers and sisters, relativism also sires statism, causing
man to settle in the slums of security - EN July 76
Safely separated from Sodom -6-p10
Salute that same selfless, sweet seventy -F76-p12
Salvational significance -20-p30(2)
Same scornful self-sufficiency -11-p124; -13-p80
Same sort of snobbery -9-p80
Sandpaper of circumstances can smooth us -14-p63
Satan's smorgasbord -9-p80
Satan uses our old selves as his surrogates -20-p122
Savior's splendid submissiveness -23-p2
to Savor success seems so small -9-p125
Sayonara syndrome -3-p60; Ins. Aug. 70
Scholar in some sheltered sanctuary -24-p59; EN Jan. 97
Scriptural and secular sources in the scrolls are
Scorching secular sun -24-p51
noted sequentially -6-p6
Scriptures are symphonic in the music provided
the Second act seems such a small and anxious sample -8-p42
for the edification of the soul -15-p55
Secular and sectarian utopian schemes have
Secular sandpile -8- p80
been stillborn -7-p5
Secular silence about spiritual things will
Secure us from second-hand sensuality -20-p75
suffice -F84-p9
Seeking to strike a special bargain with God, a
Seeming speed with which the Sodomites seized upon evil -6-p29
sort of salvation by snobbery -9-p6
Seismology of a sensual, secular society -17-p29
Self-discipline necessary to sustain civilization can survive surging
selfishness -23-p75
Self-pity, that sludge in which sin sprouts -F91-p32
Sends a scorching signal -25-p24
Sensation-seeking society sought -5-p33
Sensual life ... a sure shortcut to the shrivelling of the
soul - NE June 79
a Sensual, secular society -17-p61
Sensual things sublimate spiritual things -2-p28
Sent a shudder of sorrow -8-p76
Serious symbolism -15-p22
the Serpent became the symbol for Satan because
Service that springs from serenity -9-p77
the serpent was "more subtle." -9-p27
when Sex satiates a society as it did Sodom -2-p10
Sharpen our sensing of the sulphureous sins -6-p36
if She knows how special she is amid her particular surf of
circumstances -23-p159-60
Short-term satisfaction, a satisfaction that may
Shoulder-shrugging salute -20-p63
soon sour -5-p9
Shouted summation to those not stirred by the still
Shrinkage in the circles of our spiritual significance -23-p134
small voice -20-p78
Sick societies seldom suffer from just one disease
Significant numbers of some sober scholars - EN July 76
but rather experience several (illnesses)
sicknesses simultaneously -3-p60; -Ins. Aug. 70
Silhouette of self-interest or sin -4-p70
Sinai a senseless sojourn -21-p38
Sinners are so much the same in their sadness -8-p52
Sit amid a symphony of sound -16-p5
Sitting and staring at slopes can make them
Slackness in the safeguard system of sentries -12-p81
into stern Sierras -9-p43
Sloshing around in sentiment -9-p5
can cause Slow spiritual suicide -1-p65
in this Small city the strong seek to strengthen -7-p22
Small scale suffering if we are meek, will sink into the very
marrow of the soul -S97-p12
Small storehouse for use in their seasons of
Smoothed by the soil of service -S75-p102
soul searching -23-px
Society like Sodom that was swamped in
where will Society seek shelter from the storms? In
sexualism -5-p9
the sagebrush? -9-p12
Some feel safest staying smugly on the secular
Some seconds are so decisive that they shrink the soul, while other
seconds are spent so as to stretch the soul -8-p77
shore, scorning -16-p56
Some secular scholars struggle - EN July 76

Sometimes surprised by the sudden surf of
the Sonic boom of sexualism is sending sharp shudders of selfishness circumstances -13p121
throughout our society -5-p9
presence of The Son in spite of the stormy
Sorrow and suffering carve cavities in the soul -19-p11
seasons -14-p103
So the seismograph of the soul -9-p49
Souls were sorely stretched in service -10-p114
Souls whom sensuality has shrunken into
Sour notes are lost amid a symphony of salvational sounds -20-p119
ciphers -12-p99
Speaks synonymously of the saints -10-p93
Special silence that shouts -6-p34
Spiritual scattergram -23-p129
Spiritual staying power requires strength -20-p126
Spiritual synergy -22-p24
Spreading shadow of sensuous secularism -16-p143
Sponge of selfishness quickly soaks up everything
Startling sound of a single rifle shot -16-p10
in sight -19-p6
Start scrubbing my soul -9-p30
a Statusful place in the secular synagogue -S85-p70
Stern sayings of the Savior -14-p108
a Streetful of splendid strangers -S83-p10
Stretching of our frail spiritual muscles by stress
Study is not a substitute for service, nor is serving a substitute
can strengthen the very sinews -19-p12
for praying -8-p34
like the Subtle serpent spoken of biblically, this
Such stern sentinels - NE Apr. 78
Hydra surely and steadily bruises -25-p25
Sudden sunlight from a spiritual sunrise -5-p82
Suffering surely squeezes -16-p158
Sufficiently learned and spiritually stable -10-p25
Sufficient sandpaper to smooth - EN Apr. 97
Suffocating sentimentality -13-p30
Summer sun of such circumstances will scorch -25-p126
Supplied a surplus of opportunities for the
Surely the Saints in such settings strengthen -8-p53
stretching of our souls -9-p34
the Surf of secularism, therefore, seems so often
Surging selfishness (that) presents us with a sobering
to carry its sincere seamen against the rude
scene -11-p57; -22-p13; -F90-p16
reefs of reality - EN Oct. 74
Swaying seaweed -25-p121
Symphonic strains of scriptural music
-3-p72
a Symphony of seers -10-p109
Syrupy sensualism - EN Oct. 74

Tailored His tutoring -S89-p63
Taken their terrible toll -15-p31
Tame the tongue-however tempting the tongue's
Tantamount to tilting the trajectory -5-p109
target -4-p72
Taxing telestial traffic jams -24-p103
Teach us the transcending truths "of things as they
really are..." -19-p68
Temptation and trial are part of our toughening
Tending the tree of testimony -16-p64
tutorials -14-p91
Tensile strength in the tangled skein of skills -1-p2
Terrain one traverses that is the true test -13-p52
Testifies with his time as well as with
Testimonies in transcripts, trailing over time -8-p51
tithing -S75-p102
Theological thunderbolts -9-p127
The tall timber of truth -F87-p33
The tempter's triad of tools are temptation,
not The tinker toys, but the temper tantrums -22-p4
persecution, and tribulation -25-p126
The titillation of TV talk shows -12-p98
The translator-- untrained in theology -S92-p38
The truculent teenager -F87-p32
The tyranny of trivia -12-p26
Those pertaining to the tycoons of tobacco -25-p16
Through the theological telescope -8-p78
Time-transcending truths that tell -15-p67
The tiny tree of testimony -16-p12
Trailing traits and talents -9-p83
Treasure trove of teachings -23-px
Truly a treasure trove -15-p2
Tutoring temple -18-p85
Typical of telestial trends -9-p17
Underbrush of the unimportant -23-p140
Utterly unique -7-p6
Vast vineyard -12-p88
Virtuous volunteer -14-p17

to be Untested and unproven is also to be unaware -11-p26

Verbal voyeurism among virtual strangers -S93-

p77

Warm words of wisdom -7-p14
Waspish waves -9-p107
another Way we witness to the wonder
We will be saying to a world in which some want the wonder
-8-p31; -F76-p14
of religion without the work -1-p8
training Wheels and water wings -21-p70
When we knew what we did was wrong -9-p49
Whimper of wisdom -23-p140
Whiplash wisdom in these words -25-p39
Wickedness in the world from which we
Wind-whipped whitecaps -16-p18
have withdrawn -7-p27
Winepress of wrath -20-p53; -S87-p72
Witnesses with works as well as with words -S75-p102
Words with wallop -3-p75
Work is one of the ways we witness -11-p68
Wretchedly wrong -S94-p89
.
Zigging and zagging -22-p27

TOP TWENTY SIX
Add my small voice to the anthem of apostolic appreciation by acknowledging and adoring Jesus -14-p121
Blessed bands of believers in obscure Bethany and, later, in Bountiful -17-p96
Christ as the Centerpiece of the Christian creed -14-p113
each Day we decide the degree of our discipleship -S92-p39
Enveloping empire of Elohim -21-p26
a Fourth Form in that fiery furnace -11-p48
God governs the galaxies, yet he came to a grove -10-p43
Headwaters of humanity - the home -F70-p95
Institution inhabited by imperfect individuals -5-p33
Judging Jesus by Judas -9-p118
Kinetic kingdom characterized -10-p46
Lustful lemmings -12-p99
His Marvellous management of time, for never misusing a moment, including the moments of meditation -S76-p27
Narcotic of nostalgia -S75-101
Omnipresent ombudsman -4-p49
Premortal personality prevailing into the present and with postmortal obligations -3-p2
Quailing question - EN Aug. 78
Rigourous requirements of a revealed religion - EN July 76
Some seconds are so decisive that they shrink the soul, while other seconds are spent so as to stretch the soul -8-p77
Tame the tongue-however tempting the tongue's target -4-p72
Underbrush of the unimportant -23-p140
Virtuous volunteer -14-p17
Witnesses with works as well as with words -S75-p102
Zigging and zagging -22-p27

"A" to "Z" Addendum
Book 13 examples missed – added 2004
Acquired in the abstract –p65
Added alienation –p24
Advance us in the acquisition of
attributes –p65
Alienation of many Americans -p85
An awful addiction –p25
Appreciation and acceptance have been
generated in the abstract –p6
Attainment of specific attributes –p6
Better belonging than being –p25
Burden is bearable because –p105
Can cater to mortal constituencies –p5
Claims compete –p64
Commonality in certain of our
challenges –p55
Common challenges uncommonly p55
Concerning cream, ended up causing –p27
Considerations consist –p62
Contradictory counsel nor impossible commands –p100
Connotes a continuum –p21
Could cause us to conclude comparatively –p1
Crosses that some carry –p7
Deny the divinity –p80
Despair, not the media's depicted delight p24
Discipline disappears –p26
Educationally enhancing –p37
Energy expended –p119
Enormous the errors –p92
Eternal ecology –p86
Face the frustrations -p47
Faithful followers –p25
Final feeling –p24
Generious God –p29
Going against the gospel grain p49
Harmful chemicals heedlessly dumped –p44
Held hostage –p42
Human happiness –p86
Immensely important –p43
Increasingly impatient –p96
Interdependency insured –p36
Ironically, the individuals –p37
Letting them linger –p43
Manage the multipication –p90
Merely a manager –p110
Milantcy over meekness –p76
Mortality is but a moment –p120
Much more than merely –p114
Neglect the nuclear –p90
Others overwhelmed with opportunities –p28
Own ourselves or our time –p109
Parallels between periods –p93
Patiently pursue His purposes –p101
Perspective about the pursuit –p81
Perspective about the proving role of ife on this planet –p71
Pique piled on pique –p27
Possess such perspective –p25
Precious perspective –p29
Pretty picture –p32
Proving is a process as well as a purpose -p124
Purposes on this planet –p103
Readying of reservoirs –p29
Real rejoicing –p45
In Reflective rejection and in refusing –p44
Regard to resisting –p43
Remote requirment –p69

Advancement through accretion –p101
Agument the awe –p67
Alms of their activities –p104
Appreciate the adequacy –p50
Atrophy in our attitudes –p102
Avoided altogether –p104
Biological brotherhood –p92
Circle of concern –p86
Commandments, carefully scrutinized,
can be seen to conform –p62
Common challenges –p55
Comparing crosses –p70
Constitute the common –p86
Correctness of the counsel –p70
Cycle of selfishness –p31
Drift into disrepair –p105
Education and existentialism –p84
Enormous efficiency –p101
Established economically –p70
Everlasting and not ephemeral –p86
Failing fathers –p90
Fevered feelings –p26
Free of physical fatigue –p100
Glad that God does not grow weary –p102
How much human history –p75
Impact of an individual –p52
Incredible interwoven –p35
incredible irony –p84
Irrationality replaces illumination –p26
Life's lessons are usually learned –p35
Many mortals –p86
Mere meeting –p64
Mistakenly making –p37
Most mortals –p64

Passing product –p68
Perceptual powers –p2
Policman posted –p7
posture for that purpose –p55
Premortal perspectives –p57
Provide a perspective –p46
Pursue sensual pleasures –p69
Realistic regard –p43
Remarkably retentive –p44
requirements of repentance –p119

Respite, renewal, and refreshment –p121
Righeousness, yields both renewas and reward –p101
Safely postpone striving –p2
the Savior had spoken of some of the specific signs of His second coming p78
secular selfishness –p91
seek to serve -p104
Seemed so sweeping –p52
Seldom-cited scriptural concepts can –p46
Sence of stewardship for this planet be sustained –p91
Shared substance –p123Certain shivering of the soul –p96
Should some cite failing fathers –p90
Sigh that spurs us to shoulder –p53
Single, spectcular –p6
Sin is sadness –p26
Smiles of satisfaction –p28
Some sense about the seasons –p119
Some solitude in order to better serve –p121
Sorrow; scarlet stain –p119
Sow the seeds of self-destruction –p84
Speak spitefully –p97
Speak with a solemn and straight –p84
Spiritual stimulants –p107
Spirit sharpens and stimulates –p21
Stage of spirituality –p119
Substitute schemes –p56
Successive, small, and connected steps –p101
Succor or solace for these symptpms in secularism –p38
Sufficiently settled to see –p29
Sufficiently submissive p61
Suggest a sporadic –p51
Supremacy of spiritual –p6
Then our talent and time as well as our treasure will be thus employed –p67
These times of terrorism –p116
The temple of time –p97
Thinking that our temptations –p41
Time, talent, thought, or treasure in hosting temptation p44
To temptation and tribulation –p43
Tree of testimony p78
True tutor p24
We forget that while we work with others, we are working for Him! Working for "them" can be very wearying –p107
We wonder, we should know what it is to be filled with wonderment –13-p9
When we work –p107
Who wanted to wait –p21
Note pages 9-19 entered in the body of this document.
Book 28
"Push the Edges of the envelope," seeking emancipation only to experience contraction –28-p53
Effortlessly on easy escalators –28-p92
Elsewhere, erroneously –28-p3
Emotionally encrusted –28-p140
Enlargement is the essence –28-p107
Evil enablers –28-p26
Example has a special eloquence. Even when meekly expressed –28-p121
Few freewheelers –28-p55
final and full –28-p1225
Fierceness of the fray –28-p145
Further feast –28-p7
Glimpsing the glories of God's creations –28-p37
God is a generous God –28-p57
grand gift –28-p124
God's governance of the galaxies –28-p132
Good ground –28-p151(2)
Great Giver of all gifts –28-p58
Heal our hearts –28-p132
Heart hears –28-p143
Hectic hotels –28-p63
Hedonists who herald–28-p53
Higher hanging –28-p7
Human happiness –28-p65
Human history –28-p37
Individual instances –28-p10
Interpretations and implementations –28-p159
Irrevocably intertwined –28-p10
Intellectual impasses and impediments –28-p129
Jarring jaggedness –28-p76
Limitation on such luggage –28-p14
Litter the landscapes –28-p45
Mainspring of the memory –28-p 49
Malachi measure –28-p24
Manage our memories –28-p49 Merely as a sincere meridian moralist –28-p30
Milk of meekness –28-p7
Motions of Church membership –28-p30
Norishing nectar –28-p7
notice them not –28-p33
Not naivete –28-p157
Outside ourselves –28-p66
Over our own –28-p45
Parenting process –28-p63
Particular poverty –28-p59
Particular preoccupation –28-p 44
Persistent panderings for the praise –28-p71
Playdough principles, pliable Persistent panderings for the praise –28-p117
Power plays –28-p26
present performances –28-p40
Pride pulsats, pushing –28-p115
Principles in their proper place –28-p70 profundly and personally –28-p100
Profane insteade of profess –28-p117
Provincial pride –28-p56
Psalmist praises –28-p131
Pursuit of preeminence –28-p93
Rather than being repressive –28-p159
Really is a resurrection –28-p81
Receiving our rescuing –28-p41
Rectifying regret –28-p139

relapse inour relationships –28-p41/42
Relavant revelations –28-p83
Renewal and respite –28-p119
Repentance ripened –28-p7
Resentment and restlessness –28-p156
Rests on revealed –28-p1157
Revelatory reassurances –28-p36
Rivets of the restoration –28-p19
salvation is such serious and steady –28-p139
saturated in selfishness and self-pity –28-p77
seamless saintliness –28-p136 Seamless symmetry of the soul –28-p75
"Savor" represents a spiritual seasoning –18-p21
Seeking the spotlight –28-p14
Seek to stand against the sur of sin –28-p122
Seemingly smaller –28-p23
shoulder shrugging –28-p112
Signature of the spirit –28-p35
signature specialty of some kind –28-p78
Simplest smiles are like parted shutters –28-p119
Sincerely striving to be such –28-p121
Sizers and shapers –28-p9
Spiritually settled –28-p31
Spiritual secrets –28-p40
Spiritual submissiveness –28-p18
Spiritual symmetry –28-p160
spurn spiritual –28-p3
Strange how sign-seekers who anxiously search seem unable to read the most simple –28-p109
Stirs no souls –28-p28
Subtle signals –28-p 23
Such selfishness can smother–28-p70
Superb sources –28-p147
Supernal sermon –28-p48
Sweet savor of submissiveness –28-p7
Terribly tragic–28-p65
Tenderly treated –28-p57
Their time and their talents –28-p31
Time of trouble –28-p52
Than toungues can transmit –28-p121
Whatever the wounds –28-p31
Wide-eyed with wonder –28-p132
Wonder working –28-p139
World while awaiting –28-p125
Worshiping the Light of the World –28-p14
F97-p22

Axis of agony -p23 Comfortably coasting -p23
Have humility that is hierarchical: being
humble up. but not humble down -p23 Pavilion of perspective -p22
Personal possibility -p23
Purposefully pursing -p22
Rich resilience -p22 Spiritual superiors -p22
Superficial students -p23
Vital virtue -p23

S98- p37-39

Career choices are clear -p38
Easy escalator -p39
Patient with your parents -p38
Special spirits sent to do special chores -p39
Sojourning sons -p38
Watch for the warning lights -p38
Work and work wisely will -p38

F98-p61-63
Accumulating anxieties -p62
Cosmic clocks and calendars -p63
Devine design -p63 Doubt and despair, like dandelions -p61
Doubt, despair, and desensitization -p61
Downcast disciples -p61
Pervades politics -p62 Rescuing rain -p61
Secularism causes some of that shivering -p62
Sends selfishness surging -p62
Society seems to struggle -p61 Spiritually secure -p62
Sprout and spread -p61
Stiffens, not slackens, the spiritual spine -p62
The truth of this terse verse -p62 We who wear wristwatches -p63
S99 -p23-25
Arithmatic of appetite, anything -p23
Behavioral blunders -p24
Concrete consequences p-25
Daily discipleship -p23
Droplets of selfish decisions suggest a direction Effusive ego -p23
p24
Further flexing -p23 Incremental iniquity -p24
Indiferent or the indulgent -p24 Indulgent individualism -p23
Magnifies a mess of pottage -p24 Merely mask -p23
Persists to the point where he is "past feeling"
Profound loss of proportionality -p24
p24
no Room of road rage -p23
Representative right -p24
Selfishneses is really self-destruction in slow
Severe selfishness -p24
motion p-23
Severly selfish -p24 Societal signs -p24
Spasam of selfishness -p23
Spiritual submissiveness -p25
Strange as it seems, when severly selfish people
Struggle with selfishness -p23
are no longer little in their own sight,
everybody else shrinks -p24
Surging selfishness , for example, has shurken
some people into ciphers they seek to erase
their emptiness by sensations -p23
Treasure trove -p24 Unselfish understanding -p25

F99 -p6-8 something so Crucial constitutes -6
Counsel as a contraction -p7
Disaabled and diminished Diety -6
Doctrinal dots p-8
Dulled and desensitized -p7
Enormous errors -p7 Expectation of ease -p7
Hypocricy is high -p7 Local Laban -p7
More miracles even while consuming a
Pathetic pathology -p7
daily menue of mana -p8
Placing His pavilion in the past -p7
Precious process -p8
Preferred to periodic -p8
Puzzled or perplexed -p8
Rejected the role -p6 Rich Restoration -p8
Sad ciphers -p8
Spiritual significance -p8
S00 p72-74
Adequate presence of attributes -p72
Alloted "acreage", acres -p72, p73
Accomplished the Atonment for all -p73
Careful about comparisons -p73 Childless couples -p72
Circumstantially content -p74
Content with his calling -p72
Difficult days -p74 Goodness of God -p74
Golgotha and much more resplendent gardens
than Gethsemane - p74
Human history -p74
Incremental improvements -p73 Inspired and instructive -p74
Lord's long-suffering as we struggle to learn
the necessary lessons -p73
Much more -p73
Pondering often proceeds -p73 Preoccupation which preempts -p73
Reflects our participative assent rather than
uncaring resignation -p74
Save some soul -p72 Sell their souls -p73
Sin that shapes our status -p72 Social structures -p72
Stays steady -p74
Such and similar situations -p72
Such contentment is more than
shoulder-shrugging -p73
Underused, underwhelmed, and underappreciated
F00 p35-37
Bent or broken -p35 Compelled by circumstances -p3
Despised and discarded -p35
Fanning or feigning -p35
Finite failures -p37 Home and hamlet -p35
Let us likewise -p35 Personalized prisons -p35
God.s Plan is not the plan of pleasure -p35
Pulls of the world -including its pleasures, power,
praise, money, and preeminence -p35
Real resumes -p37
Resilient repentance -p37
Rouge of recognition -p35
Scale the secular -p36 Scoffers display the shoulder-shrugging -p35
Some so sensitive and seeing so little -p35 Squatting atop a small mound of sand -p36
Support systems -p35 We wince as we watch -p35
S01 p59-61
F01 p78-80

S02 p36-38

F02 p16-18

S03 p68-70

F03 p99-102

S 04 p44-46

EN Mar. 98
Confused about causality - p9
Divine disclosure -p 13
Indifference adds to iniquity and iniquity brings
Longsuffering Lord - p10
its inevitable harvest - p8
Mitigating misery - p11
Mortal messiahship - p8
Nourish our neighbor - p13
Peter's prophecy - p8

p-72

Popular and pervasive - p9

this Problem is understandably poignant and

persistent -

p12
Reality of the Restoration - p10 Real religion - p9
Sampling of the societal spectrum - p10
Secular synagogue - p10
Seeing some secular solutions - p11
Selfishness and skepticism brush aside the
significance of the Saviour - p9
Sincerely striving - p10
Shorn of spiritual memory - p9
Spiritual submissiveness - p9
Such sweeping spiritual substance - p10
EN Sept 98
Act accordingly -p8 Agonies of the Atonement -p13
Also assume an absence -p7
Active avoidance -p8
Babe to be born at Bethlehem (2)-p13
Behavioral boundries -p7
Craving for credit -p13
Consciously chosen -p8
Conversational correctives (2) -p9
Customized commandments -p8
Daily discipleship -p8 Designed to develop -p8
Dimensions of discipleship -p8 Directed to develop -p7
Divine disclosure -p12
Eloquence of example -p9
Experienced by the (eloquence of his example)
(2) -p13
Interaction of immoral individuals -p7
Immortal individuals -p11
Many multiple meanings -p12 Premortal psychodrama -p13
Push for preeminence and power -p13
Put the pressing things of the day in precious
perspective -p7
Readily recognized -p7
Remarkable Restoration -p13
Righteous reflexes -p10
Rustling for recognition -p13
Shaping of souls -p8 Some situations may call for service that
somehow seems -p10
Spiritual spur -p11 Strategic swirl -p8
Swirling situations -p11
EN Aug. 00-p7-13

No aliterations included

EN Feb 01 –p8-17
barriers and borders EN Feb 01–p17
bruised and battered EN Feb 01–p13
Ceaseless and clever EN Feb 01–p15
Christ's commendations EN Feb 01–p10
Christ often corrected before ommending EN Feb 01–p11
commendation was conveyed to a whole congregation EN Feb 01-p10
constitute the cadre EN Feb 01–p14
course correction sontinue EN Feb 01–p12
cultural gurus have you in their crosshairs EN Feb 01–p14
to class in the curriculum the lord has EN Feb 01–p17
desparing diagnosis EN Feb 01–p11
developmental discipleship EN Feb 01–p11,13,17
Developmental discipleship to move from difficulty EN Feb 01–p11
Discipleship is developing EN Feb 01–p14
Determine the direction EN Feb 01–p15
Devine delight –p17 divine design EN Feb 01–p13
Faithful experience a few fivrillations EN Feb 01–p15
Lubricant of love tha the Lord EN Feb 01–p11
Marvelous and merciful EN Feb 01–p12
Oscillate over the obsolescent EN Feb 01 –p15
Promote in various ways the proclivities EN Feb 01–p14
Quality questions EN Feb 01– p10
Remain responsible EN Feb 01–p16
Require repetition EN Feb 01–p13
Secular spinmeisters EN Feb 01–p15
Self-pity or shoulder-shruging EN Feb 01–p10
Spiritual submissiveness EN Feb 01–p17
Spiritual symmetry EN Feb 01–p17
Strive so steadily EN Feb 01–p16
Tricky tides EN Feb 01–p15
EN Oct. 01 –p10-15 atoning axis EN Oct. 01–p15
customixed challenges EN Oct. 01–p14
Deep doctrines EN Oct. 01–p 15 divine discontent EN Oct. 01–p13
Emancipating effects EN Oct. 01–p12
Experience further fortifying effects EN Oct. 01–p12
Explanations and exclamations EN Oct. 01–p13
Further fortifying EN Oct. 01–p12
Greater gratitude, greater love, and greater power EN Oct. 01–p10
Greatest gift that God can give EN Oct. 01–p14
Human history EN Oct. 01–p10
Provide part of the perspiration EN Oct. 01–p14

Real relief, real forgiveness, and real progress EN Oct. 01–p10
Real repentance EN Oct. 01–p12 relavant and reassuring EN Oct. 01–p14
Sins of all sizes EN Oct. 01–p10 smaller sins EN Oct. 01–p10
Souls who have reaseched that point where they are sick of being sick EN Oct. 01–p14
Special submissiveness EN Oct. 01–p14
spirit to stir peopl's souls EN Oct. 01-p-15
Spiritual submissiveness EN Oct. 01-p-14
Teach and testify –p10
Turn from transgression EN Oct. 01–p12
Urgency underlying EN Oct. 01–p12
En July 02 –p56-61
The Admiration and the adoration En July 02-p56
Atoning act En July 02-p56
Chemistry of contemplation En July 02-p58
Consequences of those choices En July 02-p59
Constitute the customized curricula En July 02-p59
Doctrines drive discipleship En July 02-p61
Fail to focus En July 02-p58
Greater gratitude En July 02-p58
Relentless routineness En July 02-p58
Spikes of suffering and stress En July 02-p58
Super sinners En July 02-p56
EN April 03 –p30-37 blessed to bear EN April 03–p37
Character and capacity differently and correctly EN April 03–p33 Clearly and correctly EN April 03–p32
Comrehend the character of God EN April 03–p33
Cultural context EN April 03–p30
Deprived doctrinally EN April 03–p33
Devine determination EN April 03–p33
Dispersion, diffusion, and distortion EN April 03–p36
Emotional extravagance but rather the quiet enthusiasm EN April 03–p37
Find fragments EN April 03–36 Humdrum hedonism EN April 03–p30
Landscape of life EN April 03–p37
Must make no mistake EN April 03–p30
Ponder this powerful EN April 03–p34
Restoration removes EN April 03–p32
Revelations of the restoration EN April 03–p33
Secular society EN April 03–p30 Skepticism swells EN April 03–p34
Struggle and strain to make sense EN April 03–p32
Such skeptical, secular people soon EN April 03–p32
Swamped in situational ethics EN April 03–p30
Two times in two verses EN April 03–p33
Witnessing words of President Wilford Woodruff EN April 03–p36
BYU Devotionals - 1968-69 - The Simplicity of the Gospel- - p1-14
Congruency with Christ -p2,3* Consequences of commitment -p3
Cosmetic communications -p2 Cross the chasm -p9
Duty becomes a delight -p2*
Ecclesiastical "Everest" -p11*
Interplay of these ideas - p8
Message of the Master -p14*
describes Perfectly the posture -p9
Playing at the periphery -p4/5
Resonate and respond -p2
Sanctuaries for sin -p6*
they Say is strikingly similar -p11
Secular sense -p7
Sounds sacrilegious -p7
Visas for those willing to venture -p73
- 1970-71 - The Mormon Milieu - p1-7 (see also NE May71)
Cosmetic changes -p6*
Human heroism -p6
Mormon milieu - p1
- 1971-72 - Freedom : A Hard Doctrine - p1-5
Carrier of cleverness -p4
Cloistered cholera -p2
Conceptual caresses -p3*
Disengage from the divine -p2
Ersatz emancipation -p*
Fascination with freedom -p1
Imprisoning inhibitions -p2
Personality precipice -p4
brilliantly Placed patches of paint -p4
Questing and quality -p1
Shortcut to salvation- a single, sudden spectacular thing -p5
Significance of suffering -p4
Souls scars -p4*
Suffering is the sweat that comes from working
Sword of speciousness -p4*
Symphonic strains -p4
Those teachings which transcend time -p1
-1974 - Family Perspectives - p29-37
Alien angles -p35* Alienation and anger -p33
Attempt abortively -p31
Coequal concern -p30

out our salvation -p4

Continuing curricular concern -p29
Divine diet -p30
Isn't it ironical -p31* Isn't it interesting -p34*
Parents as pivotal -p33
Principles can become "prodigal" as well as
Rigors of repentance -p36
Secularism so often seizes upon a single true
principle -p35
Sincere Sisyphus syndrome -p32 Surf of statistics -p32*
Sweetness and service -p33
the World wonders why -p32

people -p35

- 1974 - But For A Small Moment - p443-457 (Some already entered from other sources excluded or marked *)
Awful arithmetic -p447
Christ on the cross gave out the cry -p445
Cry on the cross -p 445
Customize the challenges -p447*
Eternal ecology -p448 It is incredibly important -p455
Making a mosaic -p448
Marshmallow men -p455
Peering through the prism of the present -p453
Sense of serenity -p445
Solemnity of my soul -p457
Souls stretched -p456
source(s) of satisfaction -(2) -p453
This is typical of the trials -p450
Tongue cannot always transmit the truths -p451*
Truths in which we traffic -p455
Vulnerabilities will be probed by the vicissitudes -p449
-1976 - Insights From My Life -p187-201 (see also NE Apr. 1978) (Some entered from other sources excluded)
shaping of the Alternatives is aristocratic -p195
An astral aloneness -p198
Can condition citizens -p194
Certain conversations -p194
Choices confronting them -p195 the Christian receives a customized curriculum
-p192
Commending Christians -p191 Commentators concluded -p194
Common causes -p196*
Condemned by colleagues -p194
Constitutional caress -p199
Cosmic chill -p198
Creative communication and of new commitment -p193 Crucial causes -p194*
Endorse empathy -p199
Fellowship be flaccid -p199
Finest of friends -p199*
so Is inventorying our insights -p188
Inventory our insights -p200*
Lessons were large -p188
Marvellous moments -p193*
Pointed to possibilities -p191
Ponder possible topics -p188
Prospective praise -p191
in Praise of parents and prophets -p188
Reluctant reclassifications -p191
Saw the shame of several -p199 Searching for sensation -p193
Seeming sternness -p199
Situation of stress -p198*
Specific service for someone -p191
Spiritual silence is a school -p193*
Such solitary souls -p197
Such stern sentinels -p199*
Symbiotic sensationalism -p194 Timely and tender -p191
When warm whispers -p191*
Wonders when walking -p193
Worthy words -p191
- 1976 - Talking Up The Cross -p249-63 (Some entered from other sources excluded)
Are always authentic -p254
Bent with the burdens of bad behavior -p259
only the Lord Can compare crosses -p254 Carry the challenging cross -p252
Classroom as well as in cookery -p251
find Claustrophobia a challenge -p254
Clearly capacitated -p263
Communique to the commandant -p260
Compensating competencies -p251
Crystal clear -p263
Despairing and discouraging -p260
Err everlastingly -p253
Facts of fatherhood -p252
First feelings of faith -p256
Flippant feedback -p255
Inscrutable inscribings -p250
Lifetime learning -p250-51
Majestic momentum -p263
Measuring up to your great mortal moments -p263
Mortality is moistened -p253
Mortal micromoments -p258
Nursery and neighborhood -p251
the more Nutritive the nest -p251 Paul's preachment -p255
Ponder the past examples of our partners on the
Precious points -p259
pathway p254
Preening not for the praise of the world or pressing
the "sacred Present" is packed with possibilities
for the passing political preeminence -p252
-p260
Rhetoric will not raise it-p260 the Scenery, the sounds, the substance are
often similar
Some of the skills and strengths -p259
Soul seconds -p256
Specific strategic statements -p252
Spiritual stirrings -p255, 256
less Statusful servants -p258
- 1977 - "All Hell is Moved" p175-81 (Some entered from other sources excluded)
the Arsenal of the adversary -p178
Buddha born in Bethlehem -p180
Cloud cover of our concerns -p181
Crippled Christianity -p177
Deflected from discipleship -p180
Dismayed and dislocated by difficulties -p176
Doctrinal disarray -p177
Ego excursions -p179
Galilean Ghandi -p178
Hopes to help our hunger -p180

-p258

Intertwining insecurities -p180 Lucifer and his legions -p176
Perform on that pledge -p180
Personal predicaments -p181
Possible to have an imperfect people possessed of
so Powerful a promise -p181
perfect doctrines -p177
Proximate persecution -p176
Proximity of such protagonists and the falsity
and the fury of their
pronouncements -p176
clothed in the Purple of the holy priesthood, preach -p178
Rendezvous with the resurrection -p179
Resist all rezoning -p175
Resistance to righteousness -p175
Robbed of its real relevance -p177
Saints are spotlighted -p176
Stern Sierras -p179 Tame any tragedy -p181
Theological tides -p178
The tempestuous times -p179
Transitory troubles -p180
Trendy in its theology -p177
- 1978 - Meeting The Challenges of Today -p149-56 (Some entered from other sources excluded)
Doctrinal deja vu -p156*
Scorn from the skeptic -p156
- 1980 - "True Believers In Christ" -p134-140 (Some entered from other sources excluded)
Abstentions do not necessarily move us on to
Careful contentment -p137
affirmative actions -p136
Central characteristics -p134
Clear connection to keeping the commandments Colleagues as competitors -p138 Commitment to Christ -p134
Conceptual cells -p136
Current connotations -p134
Customized challenge(s) -p136, 137(2)
Deep determination -p135
Dutiful discipleship -p136
Genuinely grateful -p139
Ironically ignore -p137
Inevitably involve -p137
Mean the manipulable and mindless -p134 his Mirth is the mirth of modesty -p139
Missionary meaning -p134
Reminders are relevant -p136
in the Same solar system of significance -p140
Specific steppingstones -p136

p135

- 1981-82 - Grounded, Rooted, Established and Settled - p14-19 (Some entered from other sources excluded)
Casualties of conversion -p15
Crowded by the cares -p15
how Deep the divine determination -p15
Flawed by the lack of finesse -p17
Precious perspective which puts other things in
Purposes are plain -p17
their proper place -p16
Seemed so sweeping -p18
Sense of surprise -p17
those who are ... Settled will survive spiritually -p15
Share several statistical indicators -p14
Symphonic strains -p17
- 1982-83 - Meekly Drenched in Destiny - p1-6 (see also EN Mar. 83 p70-73)
concern Over the opinions of us held by others, there is Scorn of the saints -p5
only one opinion of us that realy matters -p 3
- 1986-87 - Meek and Lowly -p53-63 (Some entered from other sources excluded)
Accumulated accomplishments -p55
An absence of adversity -p57
Arrogant approach -p57
Cause for a hearer that may carry him or her
clear out of the Church -p58
there Could never be compliance with Consecration -p62
Deflects discourtesy -p57
an Education for eternity -p53 Endure enemies -p53
Interplay of our individual agency -p60
Luxuriant landscape -p55
Marvelous metaphor -p53
Meekness has a metabolism -p55
Meekness mercifully lets -p58 there Really is a rescuing and redeeming Christ
meekness mercifully lets us Retain the realistic
-p59
and rightful impressions -p58
it's Side of silent certitude -p57 Spiritually secure -p56
Spiritually successful -p53,54* Sponge of selfishness which quickly soaks
up everything in sight -p55
Stern substance of this sweet virtue -p53
Sufficient and steady supply -p58
Tenderness in his tutoring -p62
- 1989-90 - The Children Of Christ - p79-91 (Some entered from other sources excluded)
Democracy devoid -p85
Encompass me and echo -p90
Experiences encompass -p90
Final focus -p79
Fast foods of Philosophy -p82 Greatness of God -p89
Mortal maze -p90* Nibley nexus -p80
Premortal pinnacle -p82
pages of Restoration scriptures ripple and resound Salvation specific -p80
Successor son -p80
- 1990-91 - In Him All Things Hold Together - p103-12 (Some entered from other sources excluded)
After the awful atonement -p111 Amid adversity -p106*
what An awful and awesome aloneness -p110
Awful agony -p109
Caress of causality -p106
Cosmic consciousness - p107

p82*

Declaration of divine design -p108
Deepest of distress -p110
Divine direction -p105*
Intertwined, interactive, and interdependent
-p105
Mere molecule -p107 Moment of unparalleled majesty for the
Millennial Messiah -p 108
Meekness of His Mortal Messiahship -p108 Perfect pupil -p104
Scriptures describe the same, small cluster of spiritual Celebrate a special star -p108
qualities -p104
Solitary Samaritan -p109*
Stirring samples -p112
Time on a telestial treadmill -p103
Traits that mark the trail to be travelled -p104
- 1991-92 - The Inexhaustible Gospel -p 139-48 (see also EN Apr. 1993 p 68-73)(Some entered from other sources excluded)
Astonishing atonement -p148* Korihor conclusions -p144(2)
Lack of longitudinality -p145
Naively neglecting its northern flank -p145
That there was no time to think -p147
What a wondrous God we worship -p143
- 1993-94 - Called To Serve - p127-38 (see also June 1996 Ensign for most from this item.)
Reveries and recesses p-133
So many subtle forms of servitude -p131

Biography - En Jan. 82; Dec 85; Aug. 95

Abstentions do not necessarily move us on to
affirmative actions -BYUD-80-p136
Accumulated accomplishments -BYUD-86-87-p55
Act accordingly - EN Sep. 98-p8
Adequate presence of attributes -p72
After the awful atonement -BYUD-90-91- p111
Agency amiss –S03–p70
Agonies of the Atonement - EN Sep. 98-p13
Alienation and anger -BYUD-74-p33
Alloted "acreage", acres -S00-p72,73
And abysmal agony -S01–p60
An absence of adversity -BYUD-86-87-p57
An astral aloneness -BYUD-76-p198
Anguish and agonies of the Atonement –S02-p38
Appropriately augmented Arithmatic of appetite, anything -S99-p23
the Arsenal of the adversary -BYUD-77-p178
Atonement awaited –S02-p37
Atoning act En July 02-p56
Atoning axis EN Oct. 01–p15
Awful agony -BYUD-90-91-p109
Axis of agony -F97-p23
Babe (to be) born at Bethlehem - EN Sep. 98-p13, (2)
Behavioral blunders -S99-p24
Behavioral boundaries - EN Sep.-p7
Bent or broken -F00-p35
Bent with the burdens of bad behavior -BYUD-76-p259
Blessed to bear EN April 03–p37
Buddha born in Bethlehem -BYUD-77-p180
Buried in Belgium only to have Joseph Smith born centuries
later in distant Bombay –F02-p17

Can condition citizens -BYUD-76-p194
Career choices are clear -S98-p38
Careful contentment -BYUD-80-p137
Caress of causality -BYUD-90-91-p106
Carnal confrontiveness –F02-p16
Carrier of cleverness - BYUD-71-72-p4
Carry the challenging cross -BYU 76 -p255p252
Casualties of conversion -BYUD-81-82-p15
Cause for a hearer that may carry him or her
clear out of the Church -BYUD-86-87-p58
Celestial culture - EN. Dec. 85
Central characteristics -BYUD-80-p134
Character and capacity differently and correctly
EN April 03–p33
Checkpoint of dulled conscience -F01–p79
Childless couples -S00-p72
the Christian receives a customized curriculum -BYUD-76-p192
Christ on the cross gave out the cry -BYUD-80-p445

Accomplished the Atonment for all -S00-p73
Accumulating anxieties -F98-p62
Active avoidance - EN Sep. 98-p8
The Admiration and the adoration En July 02-p56

Agonizing atoning -S01-p60
shaping of the Alternatives is aristocratic BYUD-76-p195
Also assume an absence - EN Sep. 98-p7
An announcement and an accomplishment EN Jan. 82
what An awful and awesome aloneness BYUD-90-91-p110
Are always authentic -BYUD-76-p254
Arrogant approach -BYUD-86-87-p57
Accessing the blessings of the astonishing Atonement -S01-p61
Atonement was accomplished –F02-p16
Attempt abortively -BYUD-74-p31
Awful arithmetic -BYUD-80-p447

barriers and borders EN Feb 01–p17
Beliefs will bring –F02-p16
Birth at Bethlehem –F02-p17
Bruised and battered EN Feb 01–p13

Can cope with complexity - EN Jan. 82
Careful about comparisons -S00-p73

Cast our cares –F02-p17
Ceaseless and clever EN Feb 01–p15

Circumstantially content -S00-p74
Certain conversations -BYUD-76-p194

Chemistry of contemplation En July 02-p58
Choices confronting them -BYUD-76-p195
Christ often corrected before commending EN Feb 01–p11

Christ's commendations EN Feb 01–p10
Churn of crises-p16
Circumstantially content -S00-p74
Classroom as well as in cookery -BYU 76 -p251
find Claustrophobia a challenge -BYU 76 -p254
Clearly and correctly EN April 03–p32
Clearly capacitated -BYU 76 -p263
Clicks on a computer can-F01–p79

to Class in the curriculum the lord has EN Feb 01–p17
Clear connection to keeping the
commandments -BYUD-80-p135
Cleaver constructs, "pleasing to the carnal mind," will also collapse -F03-p-102
Cloistered cholera -BYUD-71-72p2

Cloud cover of our concerns -BYUD-77-p181
Colleagues as competitors -BYUD-80-p138
Commendation was conveyed to a whole congregation
-EN Feb 01-p10
Commending Christians -BYUD-76-p191
Commitment to Christ -BYUD-80-p134
Communique to the commandant -BYU 76 -p260
Compelled by circumstances -F00-p3
Comrehend the character of God EN April 03–p33
Conceptual canopy -S01-p61
Conceptual cells -BYUD-80-p136
Condemned by colleagues -BYUD-76-p194
Conscience of covenants -F01–p79
Consciously chosen - EN Sep. 98-p8
Consequences of commitment -BYUD-68/69-p?
Considerations consisted of EN. Dec. 85
Constitute the cadre EN Feb 01–p14

Coequal concern -BYUD-74-p30
Comfortably coasting -F97-p23

Constitutional caress -BYUD-76-p199
Context is challenging -S01-p59
Continuing curricular concern -BYUD-74-p29
Conversational correctives -EN Sep.-p9 (2)
Cosmetic communications -BYUD-68/69-p2
Cosmic chill - BYUD-76-p198
Cosmic clocks and calendars -F98-p63
Cosmos containing-F03–p100
there Could never be compliance with Consecration
-BYUD-86-87-p62
Counsel as a contraction -F00-p7

Content with his calling -S00-p72

Craving for credit - EN Sep. 98-p13
Creative communication and of new
commitment -BYUD-76-p193
Crisis coexists-F01-p78
Cross the chasm -BYUD-68/69-p9
something so Crucial constitutes -F99-p6
Crystal clear -BYU 76 -p263

Commentators concluded -BYUD-76-p194
Commotions cannot –S03–p69
Compensating competencies -BYU 76 -p251

Concrete consequences -S99-p25
Conditioned crowd –S03–p68
Consecration that carves out the emulative charchter –S02-p36
Consequences of those choices En July 02-p59
Constitute the customized curricula En July 02-p59

Korihor conclusions -BYUD-91-92-p144(2)
Cosmic capacity –F02-p16
Cosmic consciousness - BYUD-90-91-p107
Could cross cultures - EN. Dec. 85
Course correction continue EN Feb 01–p12

Crippled Christianity -BYUD-77-p177
Crowded by the cares -BYUD-81-82-p15
Cry on the cross -BYUD-80-p 445
Cultural context EN April 03–p30

Cultural gurus have you in their crosshairs EN Feb 01–p14
Current connotations -BYUD-80-p134
Customize the challenges -BYUD-74-p447;
BYUD-80- p136,137(2);

Customixed challenges EN Oct. 01–p14
Customized Commandments thus came EN Sep. 98-p8

Daily discipleship -EN Sep. 98-p8; S99-p23
Declaration of divine design -BYUD-90-91-p108

Deep doctrines EN Oct. 01–p 15

Deep determination -BYUD-80-p135
Deep Devotion - En. Aug. 95
Deepest of distress -BYUD-90-91-p110
how Deep the divine determination BYUD-81-82-p15
Deflected from discipleship -BYUD-77-p180
Degrees of difficulty –S02-p36
Deliberately avoiding drifting apart -F01–p7779
Demanding flow of discipleship -S01-p60
Democracy devoid -BYUD-89-90-p85
Designed to develop - EN Sep. 98-p8
Desire to discriminate - EN. Dec. 85
Despairing and discouraging -BYU 76 -p260
Despised and discarded -F00-p35
Determined discipleship-F01-p79
Devil's doctrines dripping -F03–p102
Developmental discipleship EN Feb 01–p11,13,17
Difficult days -S00p74
Discipleship need not be dried out by discouragement or
the heat of the day, nor should be dismaying –F02-p16
Disclose the deep –S03–p69

Deepest desires - EN. Dec. 85
Deep that descent into despair -S01-p60

Deflects discourtesy -BYUD-86-87-p57

Deprived doctrinally EN April 03–p33

Desparing diagnosis EN Feb 01–p11

Determine the direction EN Feb 01–p15

Developmental discipleship to move from difficulty EN Feb 01–p11
Discipleship is developing EN Feb 01–p14
Disclose further the distinctiveness –F02-p16
Directed to develop -EN 98-p7

Disabled and diminished Diety -F99-p6
Dismayed and dislocated by difficulties BYUD-77-p176
Dimensions of discipleship -EN Sep.98-p8
Divine, declarative disclosures -F03–p100
Divine design EN Feb 01–p13
Divine diet -BYUD-74-p30
Divine discontent - EN. Dec. 85; -S02-p36; En Oct 01 –p13
Disclose further the distinctiveness –F02-p16
Doubt and despair, like dandelions -F98-p61
Doctrinal dots- F99- p8
Downcast disciples -F98-p61
Drug drenched drama -F01–p80
Dulled and desensitized -F99-p7
Dutiful discipleship -BYUD-80-p136

Eagar ears -F01-p79
Easy escalator -S98-p39
an Education for eternity -BYUD-86-87-p53
Ego excursions -BYUD-77-p179
Emancipating effects EN Oct. 01–p12
Emotional extravagance but rather the quiet enthusiasm
EN April 03–p37
Encouraged by the eloquence of the example - EN. Dec. 85
Endure frustrated expectations –S04–p 45
Endure enemies -BYUD-86-87-p53
Enriching experiences - EN Jan. 82
Eternal ecology -BYUD-74-p448
Experience by the eloquence of his example
Experienced the utter emptiness-F03–p102
-EN Sep. 98-p13 (2)
Explanations and exclamations EN Oct. 01–p13
Extensive executive experience - EN Jan. 82
Facts of fatherhood -BYU 76 -p252
Faithful experience a few fivrillations EN Feb 01–p15
Fanning or feigning -F00-p35
Fascination with freedom -BYUD-71-72-p1
Felicitous and fundamental fact –F02-p18
Fellowship be flaccid -BYUD-76-p199
Find fragments EN April 03–36
Finite failures -F00-p37
Flawed by the lack of finesse -BYUD-81-82-p17
Foregoing facts - EN. Dec. 85
Fully faithful –S02-p38
Further fortifying EN Oct. 01–p12

Disengage from the divine -BYUD-71-72p2
Dispersion, diffusion, and distortion EN April 03–p36
Divine delight EN Feb. 01–p17
Divine determination(s) –S03–p70; EN Apr 03-p33
Divine disclosure - EN Sep. 98-p12
Divine, reassuring disclosure –F02-p18
Doctrinal disarray -BYUD-77-p177
Doubt, despair, and desensitization -F98-p61
Doctrines drive discipleship En July 02-p61
Droplets of selfish decisions suggest a direction S99-p24
Dues of discipleship -S01-p60
Duties of discipleship –F02-p16

Ecclesiastical "Everest" -p11
Effusive ego -S99-p23
Eloquence of example - EN Sep. 98-p9
Emotional extrapolations -S01-p60
Encompass me and echo -BYUD-89-90-p90
Endorse empathy -BYUD-76-p199
Enormous errors -F99-p7
Err everlastingly -BYU 76 -p253
Experiences encompass -BYUD-89-90-p90
Experience further fortifying effects EN Oct. 01–p12
Expectation of ease -F99-p7
Exponential expression - EN. Dec. 85

Fail to focus En July 02-p58

Fast foods of Philosophy -BYUD-89-90-p82
Final focus -BYUD-89-90-p79
First feelings of faith -BYU 76 -p256
Flippant feedback -BYU 76 -p255
Forward and endure frustrated expectations –S04–p45
Further flexing -S99-p23

Galilean Ghandi -BYUD-77-p178
Genuinely grateful -BYUD-80-p139
Glorious gift of the great –S03–p69
God generously –S02-p36
Golgotha and much more resplendent gardens
Goodness of God -S00-p74
than Gethsemane - S00-p74
Gospel givens -F01–p78
Greater gratitude En July 02-p58
Greater gratitude, greater love, and greater power EN Oct. 01–p10
Greatest gift that God can give EN Oct. 01–p14
Greatness of God -BYUD-89-90-p89
Hand of Him -F01–p80
Have humility that is hierarchical: being
humble up. but not humble down -F97-p23
Hopes to help our hunger -BYUD-77-p180
Human hatreds –S03–p69
Human heroism -BYUD-70/71-p6
Humdrum hedonism EN April 03–p30
Illustrations involving –S02-p36

Home and hamlet -F00-p35
Humanity hung of the hinge -S01-p60
Human history EN Oct. 01–p10
Hypocricy is high -F99-p7

Imortal individuals - EN Sep. 98-p11
Imprisoning inhibitions -BYUD-71-72-p2
Incremental iniquity -S99-p24
Indulgent individualism -S99-p23
Indifferent or the indulgent -S99-p24
Inevitably incomplete - EN. Dec. 85
Inscrutable inscribings -BYU 76 -p250
Intellectually insulting-F01 –p80
Interaction of immortal individuals - EN 98-p7
Interplay of our individual agency -BYUD-86-87-p60
Intertwined, interactive, and interdependent
-BYUD-90-91-p105
Ironically ignore -BYUD-80-p137
so Is inventorying our insights -BYUD-76- p188,p200
Is immense integrity - EN. Aug. 95

Immortal individuals– imperfect –S04–p46
Incremental improvements -S00-p73; -S02-p36
Indelibly inscribed - En. Dec. 85
Indifference adds to iniquity and iniquity brings
its inevitable harvest - EN Mar 98-p8
Inevitably involve -BYUD-80-p137
Inspired and instructive -S00-p74

Interplay of these ideas - BYUD-68/69-p8
Intertwining insecurities -BYUD-77-p180
Ironically, inordinate –S02-p37
It is incredibly important -BYUD-74-p455

Korihor conclusions -p144(2)
Lack of longitudinality -BYUD-91-92-p145
Lessons were large -BYUD-76-p188
Let us likewise -F00-p35
Lifetime learning -BYU 76 -p250-51
Longsuffering Lord - EN Mar 98-p10
Lubricant of love that the Lord EN Feb 01–p11
Lucifer and his legions -BYUD-77-p176
Magnifies a mess of pottage -S99-p24
Majestic momentum -BYU 76 -p263
Many multiple meanings - EN Sep. 98-p12
Marshmallow men -BYUD-74-p455
Marvelous metaphor -BYUD-86-87-p53
Mean the manipulable and mindless -BYUD-80-p134
Mechanisms are either missing, malfunctioning -F01-p80
Meek like (as)Moses –S02-p37
Meekness has a metabolism -BYUD-86-87-p55
Meekness of His Mortal Messiahship -BYUD-90-91-p108
Merely mask -S99-p23
Mere molecule -BYUD-90-91-p107
his Mirth is the mirth of modesty -BYUD-80-p139
Mists of the moment –S03–p69
Mitigating misery - EN Mar 98-p11
More miracles even while consuming a
daily menue of mana -F99-p8
Mortality is moistened -BYU 76 -p253
Mortal micromoments -BYU 76 -p258
Mournful mutter -F01–p80
Much more -S00-p73
Muted by the mundane –F02-p18

Landscape of life EN April 03–p37
Life's little lessons –S04–p44
Local Laban -F99p7; S02-p18
Lord's long-suffering as we struggle to learn
the necessary lessons -S00-p73
Luxuriant landscape -BYUD-86-87-p55

Making a mosaic -BYUD-74-p448
Marvelous and merciful EN Feb 01–p12

Measuring up to your great mortal moments
-BYU 76 -p263

Meekness mercifully lets -BYUD-86-87-p58
Mentored remarkable Moses –S02-p37

Missionary meaning -BYUD-80-p134
Moment of unparalleled majesty for the
Millennial Messiah -BYUD-90-91-p 108
Mormon milieu - BYUD-70/71-p1
Mortal maze -BYUD-89-90-p90
Mortal memorries - EN Dec. 85
Must make no mistake EN April 03–p30

Naively neglecting its northern flank -BYUD-91-92-p145
Nourish our neighbor - EN Mar 98-p13
the more Nutritive the nest -BYU 76 -p251

Nibley nexus -BYUD-89-90-p80
Nursery and neighborhood -BYU 76 -p251

Opportune human orbits –S02-p38
concern Over the opinions of us held by others, there is
only one opinion of us that realy matters BYUD-82-83-p 3

Oscillate over the obsolescent EN Feb 01 –p15

Parents as pivotal -BYUD-74-p33
Passion for peace EN Jan. 82
Pathetic pathology -F99-p7
Paul's preachment -BYU 76 -p255

Particular platters -F03–p101

Patient with your parents -S98-p38
Pavilion of perspective -F97-p22

Peering through the prism of the present BYUD-74-p453
Perfect pupil -BYUD-90-91-p104
Persists to the point where he is "past feeling" S99-p24
Personalized prisons -F00-p35
Personal pleadings -S01-p60
Personal predicaments -BYUD-77-p181
Peter's prophecy -EN Mar 98-p8
Placing His pavilion in the past -F99-p7
Players on this planet -F03–p101
Pleading with perspective –S02-p37
Progression mixed with procrastination –S02-p36
Pronoun problem –S02-p37
Pointed to possibilities BYUD-76-p191
Pondering often proceeds -S00-p73
Ponder the past examples of our partners on the
pathway -BYU 76 -p254
Popular and pervasive - EN Mar 98-p9
Possible to have an imperfect people possessed
of perfect doctrines -BYUD-77-p177
in Praise of parents and prophets -BYUD-76-p188
Precious points -BYU 76 -p259
Preening not for the praise of the world or
pressing for the passing political
preeminence -BYU 76 -p252
Pervades politics -F98-p62
Premortal psychodrama - EN Sep 98-p13
the "sacred Present" is packed with possibilities
-BYU 76 -p260
this Problem is understandably poignant and persistent
- EN Mar 98-p12
Promote in various ways the proclivities EN Feb 01–p14
Prospective praise -BYUD-76-p191
Proximate persecution -BYUD-77-p176
Proximity of such protagonists and the falsity
and the fury of their pronouncements BYUD-77-p176
clothed in the Purple of the holy priesthood,
preach -BYUD-77-p178
Purposes are plain -BYUD-81-82-p17

describes Perfectly the posture -BYUD-68/69-p9
Perform on that pledge -BYUD-77-p180
Personality precipice -BYUD-71-72-p4

Personal possibility -F97-p23
Persuaded by principle - EN. Aug. 95
brilliantly Placed patches of paint -BYUD71-72-p4
God.s Plan is not the plan of pleasure -F00-p35
Playing at the periphery -BYUD-68/69-p4/5
Priceless personal assurances –F02-p16
Promise of posterity, because he was "fully persuaded that, what [God} had
promised, he was able to perform" –F02-p18
Pondering and pursuing –S02-p38
Ponder possible topics -BYUD-76-p188
Ponder this powerful EN April 03–p34
Poverty of perceptions-F03-p101
so Powerful a promise -BYUD-77-p181
Precious perspective which puts other things in
their proper place -BYUD-81-82-p16
Precious process -F99-p8
Preferred to periodic -F99-p8

Premortal pinnacle -BYUD-89-90-p82
Preoccupation which preempts -S00-p73
Principles can become "prodigal" as well as
people -BYUD-74-p35
Profound loss of proportionality - S99-p24

Provide part of the perspiration EN Oct. 01–p14
Pulls of the world -including its pleasures, power,
praise, money, and preeminence -F00-p35
Purposefully pursing -F97-p22
Push for preeminence and power - EN
Sep. 98-p13

Put-down is then placed in the perspective -S01-p59
Put the pressing things of the day in precious
perspective -EN 98-p7

Puzzled or perplexed -F99-p8

Quality questions EN Feb 01– p10

Questing and quality -BYUD-71-72-p1

Rationalize any remaining -F01–p79
Reality of the Restoration - EN Mar 98-p10
Readily recognized - En Sep 98-7
Real repentance EN Oct. 01–p12
Real resumes -F00-p37
Recent reunion - EN. Dec. 85
Refusing to relax -F01–p79
Rejected the role -F99-p6
Relevant and reassuring EN Oct. 01–p14
Relevant revelations -S01-p60
Relentless routineness En July 02-p58
Reluctant reclassifications -BYUD-76-p191
Remain responsible EN Feb 01–p16
Reminders are relevant -BYUD-80-p136

there Really is a rescuing and redeeming Christ
-BYUD-86-87-p59
Real relief, real forgiveness, and real progress EN Oct. 01–p10

Reflects our participative assent rather than
uncaring resignation -p74
Regal realm –S02-p38
Relentless routineness En July 02-p58
Relentless reminders –F02-p16
Remaining restraint -F01–p79
Remarkable Restoration - EN Sep. 98 -p13
Rendezvous with the resurrection BYUD-77-p179

Require repetition EN Feb 01–p13
Rescuing revelations -F03–p102
Resist all rezoning -BYUD-77-p175
Resonate and respond -BYUD-68/69-p2
Restoration removes EN April 03–p32
Restrain repentance -F03–p102
Rescuing rain -F98-p61
Reveries and recesses -BYUD-93-94-p-133
Rich resilience -p22
Righteous reflexes - EN Sep. 98-p10
Rigors and the rich rewards of repentance-F01–p78
Risk of recoil -S01-p60
Robbed of its real relevance -BYUD-77-p177
no Room of road rage -S99-p23
Rustling for recognition - EN SEp. 98-p13
Sad ciphers -F99-p8
Save some soul -S00-p72
Saints are spotlighted -BYUD-77-p176
in the Same solar system of significance -BYUD-80-p140
Saw the shame of several -BYUD-76-p199
Scale the secular -F00-p36
Scriptures describe the same, small cluster of
Scorn from the skeptic -BYUD-78p156
Search for more sensations -F03–p101
Searching for sensation -BYUD-76-p193
Secularism so often seizes upon a single true principle
-p35
Secular society EN April 03–p30
Seeing some secular solutions - EN Mar 98-p11
Seemed so sweeping -BYUD-81-82-p18
Seeming sternness -p199
Selfishness and skepticism brush aside the
significance of the Saviour - EN Mar 98-p9
Self-pity or shoulder-shruging EN Feb 01–p10
Sell their souls -S00-p73
Sends selfishness surging -F98-p62
Sense of serenity -BYUD-74-p445
those who are ... Settled will survive spiritually BYUD-81-82-p15
Severe selfishness -S99-p24
Severly selfish -S99-p24
Shakespearean sonnets –F02-p18

Shaping of souls in the strategic swirl - EN Sep.-p8
Shaping of such sterling character-S01–p59
Share several statistical indicators -BYUD-81-82-p14
Shorn of spiritual memory - EN Mar 98-p9
Shortcut to salvation- a single, sudden spectacular
thing -BYUD-71-72-p5
it's Side of silent certitude -BYUD-86-87-p57
Significance of suffering -BYUD-71-72-p4
Sincere Sisyphus syndrome -BYUD-74-p32
Sins of all sizes EN Oct. 01–p10
Sin that shapes our status -S00-p72
Sliding swiftly-S01 -p59
Smaller sins EN Oct. 01–p10
Societal signs -S99-p24
Sojourning sons -S98-p38
So many subtle forms of servitude BYUD-93-94-p131
Some of the skills and strengths -BYU 76 -p259
Some still settle –F02-p18
So sobering -F01–p80
Soul seconds -BYU 76 -p256

Resilient repentance -F00-p37
Resistance to righteousness -BYUD-77-p175
Resplendent, revelatory -F03–p99
Restoration's revelations -F03–p100
Resulting revelations (2) -F03–p100
meekness mercifully lets us Retain the realistic
and rightful impressions -BYUD-86-87-p58
Revelations of the Restoration -F03–p101; EN April 03–p33
Rich Restoration -F99-p8
Rigors of repentance -BYUD-74-p36
Rivets of the Restoration -S01-59
Rouge of recognition -F00-p35
Said something sardonic –S04–p44
Salvation specific -BYUD-89-90-p80
Sampling of the societal spectrum EN Mar 98-p10
they Say is strikingly similar -BYUD-68/69-p11
the Scenery, the sounds, the substance are often
similar -BYU 76 -p258
Scoffers display the shoulder-shrugging -F00-p35
spiritual qualities -BYUD-90-91-p104
Scorn of the saints -BYUD-82-83-p5
Secularism causes some of that shivering -F98-p62
Secular sense -BYUD-68/69-p7
Secular spinmeisters EN Feb 01–p15
Seeing through sensuality's deceptive spin -F01–p79
Celebrate a special star -BYUD-90-91-p108
Selfishneses is really self-destruction in slow
motion -S99-p-23
Sending the signal -F01–p79
Sense of surprise -BYUD-81-82-p17
Several scriptures -S01-p60

Shining and serving –F02-p18
Short span –S03–p70

Sinais of circumstance -S01-p61
Sinister swirl –F02-p16
Skepticism swells EN April 03–p34
Social structures -S00-p72
Society seems to struggle -F98-p61
Solemnity of my soul -BYUD-74-p457
Some situations may call for service that somehow
seems -EN Sep. 98-p10
Some so sensitive and seeing so little -F00-p35

Souls stretched -BYUD-74-p456

Souls who have reached that point where they are sick
of being sick EN Oct. 01–p14
Sounds sacrilegious -BYUD-68/69-p7
Spasam of selfishness -S99-p23
Special spirits sent to do special chores S98-p39
Specific service for someone -BYUD-76-p191
Specific steppingstones -BYUD-80-p136
Spirit to stir people's souls EN Oct. 01-p-15
Spiritually secure -BYUD-86-87-p56; -F98-p62
Spiritual sculpturing of a righteous soul En Jan 82
Spiritual spur - EN Sep. 98-p11
Spiritual stirrings -BYU 76 -p255, 256
Spiritual symmetry EN Feb 01–p17
Sponge of selfishness which quickly soaks
up everything in sight -BYUD-86-87-p55
Squatting atop a small mound of sand -F00-p36
less Statusful servants -BYU 76 -p258
Stays steady -S00-p74
Stern substance of this sweet virtue -BYUD-86-87-p53
Still striving –S02–p36
Stirring samples -BYUD-90-91-p112
Strangers to the Savior -F03-p101
Strive so steadily EN Feb 01–p16
Struggle with selfishness -S99-p23
Successive use of stepping-stones –S02-p36
Such and similar situations -S00-p72
Such skeptical, secular people soon EN April 03–p32
Such solitary souls -BYUD-76-p197
Suffering is the sweat that comes from working
out our salvation -p4
Super sinners En July 02-p56
Support systems -F00-p35
Surging selfishness , for example, has shurken
some people into ciphers they seek to erase
their emptiness by sensations -S99-p23
Swirling situations - EN Sep.98 -p11
Symbiotic sensationalism -BYUD-76-p194
Tame any tragedy -BYUD-77-p181
Temptation train -F01–p79
Tenderness in his tutoring -BYUD-86-87-p62
That there was no time to think -BYUD-91-92-p147
The tempestuous times -BYUD-77-p179
The truth of this terse verse -F98-p62
This is typical of the trials -p450
Those teachings which transcend time BYUD-71-72-p1
Time on a telestial treadmill -p103
Two times in two verses EN April 03–p33
Traits that mark the trail to be travelled
-BYUD-90-91-p104
Transitory troubles -p180
Treasure trove -S99-p24
Trendy in its theology -BYUD-77-p177
Turn from transgression EN Oct. 01–p12
Truths in which we traffic -BYUD-74-p455

source(s) of satisfaction -(2) -BYUD-74-p453
Special sanctity -F03–p100
Special submissiveness EN Oct. 01–p14
Specific strategic statements -BYU 76 -p252
Spikes of suffering and stress En July 02-p58

Spiritual significance -F99-p8
Spiritual submissiveness -S99-p25; S02-p-36,37; EnFeb 01-p17; EN Oct. 01-p-14
Sprout and spread -F98-p61; EN Mar. 98-p9
Stagnant swamp of self-pity -F01–p79
Stern Sierras -BYUD-77-p179
Stiffens, not slackens, the spiritual spine F98-p62
Strange as it seems, when severly selfish people
are no longer little in their own sight, everybody else shrinks -S99-p24
Strident souls -F01–p80
Struggle and strain to make sense EN April 03–p32
Subsequently there cane sunbursts of serendipity -F03–p100
Successor son -BYUD-89-90-p80
Such contentment is more than
shoulder-shrugging -S00-p73
Such sweeping spiritual substance EN Mar 98-p10
Sufficient and steady supply -BYUD-86-87-p58

Superficial students -F97-p23
Sweetness and service -BYUD-74-p33

Swamped in situational ethics EN April 03–p30
Symphonic strains -BYUD-71-72-p4, 81-82-p17
Teach and testify –p10
Testimony of traitors -F03–p100
Theological tides -BYUD-77-p178
The togetherness of technology -S01-p59

Timely and tender -BYUD-76-p191
Tongue cannot always tramsmit the truth BYUD-74-p451
Tranquil and (or) turbulent times –F02-p16; S03 –p68

Tremble at the tuition -S01-p59
Tricky tides EN Feb 01–p15
Truth-telling translations -F03–p102
Turbulent, tramatic momments - EN Sep. 98-p9

Underused, underwhelmed, and underappreciated S00-p-72
Urgency underlying EN Oct. 01–p12

Unselfish understanding -S99-p25

Volatile and vexing–S03–p70

Vulnerabilities will be probed by the vicissitudes -BYUD-74-p449

Walking wounded -F01–p78
We wince as we watch -F00-p35
What a wondrous God we worship -BYUD-91-92-p143
Witnessing words of President Wilford Woodruff
EN April 03–p36
Wonders when walking -BYUD-76-p193
the World wonders why -BYUD-74-p32
Worthy words -BYUD-76-p191

Watch for the warning lights -S98-p38
We who wear wristwatches -F98-p63
When warm whispers -BYUD-76-p191

World of words - EN Jan. 82
Work and work wisely will -S98-p38

FROM "A" TO "Z"

: "A" IS FOR ALLITERATION
"Z" IS FOR ZION
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